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Summary of Findings

Grade 3 test scores improved in 1981-82 for the 15th consecueive year.

Grade 6 scores improv,ed for the 5th year.

Grade 12 scores improved in two content areas and decreased slightly in
two. -

During the 1981-82 school year, all third, sixth, and twelfth grade stu-
dents in/California pullic schools were tested in the basic skills of reading,
written language, and mathematicA. The. following paragraphs provide brief
summat4 cf the main findings.

Oli

Grade Three Results

Reading test scores"qlr third grade pupils have been improving steadily
since statewide testing in that grade be$:an in 1967. This trepd hqs continued
through 1984-82. A summary 6f the test-results ks presented in Table 1. The.
overall gain in 1981-82 was four scaled score points. )

The areas of written language and mathematics have .Only been testeefdr
thre2 years in grade three. The scores this year were up by five points in
language add seven points in math.

Special equating studies were conducted to determine the relationship of
the current performance of California pupils to Oe performance of asample ors
students across.theotationi. The median score of third grade pupils in Califor-,-.
nia was determined t be at the 60th percentile rankln reading, the 56th in
written language, anL the 55th percentile rank in mathematics.

't1

Grade Six. Results

'

All Students in.grade six,took the'Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6,
another test developed specifically for the California Assessment Program., The
scores of California sixth grade students improved in all content areas tested:
reading,".written language, and mathematics (see Table 1). The amount of gain

'was least in reading (twospoints), next most in language (four), and
most in mathematics (fiue).
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Summary of Findipgs

Table 1 '

Numbers of Students Tested and,hweraze e t Score by Grade Level

and'Content Area from 1979-db Th ugh 1981-82

California Assessment Pro Am

Grade level and
caOient area
(number tested)

Grade 3:'(254,232)

Reading
Written Lariguage

Mathematics

Grade 6 (293,284)

Reading
Written ianguage
Mathematics

Grade 12 (220,603)

'Reading
Written Language

' Spelling
Mathematics ,

Average test score Differeilte

1979-80 1980-81 1981- 2

1979-80

1980-81
to 1980-81

1981-82
to

,

250, 254 258 +4 +4

250 255 260 4 +5 +5

250 254 261 +4 +7

250 2.52 2t4 ' +2 +2

250 , 253 257 ,
+3 +4

250 253 258 +3 +5'
I

63.1 63.4 63.2 +0.3 -0.2 ,

62.4 63.1 63.2 +0.7.

68.8 . 69.0 69.5 +0.2 +0.5

66.8 68.6 67,7' +1.2 -0.3

Notp: The scores for grade three And grade six are reported in sca1e,d seore

units, These scores, briefly described in Chapter II, nge fr m 100 to

400 wi.th a Atatewide average of 250,in 1980: the base ye r. e scores

for grade twelve continue to represent the percentage of questions.

answered,correctly. National eomparisons for all scores are aailable in

Chapter VI.

An egotin$ study provided a basis for comparing sixth grade Californial

students wi:# a:national sample."of students tested in 1973. On the bails of I.pe.

results of the study, the median sixth graiie student in California is above

natynal median'in all areas. In reading the median sixth grader in California

movgd from the 57th to the 58th,percentile rank'in 198L-82. Themekiian student

moved from the 55th to the 57th percentile rank in written language agd

increased to the 58eh in, mathematics.

Grade-Twelve Results

All students in grade twelve took the samOtest that has b en/ 'administered

since 1975-76--the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12. For the first time,

scores in 1980-81 were up in all content areas. In 1981-82, the scores wept up

in,two areas'and down in two at'las. Reading slipped by 0.2 percent correcr, and

math scor!!....went down by 0.1 percent correct. Written language andspelling

imprOved by 0.1 and.-0.5 percent correct, respectively.
%



Summary of Findings
' \

Special eqqating atudies provide a basis for comparing the performance of

California twelfth graders wi'th that of national test publisgery norm samples
tested in 1962 and 1970. On the basis of the 1962 norms, the median twelfth
grade student in Cal,ifornia remained in 1981-82 at the 42nd percentile rank in
reading, the 35th percentile rank in,written expression, and the 46th percentile
rank in mathematics.

- Comparisons with two other tests with 1970 norms placed California twelfth
grade students somewhat lower: ,at the 32nd and 35th percentiles irveading, at
the 29th and 30th percentiles inZOritten expression, and at the 44th and 47th
percentiles in mathematics.

0n the basis of more recent norms (1970 for these tests, California's
performance has generally improved relative to the nation. The Median Califor-
nia 'student isnow in the forties .(percentile rank) on most of the tests, and
above the 50th percentile on two 6f the compariSons.

Other Findings

Chapter VII presenps a compAative analysis of the amount of inseructional
time Californja students receive, ielative to several national estimates. The

,main differences are in the areas of mathematics and science (less for Califor-
nia students) and are especially strong fOr college-bound-students.

'Chapter. VIII-presents the results of d survey of the avollability and use
of computers in California elementary schools:

"Ns
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U. Introduction to the Report

' Thivreport contains the complete statewide results of alifornia
Assessment Program, including some features that haye become standard and some
that Are new this year:

Detailed findIngs. Information is presented not only for the major content
areas of reading, written language, and mathematics but also for a variety
of'specific'skill areas within each major area.

National comparisons. Although the tests were developed to correspond
specifically to the skills and concepCs being taught in California schools,
special studies have been conducted to show how the performance of Califor
nia students compares.to that of samples of students from throughout the
nation.

Expert opinions. Recognized authorities in each.professional field have
presented their interpretation of the results for each of the content areas
by identifying skill areas of relatively impressive student performance and
other skill areas that need attention.

ComparOle results. All test results in this roport are comparable to
those of previous years, either because the tests have not been'C'hanged or
where new tests have been introduced the-results from the old and new tests

tor have been pl.aced on a common scale.
,

Sohool attitudes.. For several years the statewide advisbry committees
responsible for developing the CAP tests_have encouraged the measurement of
attitudes toward school subjects as well as actual Aility to perform the
skills. The report now includes information about third grade students'
attitudes toward reading, written language, and mathematics.

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores. Alftough the Sdholastic Aptitude
Test is not a part of the California Assessment Program, the latest result,§
'for California's collegebound seniors and their counterparts throughout
the nation are indluded in this report so they can be compared conveniently,
to the basic skill test results for all California public high school

seniors. ,

School Characteristics. The California Assessment Program is mandated to
provide information about the characteristics or effective schools and the
factors related to the quality of their programs. This year's report
focuses on the issue of time for learning, specifically, how elementary
schools allocate the available time to different learning areas, and the
number of courses California high school seniors,have cdiltpleted in differ

ent subject areas. It also presents information on the availability and
use of computers in California elementary schools.

5 4



Introduction to the Report

Development of the California Assessment Program

The Calif?rnia Assessment Program was first fully implemented in 1974-75.

In design, development, and procedures, it is unique in the nation. The assess-

ment program was designed with several criteria in mind: (.4) it must be rele-

vant to California schools; (2) it must cover the full range o'f instructional

objectives; (3) it'must provide program-diagnostic information at local and
state levels; and (4) it must take only a minimum of testing time. This.seation

describes the process of developing such a program.

Background and Assumptions

The state assessment program had its foundation in,two legislative acts:
(1) the California School Testing Act f 1969, a revision of a 1961 law which
first required an achievement testing program in the public schools; and,(2) the

Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Act, which originally required reading tests in
grades one, two, and three. The testing program was revised by 1972 legislation,
and major changes were made in,the program as a result of that legislation.

The changes in the statewide testing pr.ogram were based on the principle
that an efficient state testing program has t6 be limited in scope--that is,

limited primarily to the task of furnishing useful information to state-level
policymakers and Aecision makers. It was assumed that the program could not

meet all of the many information needs of local school district personnel and

. that assessment information needed at the classroom level could best be

collected by local school personnel.

In spite of this assumption, the program was designed to report as much

information as possible to local personnel. Since all students at a grade level

in all sQools were tested, it was possible to provide very detailed analytical

reports IN each school to supplement locally obtained information. In fact,

the results of a survey of all districts in California showed that most dis-
tricts have found this unique information very useful in evaluating and revising

programs. Board members and other local citizens have relied heavily upon
stateAde results in making judgments about local needs and accomplishments,
primarily because of the uniform and comparable nature of the information
yrovided.

Reasons for Revising the Testing Prograe

Two major problems were addressed through the revision of the statewide
testing program:

Test relevancy and breadth: The incomplete match blpieen the relatively

narrow range of skills measured by any one publish4 standardized test, on
the one hand, and the 'variety of instructional programs in California
schools, on the other, made it difficult to, Osess the skills of California t'

students or the effectiveness of the progravs with any degree of assurance
of fairness. Furthermore, it was not possible to assess the relative
strengthi and weaknesses of California students in order to have an

6



Introduction to the RepOrt

indication.of how instructional programs should,be re'directed, since the

standardized tests beini used yielded'only total 'scores.

Testing time. Previous testing instruments required'an inordinate amount

of student time for the testing process--inordinate, at least, in relation,

to the usefulness,of the results. The use of a new testing technkque '

'called matrix sampling has now reduced the amount of testing time at

4 certain grade levels from as eluch as three and onehalf hours to 30
minutes. ;Under this sampling,method, all students at a grade level in all
schools are tested, but each student takes only a portion of the total

test. Results for an individual student cannot be obtained, but quite

accurate estimates of the overall performance of groups of students-can be

computed.

,

The National Norm Dilemma

4

Since 962, the*first year of statewide testing.in California, all tests

adoiAed for use had been commemcially published instuments with "national"'

norms. The new tests described in this report were constructed specifically for

use in CaliOrnia schbols.- The decision to develop tests rather than use
commercial "offtheshelf" tests with national norms was not made casually.
Comparisons to national averages are not only 'interesting but are also useful as

a basis for judging,the,overall relative effectiveness of California's instruc

tional programs. Fqthermore, Qalifornia Iaw (Education Code sectiqns 60663 and

60640) requires that such information be Made available.

A real dilemma, Onemfth both philosophical and technical aspects, faces

anyone who would measure the basic skills of California students: to choose a

test which has national norms but fails to address ill the sk.ills taught in

California schools, or to develop a relevant test which does not allow easy and

immediate national cOmparisons4 Assessment programs in other states are about

equally divided between'these two approaches. After 11 years of using tests

with national norms but Jess than satisfactory coverage of the stalls being
taught in California'schools and after observing the difficulties faced by other

states in'interpreting the results from their own tests without national norms,

the course to be followed waS obvious: Develop a test which fits the instruc
tional piograms of mast California schools and then find a way to compare those

results to national horms.
e'

A pjan which could acc.omplish this (allow one to.haveope's cake and eat

,it, too) had to overcome two main problems witti the national norms associated,

with pbblished Standardized tests:

1. No,single test is given to all students in the country. Of necessity, a
publisher's norm is, thereforeonly an estimate of what the distribution
of scores would be like if, in fact, the test had been taken by all stu

,
dents in the United States. For this reason, norms vary from publisher to

publisher, sometimes in the extreme. In California's owp recent history,

the Stanford Reading Test mas administered to all second.grade students in,

the 1969-70 school yea'r, and the median California studenk scored at the
.

38th percentile of that pu Usher's norms. ,In the,following year, the
Cooperative Primary Reading Test was adminiStered,to all seconegra4e

7
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'. ,

students. The median California students score d at the 50th percentile of
that publisher's norms. The different result was clearfy a reflection more
of the difference in norms than of the difference in reading achievement.

..
N,

2. A second problem with nprms is that they are not updated ;Pery'often. For

instance; the CooRerative Primary Reading Testwasonormed during the
1965-66school ye4.. As a result, when 'those norms are referred to, it .

must .be clearly utiplerstood that the comparisons being, made are to the

publisher's estinte of what scores on that test would have,been'if admin,
istered to all stgdents in the country at that time. If reading scores Por
the nation had dr4pped continuously since 1965-66, an "average",score for
California students might, in fact, reflect achievement far above current
nationwide averages. .

The resulting plan is straightforward and efficient. It involves the
equating of the Call.fornia tests to standardized tests with_national norms and
updating those comparisons as new norms or new tests become available. The

equating process requires that a sample of students take both the California
,test and one of the other tests. The effect of the statistical analyses follow."
ing the testing is to show how California students.would have scored if they had
all taken the standardized test. Following recent refinements to the equating
procedures,-a study now has to be conaucted only once, but the annualprogress
on the Califotnia test can be translated into the appropriate national percen
tile ranks--against the year in which the publisher's test was normed,.of
course, not against the national performance fdr that year. The latter wOuld be
the most useful information, but it is simply not obtainable.

This solution has several advantages: (1) the national comparisons Are
more timelyosince they can be updated as new norms buome availabie; (2) the
estlmates are more stable since they do not depend on the representativenesd of
a single publisher's sample; and (3) it allows California schools to.be assessed
wtt;h,a test which_fits the objective& of-the lotructiOnal.prograt and.SimUlte'
neously, with almOst no additional,te&ting., allows that performance to be
compared to nationalnorms.

Essential...information About the Numbers Used in This Report

A The Percent Correct'Score

A statis tic used in this repbrt to indicate the achievement leVels of

California students is the "average percent correct score." For a given set of
test questions, this number is the percentage of correct test responses,.with
one response being equal to the answer of one student to one question, and the
total'number of responses being equal.to the number of students multiplied by
the number of items on the test. For exatple, if three.Students took a test
with ten questions and if each of the three answered five of the ten questions
correctlY; the total number of responses, would be 30, theetotal number correct

would be 15, and the average percent correct score would be 50. It\can alsd be .

said that the average student answered 50,percent of the questions correctly; or
' thaO, on the average, 50 percent of the questions were answered correctly.
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.
The aver ge percent coriect.score and the slmultaneousspresentation of

lustrative ',est questions or exercises a'fe designed to add to the ciarity and
us fulness of\aetfindings: It shodld be easier, As a iesult', to see what.
Ca,ifornia students are.,ableto do. Unfortunately, this tethod is ioasevw in
epitteatiunal evaluation and assessment that guidelines and rule-of-Min bench-
marks_re not available. gad: reader will.have to evaluate the adeqg y of the
results. The emphasis is on establishing reaastic and necessary leve s of
actual.competence rather than on the traditional comparing of results ton
national norm.,

How High Is High?

It,will be noted that., most of the a'verage percent correct scorp hoVer
ar)ftind the 60s and 70s; however, some are down in the 30s, andssome are up in

the 90s. Two points must te kept in miWin interpreting these figures:
16,

I' 1. ,The majonstelson that thestaverage scores are in the 60s and 70s, rather
°than the 90s, is that the aims of the instructional programs At each level.
in California schools go beyond the basic, minimal levels of performance
expected of all students. In reading, for example, those skills which are
mastered by most Stuaents byVehe end of the.third grade are not even tested
in the sixth grade. Testing ime is too valuable andirthe scoring and
processing too expensive to justify gathering information which does hot
add to what is already known:about California students.

2. Etshoula be obvious that high cores in particular skili areas do not
necessarily inaicate effective p ograms; Or bow scores, the opposite. Some

tasks are inherently more dificjlt. In reading, for example, it is not
consideredoutskanding that by th end' of grade three, nearly all students

7- ----tan immediatelY recognize and read'certain short woids; and it is not at,
all disappointing that only about 6 peftent can answer certain question
requiring a student to recognize cause-and-effect relationships among'
sentendes.

f,

Development of a New RepoYting System

The Needs FOr.many years
e
the results bf the California Assesment Program

have been reported in this volmme in terms of the percent of questions aftswered
correctly., Sthoolrdistrict personnel have also rRceivedtheir local.results in
thiNform., Local results; ofiwutse,' EAnralsk be compared to the scores of
other schbOls and.districts,.using the percennle rank tables prepaied annually.

. .

Although the percent correct score has the advantp
prebeding section and will continue to be the basis for
. ,

pretations and recommendations pr9posed i'n this report,

disadvantages, some of Nallich are outlined below:
.

es desctibed in the
most Of the inter-
they have certain

1. When a new test is introduced, as 'in grade three 1n-1979-80, the scores
from the new test cannot be comPared'direictly.15; those of the old test.

the new' test, in grade three, for example, is more difficult than the old

test. A simple comparison of,the'scores would'make it appear as if all
schools had declined, when in reality the average score for,1980 went

V
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up slightly.' :The relationship qf the scores on both'tests must be deter-

mined through an "equating" stddy... Theprogrets of a school or district

can then be followed when_the-scorss forloth tests are put on a common

Sale. .

.
.

41101.1
4-

The percent correct Scores ao nat easily faFilitate comparisons across

content.areas (e.g., reading with th) or crow§ grade levels. This is

not Teally,a problem at the state level, since the focus is p.rfmarily on

the actdal.performance of students; 1.e., the propoqion of them who can.

answer giveh types of questions correctly. SChool persOnnel,,hoWever,

often wish to comgare the relative performance of their students.in dif-
.ferentcontent areas, for example, reading performance with math perform-
ince. It can be seen that the rationale for and process of developing,the.

tests militates against,this simple comparigOn.-

The;California Assessment Program tests were expressly designed to measure

the 'wide array of skills taught in a good instructionarprogram'rather tiañ
to make an easy test by focusing on simple sk is or an extremely difficult

testby g9vering only the complex or advanced 1411s. Statewide advisory

committees designated the proportion ofAhe te to be'devoted to the

various skiLl areat on the basis of,their import nce, rather than their,

relative eastpess or difftculty. Therefore, t trots AO reason to expect a

70 percent eorrect score in reading to:sloe equal to a 70 percent score in'

math, or 165 percent correct on the third grade math test to equal a 65

percent correct on the sixth grade math test.

The Solution., After three years of developmental effort, the Department of

Education has implemented.a scaled score system for reporting the xesults of the

Californfa Assessment Program tests. It was introduced first in 1980 at the

44hird grade level in conjunction with the new Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 3

and in 4982 at grade,six. The power of this --Repw scaled score methodology.is

best realized with.a test that is specifically designed to capitalize on its-
strengthsb

The,new scaled scorps r,ange from approximately 100 to 400. Howeyer,

'relartivelY few of the d1striC1P-level scores go below 15.0 or over 350. This

particular range of numbers was selected to avoid dedimals, negative numbers,
and confusion with percent correct scores and percentile ranks. Otherwise, the

scale is quite arbitrary; any particulai score--for example, a score of 320-:-hns

no obvious meaning pat would allow an immediate judgmene about a school pro-

Immr. Scores do ndt indicate the percent qf quetions answered cOrrectly or the

percentage of_schools whiph scoxe higher or loweralthough bath{ of these gieces

of information can be obtained from tables which are'provided to all school

. districts. In fact, it is this detached, objectiye quality,whith makes these
scores moSt valuable. They, are not tied to any particular test in any particu-
lar year. They are designed to be a baseline measure which can reflect the

progress of a school or a schocil distrlct'-(or,the state) over a period of
yearsirrespective of changes to th test.or the pXOgress of other schools or

'districts. UnlikegerCentile ranks,,which are calculated annually, this scale

has the same meaning in terms of relative achievement eaah year. A school or

district can monitor its progress without being affected by the achievement of

other schools or districts.

, 10
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The achievemeut for the average mean) third grade student and-sixth grade
student in California has been set to a scaled score of 250 for 1979-80.

Bearing eome similarity to the, more familiar Consumer Price Index, the score of
250, although arbitrary,, becomes a useful point of reference for monitoring
change. '

Since the scores for the content areas of reading, langUage, and mathema-
tics are all on the Same scale, it is possible to compare the performance of a
school in reading to its perfermance in math without making any translation into
normative scores, such as percentile ranks.

Furthermore, in comparison to otfier scores, the units on the scale (100 to
400) represent more nearly equal intervals. The differences between different
percentile rank points, for.example, are particularly uneven; the distance
between a school at tht 50th percentile and one at the 55th percentile is very

\small in comparison to the distance,between a school at the 90th percentile and
lone,et she 95th. These unévvl intervals make,it very difficult to compa're the
progress of a school at the 50th percentile ;Ath tharof one at the 90th. Such
comparisons.'are greatly facilitated by scaled scores.

In summary, the scaled scores noi4 in use in grades three and'six have the
follipwing characteristics and features:

Scaled scores range from approximately 100 td 400, with the statewide
average.student achievement in 1980 set at 250.

- Scores can be compared over years, independent of test changes or amount
of statewide progress. .

- Scorn can be compared among content areas.

- More equal iniervals between scaled scores allow better assessment of the
progress of high or low scoring schools and school aistricts.

Scores can be compared directly across grade .1.avels.



HI. Reading Achievement for Grades Three,
Six, and Twelve

Synopsis of Findings

Grade thrde reading scores imprbved for the fifteenth consecutive year;
gains were shown in a11'27 akill areas.

f

A new sixth grade test was administered for thejirstttime in 1981-82.'
, Results from an equating study show that gains in sixth grade reading

were registered for the fifth consecutiVe year. .

Twelfth'grade reading scores declined slightly (0.1 percent correct)
from 1980-81 to1981-82, continuing a generally downwaV trend at this

level since.1975-76.

The median twelfth grade student in Californi is now scoring at the

440 percentile on national norms in readingJ while re'tedian sixth
grader ,is at the 58th percentile,`shd the'median third,grader is at the
60th percentile (see Chapter VI, 'Comparisons with National Norms").

Committee Recommendations

Af,ter reviewing the data presented in the three following sections, the

, keading Assessment Adviiory Committee* offered. the following recommendations:

1. Parents should help their children discover the enjoyment of reading

by.:

I.

t-

Reading aloud to them'
o Encouraging 9leasure reading In the ty8me

o Using television to gtimulate reading and discUssing the content bE

both.

2. .Teekhers.should help their tudents diacover the enloyment of reading

by:

Readiri&aloud'to them at ill
-gbund ot spoken literature

Setting aside clasp time for
all teachers, acting as role
students

grade levels to "immeitse" them in the

sustained silent reading, during which
models, read silently along with the

The names of the advisory Cogmittee members are listed in'Appendix A.

Z-76446 13
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;

3. Teachers'at all levels should strive to foster vocabulary development

and higher level thinking skills fn all content areas atross the

curriculum. In so doing, teachers should: .

Have actual dialogue with students and provide multiple oppor-

tunities for writing instead of overreliance on assighing and

correcrting workbooks and worksheets. (Research shows that students

learn more and retain .it longer when such active strategies are

employed)

Provide ogportunities for oral language practice through discussions)

reports, and questionrand-answer sessions that goster students'

thinking

Require that studedts explain and support their responses id.order

to explore and expand the thinking strategies students are using',

4. Often, the school principal greatly influences the success or failure of'

instructional programs. Every school principal should provide strong

intructional leadership ahd staff:development activities by:
t

.0 Stimulating the teaching of comprehension, thinking; and, writing

ski2ls in all disciplines' across the curriculum

,Encouraging teachers and parents to pursue the activities suggested

in recommendations 1, 2, and 3 above .

.

Q. Annually.sharing CAP results and resources with all teachera and

leadimg them in a thoughtful review of cUrriculum

-

5. District program leaders shbuld:
4

. cs.

. ,

Sei objectives-and use.materiala.that are likely to stimulate the

highest ievels of creative thinking through inVOlVement of students**

in-application analygis, synthesis, and evaluations

,c
f

Seek, ways to stimulate more effecti;ie teaching and'ledrning,in the

content areas ast,. the secondary, level (such as identifying strong

teaching models It the school site)

.*.

6. The Department of Education and State Board of Education should coddider

changing, the current twelfth grade assessment to an earlier level, such

aa tIle end of the eleventh grade, 61,4essen problems of student motive-

tion and ta allow 4me for corrective 'action if there, are skill dilgicitst

I*

4
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Reading Results, Grade Three

test Scope And- Foundations

The reading section of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade.3 contains 270
questions covering five broad skill areas: (1) word identification; (2)
vocabulary; (3) literal comprehension; (4) inferential comprehension; and (5)
study-locational skills. These skill areas reflectfthe emphases.in the Reading
Framework for Califor ia Public Schdiols: Kinder arten Throu h Grade Twelve,
(Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1980), the county super-
inpendents" courses of study, and state-adoptea reading textbooks commonly used
at the third grade level.

Decisions abou t the relative emphasis and breadth of content for each of
these skill afeab were made by the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee, a ,

group of reading specialists representing a cross section of geographical
regions, instituticap, Anstruciional levels, ana.professional groups throughout
Califgrnia (listed in Appendix,A)._ In making'these decisions, the committee
.members cOnsidered information from broad field r views of preliminary test
content speciftcations. The.results indicated th degree of eitiphasifi placed on.
eacti Skill area and whether or not the skill shou d be assessed on ihe Survey.
These field reviews reflected district, school, and teadher points of view.a

---"

After careful consideration of,the'reading fr, awork,and field review
information, the'reading committee decided that the area of coMprehension should
,receive the greatest emphasis on the reading'seCtiont the,urvey. ,This,
.aescision was also consistent with the.state-adopted ndbodklforjlanning an,
Effective ReadingFrogram (Sacramentoi',California State Department of Educa-
'tion), 1979), whiChincludesthe following staOment: "gomvehension is the .
central goal cif.reading" (page 7).4 Thus, most,Alflavefeading'quisrions are,
literal or-inferarakflo'nxehensiou-itemsandof course!, the vocahulary

".itemo'iriVolVeiComprehension.aayell. All the reading questionsexcePi the
F§iudy-Iocational items, are ba d on reading selections so-that pupils are

-never aSked to deal with readig skills apart from the cpntext of ayassage.

. p

The relative degree: of emphasis assigned té each of the readilig skill areas
in ,theSurveytis presepied grphically in Figure 1. 'For_son4liustrated descrip-
titin'ofall radirg skill ateas and undtrlying rationale, sep Survey of Basic
Skills: Grade 3, Riationaie and Content 0,4crimento: California State Department

4-

of 'Education,

t
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Reading between.
the lines

' I

Reading Results, Grade Three

Word identification
(60 items)

Comprehension
(infereMial)
(76 items)

-
Reading on 1
the lines

NINg.

a

N . ,

- Fin. 1. tlumber of questions, by skill area, in the reading grtien of the Surv'ey of BasicSkills: Grade 3 ,a
,

. 1,k
4 :.,,,

. a f

. Reading Results for Grade. Three i ..

, .,.. 0.. . ,
) .. i

The Sutve, y of 'Basic .Skills:-- , Grade 3, was, administered for the third -succeS
sive $tear in 1981-82. The results of third grade* perforpance on the reading,

SectiOn of-, this test' are 'shown iii Tablgi, 42. Yeartovear' changes in ,oveiall
Performance and .in .ska1 area performance are alio- shown. in the table and ..
illustrated 'graphically (major skill -a0 reas only) in Figure 2.

.

;
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Iteading Results, Grade Three

""*

.

Reading Scores of Cilifornia Third-Grade 9,tudents, arid. Change,. in Mean
Scores on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 3, 1979-8t9 Through 1981-82

.

Skill Area

..

...

Nunter of
questions

I

lban-score,
" --
1979-80

,

. Change Total gains
by year. . 3.,

1980-311 1981-82.,,,.>'
1979-80

to
1980-81

1980-81
to

1981,82.

1979...80

to
1981-82_i

READBC 117TAL , :

s . ,
Word 1deriaficat1on ..

Phor4cs ,

t \Fmk:4
.

, Consonants ,'

Structural analysis :

.

Prefixes,' suffixes, roots
Contractions and 'comma*

.

Vocabulary
Recognixing word !leanings

cOntekt with nultiple-
marling. wads

Conprthension '.
literal . .

..."--.7tt'

.

.

''

4

,
".

.

270

60
30

, 15,
15

30
18

12

30
16

14

150
74
37
20
17

__18 ,

19

76.
19, .

20
37
15

12

10

30'
15

-45

,

70.0
f

.7k5
78.9

. 77.7,
80. 1
74.2

. 69.0
- 82. 1

62. 5
" 68:5

J

55. 7

65.8
, 65.2
; 63.5

63.47

63.3
. 70.9

63.2

66.3
69.5

f; 66.8
64.3
70.5,
56.5
64.4

85:9 .

82.2
895

.

70. 6 71.5.
- t
77.3 78.2
79. 6 . 80. 3
78.4 79.0.

' 80. 8 81.6
75.0 1-6.2
69.7 71.0:
82. 8 84.0

.

'' 62.8 64. 0
- 68:8 : 70.1,

55. 9 57. 1

,66.2 67.0
.65.7 664 ,...

64.0 646
64.1 64:'9,-:'
63.9 64.3
71. 1 ,72.0 _ .

63. 9 64.6

.66.8 67.5
70.4 71.3

.' 67.1 ". 67.9_
. 64.9 65.4 -),

71.0. . 72.1_
56. 9 57.6
65.2. , -65.4 '

86. 7 87.8
-.83.1 84.0-

904 - 91.6

-10. 6

4c. 8
4a. 7
40.7
40. 7
443.(8

40.7
40. 7

40.3
-10.3

40.2,

-fp .4.
40.5
-10. 5

-10.4
-10.6

,. 40.2 ....

40.7

-10.5
40.6
40.3
-10.6

/ 40.5
40.4
-10.--8

40.8
40.9
40.8

,

i,

.

,

,

.

.

.

-10.9

40:9
-10.7
40.6
40.8

, +1.2
41.3 :1
+1.2

41.2
+1.) ..

+1. 2

-0:8
-10. 7

-10: 6

40.8 .

-10.4
A0.9-_ _

. , 40.7

-10.7
+1.2
-10.8
40;5
+1.1

. -10. 1

40.2

+1.. 1 .

40.9
'-+1.3

+1. 5

3 +1. 7
+1.4
+1.3
+1.5
+2.0.
+2.0
+1. 9 -

+1. 5
+1.6

-1-1.4

+1.2
+1.2 `

+LI--
+1.2
+1.0

_ _A-1,

' +1.2
+1.8 '

+1.1 ,

- +1.1
+1. 6
-10. 5

+1.0

-1-1. 9

+1.8
+2.1

.

. ......-
an single.sentence

" -fgan two a three sent
P;Psicim-tefemres ::-.
Sequence ,.

Inferential.
Main 'Mee

.,Cause ani-effect ,,- .
Drawing calclusionS' '.,

, -"'-about characters
-frail details

. --frau osieralrle.anIng_,.
.

Study-lacational .

Alphabet1.24ng
.. 'table of ccatente ,-

,

6
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Reading Results, Grade Three

85 Study-loCational

5

Phonics

.

StruCtUral, Analysis

Rptding, total

Inferential comprehension
Literal comprehension

Vocabulary

4,

f.

1979-80 , 1980-81

.. .
Fig. 2. Percent correct scores of California third grade students for the major skill areas in,reading,

. 1979- 80 through 1981-82 .
,

,

. # .

The following observations are evident from. the data, in Tabre 2:
. ,..

.-- ,

, 4i

44'

I.

The total reading scorevfor California's third grade students im roved
0:9 iiiccent correcf froth the spring of'1981 to the spring Of'19"8,2

yielding an overall gain of 1:5 percent correct from the spring/
'when the test was first administered.

The largest gains in percent
for the following skills:

,

..Structural analysis
Prefixes, suffixes., roots
Contractions and compound

N

f

. Vocabulary
Recognizing word meanings .

' Using Context with multiple-meaning words
.

r

correct from 1981 to L982 were

by

words' , +1.2

Main ideas .

'Drawing Conclusions shout' ataracters

Table of contents

Thesmallest gains.in percent-correct
for the two following skilli:

.4,4.,

1

+1.2
+1.3
+1:2

+1.1

+1.3

from 1981 to 1982 were registered

4
41.

ered,

44'
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Reading Resulti, Grade Three

Drawing conclusions from details
.Drawing_conclusions_from_overall meaning

The largest, gains in percent correce"over the two-year period from 1980

.
to 1982 were registeredloethe'f011owing skill areas and skills:

Structural analysis.
ltefixes, suffixes, roots

)
.

Table'of contente ,',1

+2.0
+2.0

+2.1

-The smallest gain'in percent correct from 1980 to 1982 was registered

for drawing.conclusions frdm details (+0,.,41 rgent csgrect).
,

-

o Of the major reading skills tested, th studY- ocational skill area was

the easiest glusterof items (87.8 pe Cent ect), followed,by'phonics

.(80.3 percent correct), and structur 'analys (76.2 percent correct).
Vocabulary (64.0), literal comprehens n (66/4), and inferential compre-

,.

'hension (67.5) were the most affionit eidad skill areas lor third-

% graders.
'-'4t4 ', . ,-.,.

,

)13 At the subskill level, the easiesf area was.the cluster of'questionS
,

.

! pertaining to using a table of gofitents (9r.6), while drawing cOnblusions
*/

, .

,,s, from details <57.0) wai2(most difficult' for;third.graders (replacing
vocabulary-uging context as:the most.diffigult area for third graders on
the.reading,partion of the Survey). .

.

',-

.

,Interpretation,of.Skill Area Results, Grade Three-
..

,
'- .,'

zembers-oLthe_Reading_Assessment_Advisory_Committee,. a Tihel ,of,, distin.-,_

goished California educators with,recognized expertise in reading'instriiction
ankassessment,.analYzed, interpreted, and,A.valuated the'1981-82 reading results

foi grade three.. TIis proceds, they examined the changes in skill.area
'performance in light,of the.philosophy underly4hg the CAP reading tests.. This.

",..jihiloso`phy is Stated generally in the Reading Framework for California Public

Schools and more specifically iv Stirvey of BasU Skills: Grade '3, Rationale and

Leentent. '
-; , , ,

,

Because the r ad area of comprehenal.on is judged by the'comiittee.members

to be the skill da of greaiest-gducational,and social significance, the
folloxiAg discussion.focuses uponthe,two 4eVels of comprehension assessed on

the'Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 3 and identified ta the Reading Framework for
.California Publig Schools: (1) "Reading on the fines;'" and (2) "Reading between
the' iineb.47 :' - ,

. .

4

r o

Reading on the lines...

"Rending on the'lines." refers to the most hasic level.of comprehension and
A involvesAuestions that, require-students to.resppnd to information explicitlY

stated in the text. These skills, as they are assessed on the Survey of Basic

Skills: Grade 1,,ifire hrieflY desdribedand illustrated below.

-19
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,Reading Results;.Grade Three

X

Cotnprchenston
Oncr411
(74 tirms)

Readtnr. on
'the Me,

Illustrative items

4

Vocabulary items assess the ability to
identify synonyms, antonyms;-ahd defi-.
RitioAs of words used in a reading
pessge, and the ability to use the
context of the_ passage to identify the
meaning of a multifole meaning word
(for example, "saw," "run," and "bark").

Literal comprehension items assess the

ability to, answer literal:questions

'
including sequence, details (expliPitly
derived from,one, twoyor three sen-
tences in thesreadipg passage), and

,
pronoun references yar,46 is a boy. He

is a good reader. . 4Question: Who is

a good reader? 'Answer Jack).

The time is midnight. The full moon is high ikthe

sky. Here.and,t6VT14-m bonfire 'lights the beach. 'People

.are gathered around the fires, waiting. Suddenly, the

beach is alive with thousands of,wiggling fish,tas Viave

after wave carries them to shore. At once the people

are splashing through the waves,snatching up the fish.

Does.it sound'like a wIld.story? It is not iyst a'

story: It is a grunion run, and it happens.sevdral

times every yearin southern California.
The grunion th a small, silvery fish that is between

-five-and-ixcinch,es'aong.- ,The.season forlaying eggs

i4from the lidddie of February to early September%

During 'those months,, on the nights of the.highest tide,

the grunion swirnt& shore to lay their egs in the sand.,

The next, high ti*uncovers the eggs. The baby grupion

burst out like popPorn and ride the yaves to sea.

n
The opppsite of high is se

smarc:

°!)

o low. \

o tall.

Where were the people waiting?

o in a:boat
o hear:a hollse

o, under'a tent,
o on the beach

'*.

A
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Reading Results-, Grade Three

The SC-OTOS for vocabulary and- literal coMprehension are shown in F4ure
with percent correct scores for1981-82 and their cumulative percot correci'
aains from 1980-81 to 1.981-82.,

,
Percent correct
score. 1981-82

Total change.
1979-80 to 1981-82

Reading (total) c 71,5 +1.5

Vocabulary 64.0 +1.5
pRecognir.,ing word meanings 70.1 +1.6
Using context 57.1 +1.4Up

Literal comprehension 66,4
Details . 64.6 '+1.1

frotn a single sentence 64.9 +147IMMOMMOMINNIED

from two or three'sentences 643 +LO

Pronoun references 72.0 4.11

Sequence . 64.6 +IA

Percent correct score. 1979-80

65 75D Reicent eoriect score. 198142

Per,cent correct score

Fig. 3. Percent correct scores and cumulative gains of California third grade students for the Leading shill
areas of vocabulary and literal compryinaion

Th6 members'of the'Re
pleased with the consiste
sion skilts. Their, parti

which had shown,only,v
committee members obs
words continues tq,p

1

. ,
s.

,
ing Assessment Advisoiy Committee Were extremely,
gainS.shown on all vocabulary and.literal comprehen-

ularly noted the substantial increases in vocabulary,
slight gains the previous yelar (see Table 2). The

ed that the use of context in'aefining multiple-meaning
esent considerable difficulty.to third graders; hOWeve4r,

this skill, which; yap the mostdifficult area owthe fhird grade reading test
in previous years, is ptesently the'second most .difficult skill area. The same

.-kih of donteXt
yet sixth grader
ate quite high
instruction,
serve to ove

estions appear on the Survey of Basic Skills:, Grade
appatently.handle-them with-esse, Since percent'Correct scores

t that level., It is reagdnable to Conclude that subsequent
perience, and/or maturation during grades four, five, and six

ome students' apparent weakness in,using context in grade threet

While the members Of the committee were pleased to see progress in third
grade,stu ents' ability to use cohtext, they concluded that more instructional
eMphasis is needed in the overall area of vocabulary, given the central i6fe
that kn wledgs of word meaningg plays in comprehrision.

. .



Rading Resulta, Grade Three

Reading between the lines... ,

"Reading between the lines" refers the higher-level thinking skills hat

are.employed when comprehension extends beyond the literal message of the .

written material. Students must respond with ideas or opinions that are lase

on the material read, but that are not stated explicitly in the material. The

skills, as they, are assessed on the Survey of Basic Skills: Gre 3, are.
briefly described and illustrated below. ,

!ink hntiali
r6 Ain,/

16.

r ,

Inferen4al comprehensibq items assess
the ability to identify the main _idea
of a story, infer a cause-and-effect "
relationship, and draw conclusigns
from details, from overall meaning,
and about characters.

Reading bei6ein
thi. hues

illustrative item

6

The time is midnight. The full moon is high,in

the sky. Here and there a bonfire lights the beach.
People are,gathered around the fires, waiting.c,
Suddenly, the beaCh is alive with thousands of
wiggling fish as wave after wave 'carries them tY
shore. .At once the.people are splashing through

-
the waves, snatchfng up the-fish.

Does it sound like,a wild story? It is not just

a story.', It is a grunion run, 40\it happens
several tiffies every year in southetIn a,tiforniar--

The grunion.is a,small, silvery fish that is
-beEweRrrielrid 'i-)i inches long. The season for

laying eggs is from the middle of Februaryto early
, September,. During those months, on the nights of
the highest tide, the grunion swim to,shore to lay .

their eggs in the sand. The next high:tidq,-3hcovers

theeggs. The baby grunion burs,t out.,liie popcorh
,--------

and ride the waves to sea.. s,

* . 0
You can tell f om the story that baby,:

.

grunion probal1Ly
.

'. 0 will die in very deep waters.

, o 'need to be taught to swim.
o .will lay-five bt siX eggs.
o can stay alive in deep water.

a
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Reading Results, Grade Three

V

The.scOres for inferentiil comprehension are shown in Figure 4 below wieh
percent correct scores for 1981-82 and cumulative percent correct gains from

1979-80 to 1981-82.

, percent correct
liyeret. 1981-82

Railing (total) 71.5 `

Inferential comprehension 67.5

Main.idea 71.3

.. Cause and effect, 67.4,

'Drawing conctusions 65..4

'about characters 72.1"

frqm details , 57,0 .

frgwoverall meaning 0.4_

Percent correct 1979-80

Total change.
, 1979-80 to 1981-82

%, 44.5

+1.2

+1.8
+!.1

+1.6' =11111111=11Mci I.
+ .5:

NMI
MN

IN

+1.0'11111111111113

-

scores.

0-Percent correct score, 1981-82 55 65 75
_Percent correct score

Fig. 4, Percent correct scores and,cumulative gains of California third grade studentS-foi the leading skill
arda of inferential Comprehension

:or

_

The members ok the,Reading Asiessment Advisory Committee applauded'the
schools for.the consistent increases shown in the skill areas of inferential
comprehension* which icquire students, in effect* to read "between the lines."
Research, has'shownthat suchreadinglthinking skills can bp taught if teachers
.chouse to add'ress them and know how to pivage questions that require studentp to

think and imagine. The_committee-members_mbred_that,main idess'and drawing
-conclusienS abaut-.charaglers are the two,skill areaSthat have'YegiSttrtd-thc-
largest total.increases over-t6e past two years. Thisipay. reflect the current

emphasis. in-readig instruction in the primary grades. The'reading skill area
showing.the least positivegiin was_drawing conclusions from'!detaili,' which has
AoWn.up as a 6onsistent Weakness,at all grade levels 4.4 previous years. The w
difficUlty in this area is not surprising since such questions involve.multiple-
,step,ifocesses, including readiag carefully for details 'and drawing a conclusion

lrom the,app.ropilate detail. The members of the Committee recommended still
moreoemphasis on higher-level ihinkin& skills-main idea, cause. and effect,
'drawing conclusions from details,, and other inferential comprehenSion.skills--
especially idview of the still higher giins'registered in the easier,,more
'basic skfals such as striictural'analysis.

.The members of Ow Reading Atsessment Advisory'Committee concluded their
analysis of grade three test resültk by offering,four instructional recoimenda-

,:,

tOhs, which'sre presented.helow.
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Reading Results,,Qrade Ttiree

-READING,ASSESSMEKT-ADVMORYGOMMITTEM
'INSTRUCTIONAL RECOMMENbATIONS FOR GRADE 3

-

1. Research shows that students:learn more and-retain it longer

*V.Ihen they have actual aialogue with the teacher and have
multiple opportunities to wtite. ,Such active teaching stra-.
'tegies should lie employed much more heavtly and frequently

than'assigning and correcting worksheets and workbooks.

2. Comprehension, especially the higher-level thinking skill's,
.

and-noth mechanics of wqrd identification should be

If

ethphaii2e in the primary grades. -

3. Eviery'classroom should Include numerous opportunities for
ara language practice,throughdiscussious, reporting, and
qUestion-andr4nswer Sessions.

4..-.Teachers should.explore the reasons that students make

mistakes,in an attempt to discover the thinking strategies'

students.are using.

A

24.
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Reading,Results, Grade_Six

Test Scope and Foundations

In 1981-82 a new sixth grade test, the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade, 6,

was administexed fOr the first time.

The reading section of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6rcontaies
questions from six broad skill areas: -,(1') vocabulary; (2) literal comprehension

(3) inferential cnmprehensioni (4) interpretive comprehension; (5) critical/
applicatiVe comprehension; and (6) study-locational skills. These skill areas

. reflect the emphases in the Reading Framework foi California Public Schools,

Handbook for Planning an Effective Reading Program, and state-adopted reading
texthooks commonly' used at the sixth grade level.

. Decisions about the relative emphasis and breadth oecontent for each of

...these skill areas were made by,the Reading.Assessment Advisory Committee, a

!fgroup of reading specialisrepresenting a dross Section of geographical
. ,. -, ,

regidns, educational institutions, instructional levels, and,professional groUps
throughout California. In *king these decispns, the committee members,consid-

/ ,
.

ered information from field`revAews of preliminary test'content specifications.
The results indicated the degree of emphasis placed On each skill area and

.
whether or not the skill Should, be assessed on the Survey. Thebe field reviews
reflected district, schot5117 and teaCher poings oftview.-

...

. , ,', ,:,
L

, After.gareful consideration of the reading framework and field review infor- ,

mation, the reading Committee decided that the area of comprehefision.should' ,

receive the greatest.emohasis in the reading section of the Survey. This .

decision was also consistent with ihe state-Adopted Handbook for Planning an
EffeCtive Readiag Program, which inclUdes the following statement: "Comprehen-

sion is the central goal of reading" (page 7); Thus, approximately 75'percent
the_readinequedtions.....arecomprefienslon.items....__ ' .7

4-

The major features of the reading section af the Survey of Basic Skills:,
1

,Grade.6 are:highlighted below:
. .

,.,
.

.

.. The now reading tsst reflects,the neli Reading Frgmework for ,CalifOrnia, )

Public.Schoole, whidh,emphasizes ttoprehension,development, higher-level
thinking,, reading in the content areas, and promotion of positive.

attitudes towardreading in order to establith-a lifelong desire to
read. ..

. Content Area reporting is a new feature'of tile, revised Survei. Comore--
I. .

bension and vocahAlary scores arereported for science, social'etudiesd
and literature.

The relative degree of,emphasis assigned to eachof:the reading skill areas
in the Survey is presented graphically in Figure 5. Fdri'.'an. illustrated desCrip-

tion of all reading skill areas "and underlying rationale, see Survey,of BasiC
Skills: -Grade 04 Rationale and Cor3btent,(Sacramento: California State Department

of Eddcation, 1982).".
.., .

,



Reading Results, Gtade Six

Reading on the
lines

Vocibulary','
t(70 items)

Study-1
locational
(30 ',terns)

Reading beyolld"
the-lines

Critical/ applicative
comprehdnsion

t(6. items)
Inferential
comprehensioni

.(127 items)

Inteipretive
comprehension
(79Items)

.1,-.11eading between
the lines

t ;

Fig. 5- Number of questions, by skilf area. in the reading portion of the Sorvay of Basic Skills. Grad* 6

Reading Results fot Grade Sikt
.

1, ,

The Surxey of Basic Skills: Gradp 6, was administered tot the first t ime in

1981-821 The results of sixth graders' performanc7# on the rea lug, section of '

this testare. shown in Table 3. .. A,. 4

26

. . ..,t,
. .

)

2

'!'

4,4440it

a,

11.
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keading Results, Grade Six

-Student Achievement in California Schools°

Table 3

.

Reading Stores of'California Sixth Grade Students on

the Survey of Basin Skills: Grade 6, 1961-82

. Skill area

READING, TOTAL

Vocabulary
Prefixes, roots, and suffixes
Recognizing word:meanings c

Using context witH multiple-meaning words

'ComPrehension

Literal

--from single sentence
--from two or three sentences
Tronoun references
Sequetce

'rnferential
Main idea
Cause andeffect
RillOW±ng-organitation
Putting information together

'Predicting outcomes
Making comparisons wl contrasts
,Drawihg conclusions from details
Drawing concl'usions from Overall meanint

.

Interprefive
Analyzing/characters:
Undestanding setting
Summarizing plof .

. Understanding-dialogue ,
SenSing mood,
Understanding figurative language,

e-

0

Number of
questions,

430

70

16

37

17

6-

Mean 'score

71.5

330 71.2

62 76.7

31 ' 8O$41

14 80.2

(17 , 80.0.

16 74.3

15 72.4

,. .
.

127 67,3,

.,-.46,
.. -

..,_ 15 ' 75.6

w 16 y.-:
56.4:.

ts 62. 5,
.

la 0:1 --*

17 60: 6

16 '65,1

14

79

18

12

13f),

12

.12

12

15.6
78.4.

73.4

77. 2

77.4

,a%



Table.3 (cOnt.Y t

Reading.Results, Geide Six

Skill area
Number of
questions Mean score

Critical/applicative'comprehension

Detecting author and'tauthor's attitud.e

Ilate4ing author's purpose
Separating fact from opinion
Applications to a differenx'coneekt

Study-Locational skills
Refexence materials and parts of a book
Maps, graphs, and charts

Reading in the gontent areas

.

62

12

19

16

.15'

30

.15

15 ---

-

, 68.7

66.1

72,7

66.8

.67.9

,77.4

g1.8

73.1 ..

' Vocabulary--Word meanings 37 67.7
In reading and literature:- 13 71.2
In science 11 . 71.1
,In social studies .13 61,3

Comprehension of literature Tassages 117 74.3

Literal 17 79.5.

Inferential. . 29 72.0
Interpretive ,- 61 74.7
Critical/appligative 10 69.9

Comprehension pf science passages 103 68.0
Literal _17 76.5
Inferential,- 65.4
Critical/applicative

r
'of soda' atudieS passages ,1

28

10,7

68.4

70.8,Colypiehension

Literal .28 75.2'
inferential 40 66.7
Interpretive 15 77.0
Ctitical/applicatiVe 24 68.7



Readirig Results, Grade Six-

"Study-locational

4 Literal comprehensioU

interpretiT comprehension

Total reading

,1Total comprehension

Vocabulary

Critical/applicative comprehension.

Inferential comprehension

'
57 _ 67 77 87

Percent cbrrect score

'Fig 6 Percent correct scores Of California sixth grade students for the major'skill areas in reading,
.1981-02

The following observations,are evident fiom the.data in Table 3.

e 'The 4igh'est scOre was registered
of a book (813 -percenteorrect)
sentence.(80.2 percent ,cOrrect),

, (80.0 percent.correct.)

1;

fox using referenCe materials and parts
followed' by details from a aingle
and details from tOo or three sentences

. -
tI ^

The lowest scoe was registered for following organization (58.0
percent correct), i4hiah subskill underinferential coMprehension.

In reading in the content ateai, the 'highest, score was reiistered for

cotprehen*ion'of.literature Passages (74.3 percent correct), while the ,

lowest scoie was registered fdr'comprehension of science passages (68.0-
percent correct).

_



Reading-Results, Grade Six_

Interpretation of.Skill Area Results-, Grad:iik-
.-

The members of the Reading Assessment Advisory-Committee, a panel 9f

distinguished California educatori with recognized, expertise id ieading instruc-

tion and assessment, analyzed,,interpreted, and evaluated the 1981-82 reading

results for grade six. 'In this:prdcess, they exmined the scbres in the reading

skill areas in light of the philosophy underlying the CAP 'reading tests. This

_philosophy is stated generally in the ReadiT3 Framework for California Public

Schools and moie specifically in Survey of Basic-Skilla: Grade 6, Astionale and

Content. In accordance with the Reading Framework, the coMmittee's analysis of

the results focused on the following broad categories: "Reading-bn the lines,"

"Readihg belzen the lines," "Reading beyond the lines," and "Reading in the
_

content a

YReading on the lines...

"Reading on the lines" refers to the most fundamental level of comprehensioft

and involves questions that require students to respond to information explicitly

stated in the text. These'skills, as theyare assessed on the Survey of Basic

Skills: Gride6,:: include vocabulary and literal comprehension, which are

described and illuetraed below:;' ,

.2

.Vocabulary items assess the ability to
identify meanings of votds used in,a, "

passage. Test words cover core science
and social studies, as well as general

Vocabulary: VocabulaDy items also

-assess understandihg_of common roois.4....

.
prefixes and suffixes, and the ability
to use the context of the passage to
identify the meaning of a multiple-
lmeaning wOrd (for_example, "baw,",

"run,"-and ,nbarle):

Lileral abmPrehenSion items assess.the
ability to answer,literal questions,
including sequence, details (explicitlY
derived fromone, twp,,or tliree sen-
tences in the reading pa'glage), ant
pronoun reterences (Jack is e. boy. He

'is a good reader.' :...Question: Who.is

a good reader? 'Answer: Jack).

30
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Reading Results, Grade Six

Sample g-ems from illustrativescience passage

1

44'

4

4

,,..,
. . \

Sdme kinds of.fish need,to 6e cleaned f the pariaptes.

that feed on them.",If the parasites stay on the 94h,
Sores can form. ..

\

-,.,....)v

.

. In the Pacific 'ocean are small cleaner tish called
wasses. The ,i;Jrasses iet their food by removing para-

sites from the head and gills of other.fish. Many large
and dangerous ftsh come to them to be cleaned.

To get customers, a wresse usually sets -up business
near.a busy spot. Its cleaning station may be a rock or
patch of white sand. When another.fish Swims near the
station, the wrasse does a kind of dance to catch the:

.f4sh's attention. If the fish wants to be..cleaned, it
hdps quite still.,

Sometimes a/Ilige group-of.fish wait to be cleaned,at ,

.

4,wrasse's cleanin4 station.. In the.group are many .

different ,kindt'-of fiSh, such as.jacks, parrotfish, eels,
or sunfish. .

s- A wrasse usesits teeth'and jaWs to remove the para-
sites from the Customer's body. The wrasde may yant to

clean under:the customer's fin. It gives ihe other fish (

a gentle push and the customer lifts its fin. If the .

wrasse wants the'cuptomer to'open its mouth, it'pokes
,

between,the fish'ii teeth and lips..

\
a

, In this passaget parasiqs means

o" friends-who stop to chat.
o many different kinds of,fish.
o fish that eat, smaller.fish:

o animals that 'live on another animal.

Where axe the small creaner fish?

o in the.Atlantic Ocean
o in rivers 'and.streams-
"o" in lakes ancfponds
o- 10 the Pacific Odean.
`

31
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Reading Results, trade Six
'

The percent correct scores for vocabulary and literal comprehension are

shown nuMerically an& graphicallyin Figure 7.-

Reading (total)
Vocabulary.-

Permm
correct

score

71.5
701

.

Prefixes, roots, and suffixes 67.0

Recognizing word meanings 67.7

Using context with multiple-meaning words 78.1

Literal comprehension 76.7

Details
from single sentence 80.2.

from two or three sentences 80.0

Pronoun referenies 743

Sequence

0::

72.4

(71?-167 77

Percent.correct score

87

Fig. 7. Percent correct scores of California shah grade students for the reading skill areas of vocabulary
and literal comprehension,-1981-82

4

...
. .

. .
. .,

'
The members of the Reading Assessment.Advisory Committee were-pleased to

see the generally high sCores for vocabulary (70.1) and literal comprehension

(76.7). They noted that the scores for'all literal.comprehension skills were

higher than the total reading score of 71.5. Some committee members commented

.that the display of strength shown in literal.comprehension clearly reflects the

continued emphasis of.elementary classroom instruction on literallevel responses.

Thedcommittee members were.equaily pleasitd to observe theirelatively high

score (78.40'ercent correct) for,,the questions on use of context; TheSe'items

require students to use the context of written material to Identify.the meaning

of a common multiplemeaning.WOrd (such as "fall" or "pen".) The metibers of the

committee 'were.gratified..to see that this type of question, which cauded consid

erable difficulty for third graders,,haa become a relative strength for sixth

graders. This improvementjrom grade thiee to grade Six is apparently the'

result of-strong instructional efforts land7.6r conceptual gains in literal and

-contextual comprehension in the intermediate grades. However, the committee

members also noted the lower scores id 'the other two voCabulary skills: Prefixes,

and suffixes (67.0) and recomizfng word meanings (67.7). These 'clusters

,of-queitione require knowledge of .vocabulary above and beyohd what can be

idatermined,through the use' of context. The items in the recognizing word

meanings category are composed.Of common words' from the basic curriculuM areas

of literature, science, and sOciil studies. Hkcause vocabulary knowledge'is.so
-

crucial to comprehension acrosa'the.curriculum, the members* of thp committee

concluded,that more emphasis is needed on vocabulary development through oral

. language activities, broad and varied reading, and direct instruction.-- ,

,

1-
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'Reading Results, Grade 'Six

Reading between_the lines...
.

"Reading between the lines" refers to the higher-itvel thinking skille that
students must use'to respond with,. ideas or opinions that are based on the
material xead but that ace not stated explicitly in the material. These skills,
as they are assessed on the Survey of Basic Skills: drade 6, include inferenti41-
and interpretime comprehension skills, which are deseribed and illustrated

,below.

(nterpretive
somprehension
IN items)

Inferential
comprehetwen
(127 items)

is

Reading between
the lines

Inferential'compiehension items assess
the ability to identify main ideas,
infer cause and effect rdlationships,
follow the organization of a passage

'by supplying missing points of an out-
line, putting information together

9
from different parts of a passage.

Predicting logical outcomes,'making.
comparisons end contrasts, drawing
conclusions from details, and drawing'
conclusions from overall meaning.

Intdrpretive comprehension items apply
. primarily to the literature passages
as they assess the,ability to analyze
characters, infer setting, summarize
plot, interpret dialogue, sense mood,
and understand figurative language.

. Sample items from an illustratime story

*The beasts aAd birds of the dark woods were gathered around an old boot.
They.hadcome to find out what it was.

0 .

"There is no.doubt about it," saidthe lion, pointing to the outside.
"It is the.shell of some'kind of nut."

.

,

"Not at all," replied the wolf4,,putting his paw inside, "It is a nest..
Herd is a deep hold for-the bird,to go ,in and.be safe with her eggs and young

--- 1'116,- said the.bear; holding up a lace. "This is the'long root of:some
, plant."-.1.,

. ,
,

"I can tell you' what Fis,".hooted the Oise old owl from a nearby tree.
"It.is a man's booW

. ,

"What is a man?" cried the beasts.and birds. "What is a boot?". , .

"A man," seid'the M, "is a thing with two legs Wlo cen Make himself go
feater th'an we'Can, anehe can fiY without wings."

,

"That.can't be true," said the beasts. "How can anythingogith two legs
go faster than we cp with. four?".

, .

can't be tele:- Nothing' without wings can iTy," the birds added angrily.,
"Well,"'the owl continued, °they make things like this and put them on

their. feet." ' , i .

' f
eis

3316
0,



Reading Results, Grade Six

-
"Shameshame,"'cried all the beasts and birds. "No One wears things on

their feet. It's not true. You are not fit to live with us." "

So they chased the poor old owl out of the woods and never let him come

back.

are

One conclusion to be drawn from this
'story is that

o the lion is,

Jungle."
o new ideas are nct easily accepted.

o flying is not possible without wings.

o truth is always quickly recogniied.

truly the "King of the.

The beasts and birds can best be described as

o proud and clo6ed-minded.
o understanding and wise.

0 ri-

o sleepy and lazy.
o thrify and hard-working.'

The percent correct scores for inferential
shown nuperially and grapWxally in Figure

Percent
correct
scom

k

Reading (total) 71.5

Inferential comprehencion

Main idea '

Caust and effect- --
F0116wing organization
Putting information together
predicting outcomes
Making comparisons and contrasts
Drawing ccinclusions from details

Drawing conclusiohs from overall meaning

,

Intervetive comprehension
Analyzing characters
Understanding setting
Suminarlaing plot

, Understanding' dialogue
Sensing' mood
Understanding figurative language

\

67.3

73.4'

75.6

58.0

62.5
69.3

60.6
65.14

75.3

74.9

75.6
78.4

73.4

77.2

67.1

77.4

and interpretive'comprehens&on
8.

0 60 70 80

ts

tPercent cOrrnct score
.

.
'c

Fig. 8. Percent Correct scores,of California sixth grade students for the reading skill areas of inferential,
. and interpretive Compiehinsion, 1981-82

34 ,
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ading Results, Grade Six

The members of t e Reading Assessment Advisory Committee reviewed the

scores for, the infer ntial_. andi.nterpfetive.skill areas with mixed emotions,
noting,that some of the loweSt Percent correCt scores on the test were, r istered'
in these areas. As is apparent from a comparison of scores, most of- inter-
pretive cdmprehension queitions were easier for students than were the inferen-
tial comprehension items. In part, this difference in difficulty for students
max be the result of most of the interpretive items being based onIfterature or
social studies passages.

Asjs apparent from the list of skills in the interpretive compr hension
category, most of the interpretive skills are associated with the study,of
literature. The advisOry committee,observed that scores above the total reading
score Of 71.5 percent correct were registered for five of the six interpretive
comprehension skills. 111, one exception was the area of sensing mood, in which
a score of'67.1 percent correct was registered. These questions require students
to interpret the preyailing feeling or tone of a particular selection. 'As the

members oS the Engli.Sh Language Assessment Advisory Committee have repeatedly
insisted,' students need focused instruction in:both reading and writing that
will sensitize them to the emotional connotations of language.

In thelarea of inferential iomprehevion, the highest scores were registered
for those Skills requiring.students to infer the primaiy message of the material,
skills such as drawing conclusion§ from 6verall meaning (75.3 percent correct)
and iaentifying main ideas'(73.4 percent correct). The most difficult,inferen-
tial cOmprehension skills for sixth grader§ proved to be drawing conclusions
from details (65....1 percent correct), putting information together (62.5 percent
correct), making comparisons and contrasts (60.6 percent correct), and folldwing
organizations (58.0 percent correct).

Drawing conclusions from details has repeatedly appeared as 4 weakness at
all,grade levels and'was the skillarea at the third grade for which students'
registered the least amount of total gain fro6 1980-1982. Therefore, the low
score in this area at the sixth gradedid not surprise the committee members,

,especially since drawing conclusions from details is admittedly a,,difficult
skill' to 1earn-,7and to teach. It involves searching for a relevant detail,
which May very weil be buried in the text, and then drawing from it an appro
priate inference.

Putting information together is another}kill that is nee easy to acquire,
becausethis skill involves putting togethef-twi, separate pieces of information,
usually from totally%different parts of,the tai, and drawing from them a
conclusion nOt stated in the text. Whi/e this &ill is dtfficult to teach':
research has shown that it canbe taught, even at,the p4mary grade leve4, if
students are'given focused instruction:and pratice.

\

.

.

The comparison and contrast questions require students-to compare or \

contrast some element from.the reading passage to another element in the passage
or to some thing, person, or idea not stated or identified.in the passage:
Since comparison and contrast is fundamental to both analytiCal, and metaphorical
thinking, the significance of this skill Is considerable. Given its importance

'and,the relatively low percent correct score (.60.6) the members of the comMittee
Concluded that more time should be devoted to instructing students in the art of

:1
; making comparisons,and contrasts.

4
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.The advisory

following organiza
registered. These

pattern underlying a
topic or a detail m4
members realized that
they included it on th
scho4 level and becaus
skill ior sixth graders
organization,came as no

point out that outlining
portions of êtudy skills'b
time-honored method for nu

Reading Results, grade Six

ommittee spent a good,deal,of time discussing the, skill of
on, for which,the lowest score on the test (58.0) was
uestions require students to grasp the abstract organizational

paragraph or passage. The students must identify a 'missing

ing ,from a partial outline of the passage. The committee

his would be' a difficult skill for sixth graders; but
test because,it is commonly taught a; the elementary
understanding organization in 14riting is an important

cr begin mastering. While the low score in following

s rprise to the committee, some committee members did
xercises, which often are relegated to the back,

oks, should not'be.neglected, since outlining is a
turing the development of oronizational skills.

Readingbeyond the lines...
'

A third level of compreh nsion, referred to as "reading beyond tit lines"

or critical/applicative compre ension, isalso identified in the Reading Framework.

This is perhaps the highest le el of Comprehension and involves investigating,

evaluating, and integrating in prmation and ideas from the reading passage with

one's own experience and/or app ing them to a new context. Included in the

category of critical/applicativelcomprehension are the four skills described and

Illustrated below.
it

tmcda appficatmc
comprchOmon
(62 Hem)

r

Critical/applicative items assess the
ability to detect the Author, author's
attitude an'd author's purpose, separate

fact from opinion, t-1(5 make applica4-

tions to a different context.

0

(
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Sample it,emsitoM.illustrative social studies,passage.

't<

in 1860, a Midwestein stagecoach company let people
knOw about an exciting new plan which, would affect our . ,

entire country. , The company planned a ,faster mail service
-to California--the Pony Express,, which wOuld deliverthe mail '
ins ten days or lesi: '. .. . . . I

r
. Strong young;meh weke the riders., Buffalo Bill was
'one of the famous ones../These men had to have Courage: Eveu
day they faCed MA, kinds of danger.:.They ha'a been told,
"Remember, you ttavel alone and the country is wild and
ruiggedlou may be cold, hungry, wet end tired, but,you must
go on! e mail Must go through!" And it did go through!A

Over the saddle of the Pony'tkpress horses was hung .a

leather taanket or "mochas." -In the four pockets of it '

Were the tissue-thin letters. Five dollarS wA- the price for
.,

sending a letter.,

The route.cut direct/y across"from Missouri to Sacramnto,
tech rider rode nonstop for about a hundred miles, andthen a
new rider took over.. The horses were chosen for speed ian`d ..

were changed,eveiy ten miles. Quickly the mail was thrown 111,

'overjhe,saddle of-the ftesh horse, muCh like a relay r ce.
.Horses were,saddled and ready to go at every station. With a
leap, the rider wase the saddle--and off like the.wind\

Which of the following is an example,of.
an opinion?

o "In-18,60,. a Midwestrn stagecoach
coMpeny let:.people .know.about an. .

exciting new plan."
o "The Mail must go through.°'
o "The route cut directly across from

Mipsouti to'Sacramento."
o' "tech rider rode nonstop forabout

a hundred miles."
..

If.'you had lived in Missouri in 1855 and
had posted a letter to Sacramenta, yo.ii
cari,tell,that.it would havetaken

o lOnger than 10 days.
, o 10 days.

o' 5 days..
o-less than 5 days.

I.
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Itpading Resulti-,-Grade Six

scorea fo?-lhe ceitiOallapplicative comprehension skill areas are shown
_

nuierically -and-graphically -in Figure 9:

Percent
correct
Kore

Reading (i.othl) 7_1.5

Criticaljapplicati4 comprehension 68.7

Detecting author hnd author's attitude 66.1

Detecting authór's purpose
Separating fact from opinion
Applications to a different context

72.7

66.8

67.9

Percent correct score

.

Fig. 9. Percent correct scores of California sixtti grade students for the reading skill areas of critical '
applicative* comprehension, 1981-02

.. t-
e. .

C t
c

.. , t I r
.

.

The members of the Reading Assessment AdviSbry Committee.obaerved that most
of.the critical/applicative skills, like most inferential comprehengion-skill

vareas, registered sdores below that for the total reading teii _(71.5)-., .The
members of the commitiee concluded that students need more opportunities to woek
on the critical/applicative skills (detecting author and author's purpose,
separating-fact from opinion, and making mlications to_new contexts) in order
to help them develop critical and active readihg:style, Wiwa- is-needed both_in
and out of school.

Reading in-thecontent areas...

,

The comprehension,scores were'reaggiegated to provide sc6re breakouts for
,

each pt:the three different fypes of.passages: literiture, science, and Social

...studies. This feature was_incorporated into the new Survey of Basic.Skills:
Grade 6 to reflect the widespread concern that the reading-thinking skills be

.taught acrbss the curriculum, as is set forth in the tollowing goal statement
from theReading Framework for California Public Schools (page 15):

"Students-All develop the.ability to read With comprehensionlow
aPpropriate written materials Used in the content areas of
their school's curriculum."

1
The reorganization of the SurVey of'Basic Skills: Grade 6 is described and

iVmstrated below.



applicatoe,
compreknoon

Re'aing Resulis, Grade

Interpretive
comprchenston

Literal
comPrebension

inferential
comprehensmo

N

0 Ltterature
o Science
0 Social Studtes

4

VocabUlary and literal, inferential,-
inierpretive, and critical/appliCative
comprehension were reaggregated by
passage typeg: literature, science, and
social studies. (There were po inter
pretive comprehension items based on
science passages.)

The percent correct ores for ,each cotprehinsion skill area, orhy passage
type,*apiear in Figure 10. '

Comprehension of literature passages
Literal'
Inferential

.Interpretive
Critical/applicative

. -

Comprehension of science passages

Percent correct,
nort
74.3

79.5

72.0
74.7

69.9

68.0

Literal 76.5

Infereritia 65.4

Critical p icative 68.4

Comprehension of social studies passages 70.8

yteral ,

lpferential
75.2
66.7

'Interpretive - , 77.0

Critical/applicative 68.7

1.

0 65 75

Perccnt corrcct score
85

Fig.10.Percent correct scores of California sixth grade students for the reading skill areas of vocabuliry
and comprehension, by passage type, 1981-82
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.-Reading Results, Grade Six .

ihe members of the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee observed a stair-.

steP, pattern of results, across content areas moving in order of difficulty from

literature to social studies to science. This result was not unexpected, how-

ever, given the f9llowing composite readabilities (including the Fry, Flesch,

and Dale-Chall) fot the three types of passages: literature (6.18), social

studies (6.98), and science (7.28), keadability indexes are somewhat gross

estimates and are best'. viewed as%ranges rather than as precise, rigidly fixed

numbers. In this case, the readability estimates do correlate with the percent

correct scores in the three content areas. A

.The committee members further observed "that in every content area the

lowest scores were registered in eieher inferential comprehension or critical/

applicative tomprehension. These data reinforced their conclusion that instruc-

tion in "reading between the lihes" and "reading beyond the lines" should be

given high priority in all content areas 'across the curriculum.

After completing their analyses of the data from the ne4 Survey of Basic

Skills: Grade 6, the members of the-committee offered the following instruc-

"tionai recommendations: .

READiNG^ASSESSMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE'S
INSTRUCTIONAt RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GRWDE SIX

1. .All higher level reading-thinking skills, including inter-

pretive, inferential, and critical/applicative comprehension
"tqp0ing.between_the lines" and'.

dreading beyond the lines") should receive high priority in

'all content areas across the' curriculum. «

2. In the development of the higher level reading-thinking

skills, there is a necessity for discussion to improve
students' thinking and thereby enable them to put information'

%
together, draw comparisons andcontrasts, infer new conclu-
sions', malce applications to different-contexts, and integrate

new ideas into.thele'etperi,enCes. e

3. Reading,.including comprehension and thinking in all disci-

plines across,the curriculum, vust be taught actively and
creatively.and must go beyond merely assigning and correcting

worksheets.
-

4. The studi of vocabulary should be intensified through oral
'language develOpment, broad, and varied reading, and direct

instruction. Such instruction should include strategies

for increasing student awareneis of the emotional connote-

tiong of words.

40 \a
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Reading Results, Oracle TWeive

Test Scope

The,reading sectidn of the Survey of Basic Skill; Grade 12 consists of 141
questions. These items were designed to assess students' attainment of a wide
range of objectiVes discussed broadly in Framework_in Reading fin the Elementary
and Secondary Schools of California (since updated as Read*.ng Framework foi-
California Public Schools: Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve) and specified,
with the help of the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee, in Test Content
Specifications for California State Reatling Tests: Grades Two, Three, Six, and
Twelve, (Sacramento: Califpinia-State Department of Education, 1975.) As shown
in Figtire 11, both the'objectives and the questions used to assess the achieveient
of die oblsctives fall into one of four 'reading skill areast: ,vocabultry,

literal comOrehensign, interpretiye/crieical comprehensidn, and study-locational
skills. Figure 11 is also an illustration of the emphasis placed ofi0each of the
reading skal preab in the Survey of BasicISkills: .Grade 12. .

Reading
between and

beyond the
lines

Study-
locational
(13 items)

Comprehension
(interPietive--
critical)
(50 items)

I.

,

Vocabulary
(31 items)

Comprehension
(literal)
(47 items)

Reading onT
the lines

I.

. Fig. it Nurnber of questions, by skill area, in the reading portion of the Survey of Basic Skills. Grade' 12
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Reading Results, Grade TWelve

Reading Results. for Grade Twelve
,

For, the sevehttLconsecutive year., the Survey' of Basic Skills: Grade 12-was

administerea -to all California twelf.th grade.students. 'file' reading achievement

results from this test are shown_in Table 4. Yeat-to-year chaimes in overall:et,

reading performance and in each of the reading skill aread are also shown iri the:ri
JII

table and illustrated graphically in Figure 12. ..

- TAble 4
i

. .....
Reading Scores of Californie

.

Twelith Grade Students on' the .

Survey of Basic Skills: Grade.12, 197-76.Throug1..198.1782.

Skill area

'

.

--Th

.

Number of
questions

. , ..,-..
. .

.. .

. .
.

. _

Average percent correct score, by. year,

in each "skin area .., .,

Cita)*
.-

average
percent

cOrrect
:score

180-81
to.

1981442

.

...

;Total.:
change
197$776

to:*

19812782

, .

1,975-

76

1976-
77

1977-
78

1978:-

79'

1979-*
"

1980-
8.1

19131-

82

READING, TOTAL

VocabPlary

Comprehenaion
Literal
Interpretive/

critical
Study-locationa

141 e-

31,

.97 .

47

50

13

64.1,

\-.61.3.

64.5

69.2

I.

60.-1

68.4

63.6

60.9

63.9

68.9

4

59.3
67.2

63:3

60.5

63.7

68.5

'

594.2

67.3

63.2

60.2

63.7

68.6

59.0
67.4

63.r
,

60.0

63.5
68.5

58.9
67.4

63.4

60.2

-63.8

68.8

59.1
68-.4

63.2

, 60.1

63.5
68.6

58.8s

68.2

-0.2

-0.1--

-0.3
70.2

I

-0.3
-0.2

-0.9

71.2

-0.6

-1.3
-0.2

Literal comprehension

Study-locational

Comprehension. total
Readltit

yocabulary
Interpretive-critical

comprehtnsion

1975-76 1976777 1977-18' 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82

Fig. 12. Longitudinal tren#s of percent correct scores of California twelfth grade students for the skill areas
in reading, 1970-711 through 1981-82
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c*'11:: , .-'. ..-.5c'Ilf-198142;,CaliYfppi,ies ,hi1 ,. sdhoOl seniors continued a generally down-.
, :.44ard trend.,-Since1915-7:6'With a slight decline of 0.2 percent correct

fqr, the totai reiSffing seCtion of the Survey. this, overall downward.,- .... , .

. , .! . . trend Was inArruited iinly,once, ,from 1979-80 to, 1986-81, during .which a .
Y..' ',!'''.: '- , ,......... .. .. plight j.ncrda`se.,of m...3 percent correct was Aegistered. Twelfth graders

., -in. 190.12 sCo.0,d . etactly as twelfth grader& did in 19'78-79, with an
. , ..

diiiige, iyercantorrect ;of 63.T., .. ...,. . .

ss 4.

' , . ,..... .; ..;..-. :..f.;...- _ .

,.,.., 1,,i'`Over%.'the S'i:c-yet-ar tieriod.,:froM ,19,77-76 to 1981-82, overall reading
-, ..4%. ... .*

'...t '%,-4;..perf6rmand4 : in -iiade:: twelve declined by 0.9 percent 'correct.
*:,_,:,....... ;;;; , !.....; . ,.

',-.4: . '.. ...i.. -. . ,. : ..f:./. ., . ,

: . . %., Oger the;-.SamK., six:7year period, v ocabulary and interpretive/critical
comprehentioyk, .ahowed the largest declines '(-1:2 and -1.3 percent correct,

... - .- r4sPectiVely.),'- iale the least _dedline (-0.2 percent correct) was''''-;^ ''.
:Sg,.

-...' ';'. ' ::.`: 4.' .. -regrateiect;for'study-locational`skills.,. .
.. ':;.... , :- .-::.t.. :. 4; , ,':., .

'; ', Intel-.pretati.otf..of ''BUllArea Ragults-, 'Grade Twelve
',.:1:,..: ,:"'..,.,": %.) : t....!,, ......;:- - . ..::.

The ge.mbera,of;the Reading Asseasment Advisory.Committee, a panel of
"s.:.4..;xlist1h.guiéted..ca1j.fot1a educators with recognized. expertise in reading instruc-,

aspeisin.ept,analyzed, /nterpreted,' and evaluated the 1981-702 reading
. results tor grade twelve. In this process, they examined the changes in skill

area, perforiitnce _in :11-g1t. of the philosophy underlying the CAPreading tests,
whiCh Is stated 'in. the ttaadirieftamework for 'California 'Public Schools.

, . .

v.

. disclission.focuses on, the two levels of comPrehension
1.1sseased on the Stitvey of Basic Skills: , Grade 12, using the terminology con-

tained Realing Tratiework for California Public 'Schools: (1) "Reading on the
, .and (2).'nleadine.between and beyond the. lines."

s

'

'

.-Riafik.611- tk,linea ., a e -
., .

..,. .
. i .

'.' . . .

"RilaiUg on file,linee.4efers-to the most bASic level of comprehenaion and
imolves (wastions tli:lat. require.ftudents to, respond to information explicitly
stae t n e-, ext.. TheSe:_41.11st,,'which inclUde vocabulary and literal cOmPre-an. t ii t
hendlaii-aie brfefly descrid..and illustrit ecl belot.i.

Rettlingtin
the

;

;

yodabulary.:Ateins.ass'ess the ability to
ident4y synonyms, antonyms, and def.-
.yAtiof)a. of ,c4cords.

'eopprehension iterns,assess the'
ataty :identify. or 'remember ele-
mentthat hive been explicitly statqd-....., ,

__in
72-4.17:
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Reading-Results, Grade Twellie

,

_In the great reyolt of 1910,.reform-minded Congte§smen

stripped their autocratic,Speaker, "Uncle Joe" Cannon, pf

the power tO select committee ahairmen and opted for a

cleaner system: senioiity. .But.yeSterday's'teform has a

way of becoming today's reaction. Recently, liberal Demo-

cratic Congr e smen.staged a new uprising and all but, con-

signed seniori tpthe history books. They deposed two of

the crustiest dons in the House, at lEst temporarily, and

gave twS powerful chairMen-the scare of their lives. -,

ActUally,sthe fate of all...four chairmen was left hanging

in the balance forp time. Yut the shoOk waves from the '.

quake 4ready had.prdduced lasting effects. Senfite Democrat's

caught tbe mood by voting ,to select committeechairmen in

the future 'by secret ballot, as their brethren in.the House

do already., And ,in poth houses, reformers had broken the
legislative stranglehold of coMmittee chairmen, making them
accountable at last to their peers.

The current reform degcribed in these paragraphs was begun by:

o Republican Congressmen
.0 Democratic Congressmen
o' "Uncle Joe" Canncon

o Democratib Senators

_The word "peers" in the last sentence means:
,

o other congressmen 4 ,

o the voters i

o Speakers of the House

o committee chairmen-

The 1981-82 percent correct scores and total' changes in percent correct

,from 1975.-76 to 1981f-82 are shown below for vocAbulary,and literal comprehension.

Vocabulary

Literal Comprehension
,

-Changes from
.1975-q6

Percent correct, to

' 1981-82 i -1981-82

60.1

68.6 ,

,

. -1.2

-0.6

The members of the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee noted that literal
COmprehension proved to be the eAiest skill area for twelfth graders and that
vocabulary wets the second most difficult skill. The committee members'also noted

4'414%lat the decline for a vocabulary was twice as great (-1.2 percent correct) from
1975-76 to 1981-82 as the decline for literal.comprehension (-0.6 percent
correct).
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Reading Results, Gride Twelve

('-
Becanse there have been consistent declines in peaormance in all eeading

areas at the twelfth,grade, the members of the committee'expressed concern that
readiAg-thinking skills be emphasized in all'curricular areas at the secondary, -

level. The5r also noted the special importance of vocabulary in this process.
As is siated in the Reading Framework (page 15):

"...Some skills are common to all of the content areas,
including the ability to: (1) set purposes for reading;
(2) survey'materials; (3) understand graphic and illustra-
tive materials; and (4) locate, coMprehend, and combine
information .from several sources. ,

Each content area subject presents u4Sque problemi
for the reader. If students are to compreAend the

, materials used in a content area subject, they must learn
the vocabulary of the'subject."

Reading between and beyond the

"Reading between and beyond the lines" refers to the higher level thinking
skills, termed interpretive=critical comprehension skills on the Survey of Basic
Skills: Grade 12. These questions require students to,respond "with ideas or
opinions based on the material read but not stated,explicitly in the teXt:"
This s briefly described and illustrated beiow.

41.

CotripmfIcrhmn
Radote (malvemq.

4cturen.m.1 cloW4M
bound the 450 atm%)

4-76446

InterpretiveJcritical comprehension
items assess dit'ability to.relate,
generalize, or infer,from eftpliditly
-stated 4ments in written matetial.--
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.Reading Results, Grade TFelve

Illustrative item LYING IN A HAMMOCK

-4kWIL4IAM-DUFFYIS-PARM
IN PINE ISLAND, MINNESOTA

Over my heaa, I see the bronze butterfly,

Asleep on the black trunk, .

Blowing like a leaf in green shadow.
,bown the ravine behind 'the empty house,
The.cowbells follow one another
Into the distances of the afternoon.
To My right, --

,In a field of sunlight between two pines4
The dToppings cf last year's horses

'

Blaze up into golden stones.
I lean back, as tile evening darkens and domes on.

A chicken hawk floats over, looking foOtge:
I have wasted my life.

S
A

Which of the following begO0Octibes the
speaker's hammock experien

o dullness
o awareness
o boredom
o tranquillity

The 1981-82 percent correct score and overall thange in percent correct

from 1975-76 to 1981-82 are :shown belowfor interpretive/critical cOmprehendion.
AN

Interpretive/critical comprehension

Percent correct,

1981-82

rotal charige,

1975-76
to

1981-82

58.8 -1.3

The members of .the Reading Assessment Advisory Committee observed that

interpretive-critical comprehension is not" only the most difficuIt reading'skill

area on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12 (tee Figure 12), but it is also the'

area showing the,greatest overall decline (-1.3,percent correct) since the test
.

was first administered. Thus, the comMittee again insisted that the higher

level reading,and thinking skills receive greater emphasis at the secondary

level across the curriculum. The following statement...from the Reading Framework

(p: 15l...syccintly expresses the committee's position on this issue:
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4 -Reaeing,Redultai Grade Twelve It ,
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, ...

"&prder fat students to comprelendJritten materials used in the content
arias of the curriculum, they should eceive instruction in.-the readingn
-thinking-dki41S-required-in these-areas....

,

"The'students Who learn to generalize, to make judgments,'to use problem
solving techniques, and to reach cancluSions.have much grehter,assurance of
experiencing succese in the content areas thdn those who'have not learned
thqse skills." , ,. \ ,

.

.

'1, .

..
.

. , .

. ,

. . .

The decline elf California' twelfth grade performance in intrpretive/
critical comprehension paralleled that of the natiOn. In'a recen ly published.

*: ' ,a .-

repaEt by the National Assessmedt of Educational Progresd, it was disclosed that
nattplial.ly, the performance level Of 17=yer-olds had declined 5ignificantly
(21-1ercent) in inferential comprehension.

. :

A,
-..., ,,, I .

,

,

y ' In an eatlier yukicationby the Natianal AssessMent of Edudational'Progress,
Reading, Thinking, and Writing (1981), it was reported that students are not
adept at supporting their own multiple-,choice selections, analyzing matrials to.
deepen Understanding, or evaluating the materialsihq read. NAEP also found
that boys and girlswho never read in their spare time or who read only non-'
fiction dcoredxbelow national levels. Experts called in by NAEP tO inferpret
the results concluded that students who do not read or, who read only nonfiction
depriye themselves of those literary materials that appear critical to the
huilding oE imagination and to higher level reading skills.*

.,

The members pf the Reading-Assessment Advisory Committee concluded their
analysts with the following recoimendatiOns:

,

2-14

READING ASSESSMENT-ADVISORY COMMITTEE'S
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 'GRADE TWELVE

1. Vocabulary in the coutent areas and higher level reading-
thinking and problem-solving skills require greater
instrUctional emphasis in all'disciplines across the cur-
riculUm from, grade seven through grade twelve.

2. Systematic attention should be devoted to finding more
effectiv4 igays for.content area teachers to teach students
to learn from,text in the.various contentareas. Such

efforts'illight include identifying'strpng teaching models
at the'school site level,.prOvidingan-service training to
meet'the needs-Of content area teacheri, and/or hiring
qualified.reading ppecialists at the secondary level.

3. ,Consideration should be given to the proposal to change
the twelfth grade CAP,testingto another-level such as the
end of the eleventh grade to ailoW-time-fOr.corrective

. action if there ate skill deficits.

*NAEP neWsletter, 'F.2.
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IV. Written Lapguage Achiivement for Grades

:Three, Six, and Twelve.
8Ynopsis of Pindingé

Grade three written language scores iimproved in 1981-82, and gains were
shown in ail 34 skill areas.

.

A new sixth grade test was administered for the first time in 1981-82.
The redulXs fro6 an eqUating study show that gains in written language
at grade six, were registered for the sixth consecueive year.

The twelfthvgrade taeal written language scdre ihcreased,0.1 percent
correct from 1980-81 to 1981-82, and gains were made in five of the
seven skill areas.

c N .

The median twelfth grade student in California is now scoring at the
35th percentile on national_norms ih written language, while the median
sixth grader is at the 517th percentile., and the median third grader is
at the 56th. (See Chapter VI, "Comparisons with National Norms.)

Committee Recommendations'

After reviewing the data presented in the f011owing three sietions
the English LanguageAssessment Advisory Committee offered the following

1. Primary grade teadhers should nurture fluency i students' own writing;
a condern tor correctness in langiage should not interfere with the
_major objective of_nurturingelthis, fluency.

2. More emphasis is needed 'in the area of language chOices, which would
offer primary grade children numerOus opportunitie& to 'learn to use
speciflc.and sensory detail in their writing.

Efforts to develop sentence and paragraph sense in p imatw grade children
,should be continued,through a wide variety of oral a d written activities
in which the child's active use of language is centre

recommendations:
!

Recommendation& fOr'Grade,Three

4. The focus of ipstruction should be whole units of thou ht rather than
fragmeited pieces. of language isolated from context:

Recommendations for Grades Six and Twelve'

1., Writing ifistruction.should include more writing, more teaching of writing,
ra greater variety Of writing asignments, and adherence to the_principles
set forth in the Handbook for Planning an Effective Writing Program
(Sacramento: California State Department Of Education, 1982).

*The names of the advisory committee members are listed in Appendix A.
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SYnnpsis of FindtffOrkritten Lanpage

I

.4

2. Writing shOuld be integrated,with the eaching of reading in all the

....content area.s., \

3. While students are engaged. in the act,of wtiaig, only ple process skills

of writing shouldbeempaized. Later, du ng the,act',F& editing, the

supporting skills of writing should be emphas zed as the'need arises.
\

4. Teachers should do more writing themselves, esp cially inIthe classroom

with their-iitudents and oh thetqpics they assig . %

5. Various types of writing activities and eirents (su h as wri ing celebra-

tions, writing showcases, write-athons, writing fai s, and riting olym-

pics) should be planned and condulaed to emphasize t e iipor ance of,

writing and to provide out;of-cliSsroom audience for tudent ' writing.

6. California Assessment Program results as well as direct asses ments

of students' writing should be used for analyzing progr mmatic,strengths

and weaknesses and for setting goals.

5



Written Language Test Results for Grade Three

Test S e and Foundations

. Thr.rcitten,language section of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 3,
\ contains4ques'ifons from eight skill areas that are divided into two main-tate- .0.

gories. \The first is "Writing Process Skills," which deals primarily with

fit matters o, judgment in writing. The skills included in this category are (1)
paragraph; (2) sentence recognition; an# (3) language choices. The other
category, "Supporting Skills,", is also a necessary part of writing instruction

inclucks the following skills: (4) standard English usage; (5).word forms;
X6) capitalization; (7) punctuation; and (8) spelling. These skills,reflect the
goals and objectives stated in the English Language Framework for California
Public Schools: Kindergarten Through qrade Twelve (Sacramento: California
State :Department of Education, 1976) and,the Handbook for Planning an Effective
Writing Progiam: Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve (Sacramentó: California
State Department of Education, 1982) apwell as the majoewritten language
skiAls covered in state-adopted language texfbooks commonly used in California's
tbird grade claSsrooms.

4C

Ct

Decisions concerning relaCiVe emphasis and breadth of context for each .of
the eight skill areas were-m64 by the English eingaage Assessment Advisory
Committee, which is composed Of language arts experts representing a cross section.
of instructional levels'and institutions from across the state.

The committee members consldered the following sources of information
during the test development pretess:

1. Content analyses of commonWused third grade language textbooks
:adopted by the State Board of Education

.
.s-

. Field reviews of skiii_area ccmpilations in. which teachers and curr -
culum specialists indicated the degree of rphasis they assigned to
each skill area and whether or not the skirl in question should be

,
. .

, assessed on the Survey

3. Reviews in which teachers judged each language item as to the degree

of instructional emphasis placed ort;that particular,skill and whether
the item should be retained, modified, or omitted.

The language items were.wrieten to siftlate actual Moduction of written
laaguage as clkosely as,possible Fithin the*restrictions of a multiple-choite
testing formatA Consequently; "almost all the language items reqUire pupils to
select needed lettera, words,,or sentences for.a blank in a word, sentence, or
'paragraph.

lk

The relativ degree of emphadis assigned to each ',of the whtten language
skill areas with n the two broad areas on the Survey .of 'Basic Skills: Grade 3
islsresented grap ically in Ftigure 13.,

I
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Written Language Results,'Grade Three

Writing process
skills

Senfencd recognition
(75 itemsi

Standard English
usage
(60 items)

Supporfing

ir skills

Fig. 13. Number 6rquestion4,.by skill area, in the written language portion of the Survey of Basic,Skills,
. Grade 3 f

.
.

,
Written Language Scbres Rix. Grade Three

TheTSurvey of'Basic Grade,3 wai administered...for the third st;CCeps-

ive year,An 19814.2. . The result's of third grade performance on the leguage

section Of this tdst'are Shown injable 5. Year-fo-year changes in overall.
perforqanCe.and in'skill area peiforpánce are'also shown in'the table. 'The
.scores for written language and the eight major skill areas are shown graphically

1.in Figure 14-for 1979-$0 thugh 1981

4
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Written Language Results, Grade'Three

I

Table 5

Written Language Scores of Calffornia Takrd Grade Students' .

on the Survey of
1
Bask Skills: Grade 3, 1979-80 Through 1981-82

c

---.

Skill area
.

,

Number of
questions

.

Mean score,
b year Change

. -
Total chanae

1979-80 19 -81

-

1981-82
1979-gb 198041

to to
1980-81 1981-82

1979-80

to
19 .412

. e
WRITTEN LANGUAGE; TOAL

. -

Writing Process Skills
.

,. ,
P4,agraphs

Topic sentence,
Details and sipuence

Sentence recognition
Stat6ments and questions
Complete sentences .

Supplying s'ubjects

,....
Supplying verbs

Language choices
--.....

, Sensory words. . ,

Specific words
.

.

Supporting Skills
.
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Written Langua(ge'Results, Grade Three,

Capitalization

SenWnce recognition

II
O Word forms

e.. t Written language, total ,075
A u

'a
Standard usage

...c, ----,tua n ' ---------------- 7punctiogSpeilin0
0a. .

Paragraphs

Language choices

1979-80

Fig. 14. longittidinif trends of perient cOrrect tcores of California third grade students for the skill areas in
written language, 1979-80 through 1981-82

The following observations are evident from the data in Table 5:

The written language score for California's third grade ptudents

increased by 1.2 percent correct from 1,980-81 to .1981:7.82, and gain,were
made in all 34 skill areas. 'pm gain of 1.2 percent correct was exactly
twice that of the previous year for written language (0.6 percent
correct), yielding an overall gain of 1.8 percent correct from 1979- 0

-to 1981-82.

i The lirgest_gain from 1980-81 to 1981-82 was in the area of specif
worda (2.1 percent correCt), which is a language choices subskill.

1. .

The smallest,gains.from 1980-81 to 1981-82 were in the areas of.
Irregular noun plurals TO.4 percent correct) and noun determiners
perceldt%corrept).



Written, Language Results, Grade Three

T)le largest gains over the two-year period from 1979-80 to 1981-82 were
registered for the following skills:

, .

PunCtuation 2.9
. Periods and question marks 3.0

Commas 2.8
Apostropheb 3.0

Specific words 2.9

The smallest-gain from 1979-80 to 1981-82 was in the area pf irregular
noun plurals (0.1 percent correct).

The easiest major skill area 'on the third g4ade written language test
was capitalization (90.1.percent corredt). Simile y tl.;e easiest
subskill element was .capitalization of persons' n es (92.4 percent
correct).

The most difficult major skill areas were language choices (68.6 percent
correct) and paragraphs (71.3 percent correct). The most difficult
subsklll e ent was spelling words with suffixes (57.5 percent correct).

Interpretation of Skill Area Results, Grade Three

-The members of the English Language Assessment Advisary.Committee, a panel
' of distinguished California educators with recognize'd expertise in language arts

instruction and assessment, analyzed; interpreted, and,evaluated the 1981-82
written language results for grade three. In this process, they examined the
changes in skill area performance in light of.the rationale underlying the CAP
reading tests, which is stated generally in the English Language Framework for
Calin-in' Public Schools and more SPeCificalliin Survey of Basic Skills: Grade
3-, Rationale and Content.

The following discussion focuses on tle tw o' broad clusters of skill aregs
assessed on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 3: (1) supporting.skills; and
(2) wilting process sjcills.

*

Supporting,skills...

"Supporting skills" is the term chosen by the committee for those areas of
the test that deal with correctness: standard usage, word forms, spelling,
capitalization, and punctuation. These.areas are'briefly described and illus-
trated below.

.55
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Written Language Results, Grade Three

Supporting Skills=Written Language, Survey Cif ,Basic Skills: Grade 3
.'

k.,

-*Wein moolio*

**
Miloolt

Ca.pnalsiation
110 items)

Punctuation
' (30 items)

Spelling
(69 items)

Standard English
usage

Word forint,
(66 items)

Supporting
sk lb

Standard English usage items assess the
ability to use verbs and pronouns; add
to.achieve'agreement fh numberbetween
silbject and,verb, and between a noun
determiner (for eiample, "this", "these",
"that") and the noun it modifies.

Word form items assess the ability to

. form wotds with prefixes an&suffixes,_
irregular noun plurali-06i-eiiige,
"geese," "Children," and "01,41Vos4,
and contractions.

-

Spelling items assess the. Awareness of,.
.- ,predIctatly spelled words and words'

with suffixes. .A few familiar spelling
detons are also .included among the
spelling irems in additiOn to several
homophones (for example, "bear" and
'bare").

o CapitalizatiorNitems require pupils
select words (such as names, plac
And holidays)-which are correct

capitlelited.

56

Maria ancU . went to the store.

ci me .

o I

,o her,

o him .

(

The valley race was won by two

..so women

o-woMan.
o womans
o womens

At the beaCh, Julie'put water in
her red bu et.

o ck
o ch
.o k

o kc

There are many whaled' Ili the

o Pacific Ocean
o Pacific ocean
o pacific ocean
o pacific Ocean
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Wri#en LangUage Results, Grade Three

Punctuation items, require pupils to .

use periods, question marks, Commas;
. and apostrophes corredtiv-

They heard a loud

o cry
o cry,

o cry'
o cry.

The percent correct scores for the written language supporting skills are
shown in Figure 15 for 1981-82, along with the cumulative percent correct gains
from.1979-80'to 1981-82:

Percent correct
score. 198142

. Total change.
197940 to 198142

Written language (total) 76.6 +L8

Standard usage 75.1 +0.9
Irregular verbs -77.3 +0.6

Pronouns 74.4
Subject-verb agreement 70.4 +1.1

Noun determiners 78.9 +0.9

Word forms 76.0 +1.1

Prefixes 79.9 .-. +0.8

Iniltional suffixes 78.0 +1.7

Dethrational suffixes 77..3 +1.0

Irregular nouft plurals 65.2 +0.1 1

Contractions 80.0 +2.2

Spelling 74.6 471.6

Predictables 81..7 +1.3

Words wi.th suffixes ' 57.5 +2.0

Demons and homophones '74.3 +1.9
,

-14

Capitalization 90.1 +2.0

Persons 92.4 +1.5

PlaceS 89.4
,

+2.1

+2.5Days/months, 88..5

,

Punctuation ''' .' 74.9 : ''+2.9.IMINIII=l
periods and question marks 80.8 +3.0 011

+2.8Copulas: . 65.2'
, 4(

Apostrophes . 78./ +3.0

Percent correct score. 1979-80
O Percent correct score. 1981-82 65 75 s

,

-

MN

BM

Fig. 15. Percent correct scores of California third grade students for the supporting skills within ykirittelb
language, 1981-82, and chapges,in scores, 1979-80 to 1981-82

67
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Writtenflanguage-Vesults, Grade Three

.;
The membeTs,pf_the;_cotmdittee were very pleased with the gains shown for all

supportinki1Iif4ithin Watten language. From the data in Figure 15 they

noted_that "the folidwing supporting skills areas were particularly difficult for

.; -.third grade--614: spelilidt words with suffixes (51.5,percent correct), irregular
.noup_piurAls .(65.-2 percent correct), and punctuation with commas (65.2 percent

correct).-%The,sUbskills that were strikingly easy for Calilornia's third

igi-gers we're all within the area of capibalization"hames of persons (92.4
pereejlt cditect) places (89.4 percent correct), and.days/months (88.5 percent
.corret:t),--followed by spelling of predictable words (81.7 percent correct),
punctu!dfion with periods and question marks (80.8 percent correct), and contrac-

, tipns (0.0 percent correct). The committee commented that the third grade

pAtern of strengths and weaknesses should be useful for planning in both
the intermediate grades (and especially fourth grade) and the primary grades.

The committee observed that the skill are as showing the greatest increases

'since 1979-80 are not necessarily tue'easiest areas for pupils: punctuation

with commas (2.8 percent correct) and spelling words with suffixes. (2.0 percent

correct)._ The cdmmittee members were pleased to see such consistent progress in
all supporting skills, especially in the more troublesome areas of spelling and

punctuation.

Writing Process Skills

The writing, process skills tend to deal more with matters of judgment in
writibg than with matters of correctness, and they tend to .be more central to

the process of writing. On the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 3 writing process

skills areas include paragraphs, sentence recognition, and language choices,
which are described and illustrated below.

Wnting process
skUs

,sof
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Written Language Results, Grade Thre

Paragraph items assess the ability to
ehoote a-sentence for a Wank in a paragraph
Which will make sense in the context.of
the paragraph; these items include tO-Pic

sentences, relevant details, and necessary
. sequential elements.

A.

Sentence recognition items test the
ability to form a'complete Sentence
by supplying a needed subject.or verb,
and to.discriminate between,questions
and sthtemetts. ,

Language choice items assess the

'ability to selectyords which appeal '
--Ural-Oven sense-(fOr example, a word

such as "buzzing" would be atso ated
with the sense of sound), and to
select the most specific word in a
list of related wordg (fot example, .

the word "hamburger" would be identi-
fied as more exact than "food" or j

"thing").
4-

. They can wash windows or
ers. They ca ut the grass and
rake leaves. The can even earn

stan
a lemonade

o More children drink lemonade
the spring and summer.

o Many nine-year-olds are good at
cleaning.'

o There are many ways for nine-

year:Olds to earn money.

p Raking leaves is tiring work
for children.

The black bear

.00-'
o in the cave
o was walking around,
o from the mountain
o under the tree

Choose the one that tells exactlY
what Lee tasted._ _

Lee tasted the

o food
6 vegetable,
o corn

on his plate.

The percent cOrrdc seores for the wtitiqg process skins within the'thir4 '
grade written language test are shown in Figure 16 for 1981.7-82, along with the .

4tnnulative percent correct gains from 1979-80 to 19481-82.

I. - 59



Written Language.11esAlts, Grade Three

e

Written language (total)
Paragraphs

Topic, sentences
a.Details and equence

Percent correct
score. 1981-82

76.6

71:3

70.1

72.5

Total change.
1979-80' to 1981-82

+1.8

-443-
+1 7

+1.6

Sentence recognition 80.5 +2.1

Statements and questions 76 1 , +2.0

romplcte sentences 81.7 +2.2

Supplying subjects 80.8 +2.0

Supplying verbs 82.5 +2.2

Language choice's 68.6 +2.5

Sensory words 74. 1

Specific wprds 63.1 +2.9

II Percent correct score, 1979-80
'0 Percent correct score. 1981-82 55

NJ'

65 75 85'
Percent correct score

Fig. 16. Percent correc,t scores of California third grade students for the writing process skills within written language,

1981-82, and.changes in scores, 1979-80 to 1981-82

r S
a

The members of the English Language Assessment Advisory Committee were

,
.extremely pleased to see.the gains in all writing proCess skills. The commit,tee

memhers were especially gratified to observe the sizable increases in the,
language choices areas, particularlx.specific words (with a "2.9 percent correct

ve increase), since these 11 areas have been designated by the

ommittee in previous years for special instructional attention.' ihey observed,

however, at of the various writing process' skills, the specific words element

of languag ;hones continues to be by far the most Afficult area for third

graders. ;iverk this fact, the committee agreed that continuing instructional
effortA are need,,u1 at the.intermediate levels to help children develoka firm
grasp of lehels of abstraction in language that can help,them learn to make

better use of detail in their writing.'

The.committee'obsersied that after language choices, the area:pf greatest
L.

difficulty fOn third graders was that of topic sentences within pragraphs (70.1

percent.corfect.) These questions require third graders to select a sentence

that provides a topic for a. partial paragraph presented in the item stem. The

relatively weak third grade showi'llg in this area led the commiftee to stress
.

.that primary grade Ceachers need to deal considtently with whole units. of

thoUght as much as possible and avoid fragmenting and Isolating language
elements from meaningful context.

.

the members of the advisory.commIttee were,very pleased with the high
scores and gains (80.5 percent cosrect; 2.; percent gain) in sentence recogni

.tion, an area which the committtee has insisted is of central importance in the

60



Written Language Results, Grade Three

writing process. (The committbt's view of the importance of sentence recogni-
. tion is reflected by the fact that the grade'three written language test

contains more sentence recOgnition items thanlny other type of.qUestion0

The areas that the committee found to'be of least mid greatest diffiCulty
are listed in Chart 1 for both supporting and writing process skills. 'The

committee's-instructionalorecommendstions follow the chart.

Chart 1

Areas of Weakest and Strongest Achievement in Grade Three
Written'Language forSupporting Skills and Writihg Process Skills

SuppOrting

Writing
Process

$kills

Skill areal showing,
strongest performance

Capitalization
Persons

Places
Days/months

Spelling predictables
Puottuation with periods
and question maAs

Contraction6

Supplying verbs to form
complete sentences

Supply sublents to form
complete sentences

Skill areas showing
weakest performance

Spelling words with suffixes
Irregular noun plurals,

'PunCtuation With commas

Selecting specific words for'
precise language choices

Supplying paragraphs_with topic
sentences.

5-76416

'ENGLISH LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT AbVISORY COMMITTEE'S
INSTRUCTIONALRECOM4NDATIONS FQJ CRAD4 THREE

Primary grade teachers should nui4ure fluency in students'
own writing; a concern for correctness in/language should
not int:erfere.with the major objective of nurturing this
flueficy.

2. More emghasis is 'needed in the area.o la ge choices,
Which would offer primary grede childr umerous
opportunities to learn to use specific and Sensory detall
in their writing,

3. Efforts to develop sentence and paragraph sense in primary
grade children should be continued through a wide variety
of oral and written activities in which active use of
.langu4ge is cehtral.

4. The focus of instruction should te whOie units of thought
rather, than fragmented pieces%of language isolated from
co0ext:

61
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Written Language Test Results for Grade Six
,

Test_Scope.and_Foundations

S
In 198f-82, a'new sixth grade test, the Survey of Basic)Skills:, Grade 6,

was administered for the first time. The written language section'of the
Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 contains questions from nine skill areas that
are Oivided into two main categories. The first is "writing process skilla,"
which deals primarily with matters of judgment in effective writing. The
skills included in this category are (1) judging student writing; (2) para-
graphs; (3) sentence cOmbining; (4) sentence recognition; and (5) language
choices. The other category, "suppoiting skills'," is alsp a neeessary part of
writing instruction, and includes the following skills: (6) standard English
usage; (7) word forms; (8) papitaliZation"and iiunctuation'; and (9) spelling.
These skills *refleci the goals and objectives stated in the English Language
Framework for California' Public Schoola: Kindergarten Throuah Grade Twelve and
the Handbook for Planning art Effective Writing, Program as well as the major
written language skills covered in state-adopted language textbooks commonly
,used in California'i sixth grade classrooms.

Decisions concerning re/ative emphasis and breadth of'content for each
of the nine skill, areas.were made by the English Language Assessment Advisory
Committee, which is composed of language atts experts representing 4 cross

:= Section of instructiponal.levels and e'ducatiOnal institutions across the
state.,

'The committee members considered the following sources of information during
the test developmet process: .

'Content analyses of comMonly used sixth grade janguage textbooks adopted
by the State Board of Education.

. Field reviews of skill ,area compilations in which 'teachers and curriculum
specialists indicated the degree of emphasis they assigned to each skill
area.

3. Reviews !in which teacherss judged each *language item as to the degree of
instructional emphasis placed on that particular skill and whether the
item should be rethined, modified, or omitted.

.

411.

63.
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Wrj.tten Language Results, Grade Six

The relative degree of emphasis assigned to each of the written languA e skill

areas in the Survey is presented graphically in Figure 17. 'For arril atrated

.description of all reading skill areas and underlying rationale, see S rve of

Basic Skills: Grade 6, Rationale and 'Content.

Writing process

skills

Sentence

recognition

(40 items)

Judging student writin

(22 items)

I` Supporting
skills' ,

Fig. 17. Number of questions, by skill area, in the written language section of the Suniey of Basic Skills:

Grade 6

;Written Language Results"for Grade Six

A

424

The Surv'ey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 was administered for the first

, time in 1981-8i. The results of the written language section of this test

are shown'in Table 6, and the major skills are displayed graphically in

Figure 18.

4.
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Written Iangu ge Rebults, Grade Six

Written Language Scores
on the Surve of Ba

able 6

of California Sixth Grade Studenta
ic Skills: 'Grade 6. 1981-82

'Skill area
No. of
questions, Mean score

WRITTEN LANGUAGE, TOTAL

Writing Proceas Skills

Judging student writing

. Paragraphs

Topic sentences

Details and sequence
Outlines for organization

Consistency of'verb and pronoun usage

Sentence combining ,c,
Simple sentences with modification
Compound sentences andsentence parts
Complex sentences
Conjunctions

Sentence recognirion
Supplying subjects
Supplying verbs

Formingcomplete sentences

Language choices
Sensory words

Specific words and ientencks
Achieving tone thro/gh word choices

Supporting Skls

Standard:English Usage
Irregular verbs
Pronouns

kSubject-verb agreement
Noun determiners
:Double negatives

Word forms_

'Suffixes.'

Irregular noun ,I.urals

Contractions

Spelling

Predictable words
.Words. with suffixes
Demons .

Homophones

Capitalization and punctuation
0

Capitalization
Punctuation

342

182

22

40

10

10

O
10

50

13'

13

14

'10

40

13

13

14

30

10

10

10

160

50

10

10

10

10

10

32

10

10

12

50

15f)

15

10

10

28

14

14

73.3'

72.6

71.4

76.1

74.2

' 77.0

71.7

81.6

66.8

52.0

66.ö

68.9

84.3

75.2

90.5
84.7

52.1

75.0

75.8

67.1

82.0

74.1_

78,2

77.5

66.7

72.4

91.2

83.0

74.6

79.6
71.3
73.2

71.2

73.2

64.4

76.8

T/4.se

71.5

70.6

72.4

66
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gritten Language Results, Grade six

i

, .

'

Standard ,English usage

>01,

Paragraphs

Sentence recognition

Language choices

Word forms

Written Ian nage, total

Capitalization and punctuation

Judging*student writing

Spelling

Sentence combining

60 n 70 80

Percent 'correct score

Fig. 18. Percent corrept scores of California sixth grade students for the major skill areas in wrhten lan-
.

guage. 1981-82

The following observations are evident from the data in Figure 6.

)1'4
The easiest major 'Skill area was that of standard English usage (78.2

percent correct), while Ole most difficult major skill 'area was sentence

combining (66.8'porcent correct).

Among subskill'elements, the easiest areas were noun determiners (91.2

percent correct) and supplying subjects (90.5 percent correct). '

The most difficult areas among all the Subskills were those of simple

sentences with modification (52.0 percent correct) and forming complete

sentences (52.1 percent correct).

66
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irittenjeanguage ReSults',Grade Six
.

.

,

.. ;
Interfaretation-of°8kill Area Resillts, Grade Six

.

.
t 4 _,_,

_ _The membVrs of,the English..14anguage Assessment Advisor? Committee, a

'yanel of outstandtng Caiifornia educators with 'recognized expertiSe. a language
aris.instructiOil and assessment, apialyzed,.interpreted, and evaluated t1Ie

1981-82 Writterf:language results for grade Six. In this process, they reviewed
the scores in the' Written language skill areas in light of the philosophy .

underlying CO CO writVen language tests. 'This philosophy.is stated generally
in the Englieti.tanguage Framework and more sliecifically in Survey of Basic
Skills:"Gtade 6, Rationale and Content. ."

,The fo owing,discussion focuses on the two broad clusters of skills
assessed orCthe,Survey of tasic Skills;' Grade 6:, (1) suppotting skills
and,(2)prittng,prbcess skills.

Supporting Skifls... 4

"Supporting Skills" is the ter m chosen by the committee for those areas of
the tes'tthat deil with matters of correctness. :Mese skills, which include
standard uSage, *Ord forms, spelling, and'capitalization and punctuation,, are
briefly describedoand illustrated below. ,

-1 .1'

OP

Standard English usage items assess
the ability to use verbs and pronbuns,

. *to avoid double negatives, and to
achieve'agreement in'number'between ,

subject a9d verb, and between a r5un
: determinef- (for epmple, "th'

"these," 'that"),and the nOun..1
modifies.

Word form itemS assess.the abilAy to
_ ,_

form words with suffixes, irregular
ric: plural's (for example, "geese,'

%"child " and "shelves"), and
tractionS.

Punctuation and capitaliaatiofi item
4eqUit,e'Pupils to use peiiods, ques
tion marks,'cothmas, apostrophes, a
-quotation marks correctly, a o
select words (such as n s,.places
and holidayS) whic re cOrredtly
capitalized.

,

Spelling.items asSess theability to
'spell predictable words (that is,
words that can be taught in-word
families or groups following.similar,
generalizableipatterns); words with
predictably-speiled suffixesrdemons;
and hothophoneS (such as "to," "too,'
and "two").

Suppor
kiIh

.
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Illustratie items
c

1

Tile teache says.. Fill in the bubble

. ,.nemt'to tbe one that completes bhe

sentence correctly...
.

*A.
4

The cats together

o, was playing
o plays

\O were playing

o is'playing8,

4

..Standa d English usage

t '

.,The teacher says: Fill in the bubble
next tothe. one ehich"completes the

sentence'correctly.

OurI4gh school band includes ,
trumpets, dnd drums..

o. 'nets

'pets;

inets,

inets.

The tea96er says: Fill in the *abler-

next to the one which"completes,the 4 '

sentence correctly.

. His was greatly apPreciated.

o kindly

o kindness
o kindest

'4

Word FormS

.

6.

PUnctuabpn and capilization

The teacher says: On the dOtted line,
write out the word with the missing

letters. Now choose the letter or ,
letters needed 'to spel,1 .the word' ,

correotly, and fill in the bubble'

next to the one you choose.

We ill go swim . every V.

cf

-0, ming
o 1eing

'o in
1

_

,

S.

Spelling

.4 4, 41:

The scores for the supporting skAls wffhin the sixth grade written language ,

test ire slidian. numerically and graphically in Figure 19, -
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. _ .
Wrftten language, total

Supporting-skills-

Slandara english usage
hregular verbs
Pronouns '
Subjic't.i,'erb agreement

' 'Noun determiners
!Double inegames

Word forins
Suffixes
irregular noun plurals
Contractions.

Spelling f

%. Predictable words
Words with.suffixes
Demons .

Homophones

...'
Capitalizationand punctuatiOn

%Capitalization r

Punctuation

r'

.

-Beaults,

Percent
correct

SCOCC

73.3

Grade Six

74.1

78.2.

77.5

66.7

714
91.2

83.0

74.6

79.6

71.3

,73.2

. 71.2'

73.2

64.4

'76.8
72.9

. 71.5

70.6
.

-\.

,

0 60, 70 80

Percent correct score
Fig 19 Percent correct scores;of.Californla sixth grade students for the supporting skills within written

language. 1981-82

The Nembers of the English Language'Assessment,A6isory Committee studied
these'results and observed that most of the scores for the written language
supporting skills tended to cluster between TO andt$0 percent correct. Four
subskills proxed tO be exceptions to this pattern, two of which.were easier and
two.of 140h Were harder for students than the other skills. The cluqler of
noun determiner items (using words like "this," "these," and "that" aifectly)
was by far the easiest written langdage subskillnn the test, withRan average
score pf 91.2 percent correct. Qn similar questions onthe third grade test,
students registered a relatively tigh score also(78.9 perdent,correct), but
the SiXth grade date suggest'that nearly 6omplete'mastery has occurred in the
use of noun determiners by the end of sixth grade. The second easiest sup-
porting skill score was that for the area of double negatives. While some
,items were more difficult than others (esPecially construCtions using words
like "har4y," "nobrody," and "nelone"), 60 to 90 percent of the students ,

demonStrated the ability to avoid double negatives in Most cases:, The lowest
scgres amongthe supportin subskillg Were for spelling words with suffixes
(64.4 percent correci): and using p6nouns (66:7 vdrcent correct). The members
of the committee were not surprised at the score registered fpf. spelling words.
with suffixes, given the difficulty this troublesome skill ,pfesentste students
at all levels. Nor were they surprised at the relagively low score for the
pronoun skill area, in which scores typically.fluctuate greatly from item to

69
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Written LanguaV Results, Grade 'six

item at the elementary school level: The committee members believe,that the
inconsistent performance in this skill area at grades three and six is the
result of students' not being mature enough to deprmine correct'pronoun usage
from grammatical rules;'instead, they aPpear to ,be relying on the sound of

language in making their choices and, are "overcorrecting" in some caSes (for

example, in such constructions as "Show it to Pat and I").

)riting process skills...
,

The writing process skills are more central than supporting skills to the
process of writing and deal more with choices, decisions, and matters of judg-
ment than with matters'of correctness. Five skill areAb on the SUrvey of Basic
Skill's: Grade 6 deal with writing process GkillS: judging student writtIp
paragraphs, sentence combining,,sentence recognition, and language choices.
Each of.these skill areas is described-and illustrated below.

, .

Nramg pIkno

)/
,nh
1,00Mo.

1011I

Judging student writing items assess tbii

ability to identify from corrected'
samples of student writing particular
"stungthz, such as: recognizing effec-

., tive use of detail; unified paragraphs
in which all the sentences support the
topic sente:we; letters which success-
fully communicate a message; and imag-.
inative Ideas, as weLl as weakneuu,
such as: recogpi,zine.repetitious para-
graphs; paragraphs 'which drift.away from
the topic; essays with many short,
choppy sentences; persua&ive letters -
which faiLto present convincing argu-
Ments; and essays which lack a strong
introduction or conclusion.

70
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Written Langudge.Results, Grade SiX

. '

Paragraph items.assess the ability to -

chopser a'sentence for a blank in a para-
graph which will make sense in the con-

.

text of the paragraph; these items
include topic sentences, relevant
details, necessary sequential elements,
details selected according to an out-

and verklls or pronouns gramma

ically consistent with the rest of the

paragraph.

Sentence combining item$ assess the
fbility to;foxm effective sentences ,

from a set Of simple,sentences. The
effective sepvices presented as the,
correct answer,include (1) simple
sentendes with modification and inter-
rupters (such as appositives), (2)

compound sentences or sentences with
compound paris, end (3) complex sen-_

tence8. Another cluster of 'items '

assesses the ability to use conjunc-
tions by (1) requiring the choice of
a sentence which follows logically
from another given statement and con-
junction (e.g., I.like cake, but

.), and (2) requiring
the choice of a conjunction in a
sentence (e.g.; I like cake,

I don't like pie.).

-AP Sentence-recognition items test the

ability to form a complete sentence hy
supplying a needed tubject or Verb,

and to discriminate between complete
sentences, ruh-ons, and fragments.

o Language choice items assess the ability
to select effective or approPriate words
for particular purposes, including the,
following: (1) specific words or.sen-
tenceS which will provide the most
detailed or exact infortation.(for
example, the word "apple" would be iden-
tified'as,moxe exaCt than "fruit" dr '

"food"); (2) words which appeal to a
given sense (for example, a word such as
"buzzing" or "screeching" would be

'associated_With,tbe sense of sound); and
(3) Wads which will achieve a perticula
tone or.feeling (for example, "stingy"'

is associated with a more negative

r feeling than "thrifty"),

4'
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Written LangUage Results, Grade Six

Illustrative questions

Read the student letter, and answer
the question below.

Vicaa Mt. Vega,

I think the tidat poot4 twatd be
a On ptace tAgo OA the iii6th
oudek4. Itwoutd be verty intmsting
and On. Ptetwe con4idet thi4 4eque4t
canOtty,

YOut4 tuty,
Pat Jone4

Suppose your friend just, wrote,this
'letter. What advice would help her
make it more convincing tothe
principal?

o Indent "Dear Mr. Vega ."
o Add Mr. Vega's address, in the

upper right-hand corner of
the letter.

o Mention the dangers of going to
the tidal pools.

'o Add examples of what could be
learned by going.

^Judging student writing

The following outline was used xn
writing the paragraph below it.
Choose Idae :sentence needed to com-
Olete the paragraph according ,to
the outlfne.

I. Athletes don't get Eat
A. iXample--tennikplayers

-B..-otber-otatapibtlIkupunastsr-

. and wrettlers
.

C. tonclusion--strict diets

Host successful athletes'aon't
allow.theMsélves to become fat,
because extra weight slows them down.

. If they are ten .pounds

overweight, they may be slowed down
by ten percent. Gymnasts and wres-
tlers must also be careful not to
increase their body weight:in order
to cOmpete succesifully. Athletes
usually Maintain rather strict diets
th keep their_weight dAn.

o Th e are many sports which I
enjo watching.

O Tenni playemftfor example, have
to inoo with lightning speed.

o YoU Can elay tennis at any age.
o .Staying on-a diet At,diffidult.

Paragraphs -

- -

fw

72

, The teacher says: abose_the one
below whiCh combines the numbered
sentences in the best way. -

1. Roller skating
2. Roller skating
3: Roller tkating

popularity.
4. Roller skating

and out.

is a tport.
is challenging.
is growing in

is played indoors

o,Poller skating is i sport, and it
is growing in popularity, and it
is playa indoors and out, and it
.is challenging.

o Roller skating, a challenging
sport growing in popuaarity, is
played indoors and out.

o A challenging sport, roller
skating, it is played indoors and
out and is growing in popularity.

Sentence combining

The teacher saYs: Choose the one
which will form One or more complete
sentences.

We gircamiSing'to get /way from

o crowds, we enjoy the peace and
quiet.

o crowds. To enjoy the peace and
quiet* .

_o _Crowds, _We enjoy the_peace_And_

*Wet.
o crowds. Enjoying the peace and

(Mist.

Sentence recognition

Select the one which wouli give 4
reporter the.most detaifed information
about what Tom and Sarah saw.

Sarah and tom stopped suddenly. On
the street in front of them ,they saw

o some space shipt with funny-looking
people in.them looking out the
window

o three saucer-shaped ships with
green, yellow, and orange ttny
creatures frownlog at the blue Y

o three large ships with sOme pee/A
in them who wete just sitting there

o you knew* big ships* verY funny- 4
lOOking guys and some other stuff

Langimoe ch9ices
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" Written Langu49e Resuisr:Grade.Six

. ..
. . ' 1. :',>:.

. .. .:
,. \-..

perdent correct scciqs fOt: the. wr,iting process'*illd within the ,Suryey.-
of ;Basic' Skills: Grade 6 are shown 1.n F4ture, 20,_ .... ... -..

-- s:.. ''',, '

Written languite, totil

, - Writinrpriicess 4kills

..

Judging,student writing ,
.

Paragraphs ;
Topic sentences
Details and sequence
Outlines for organization
Consistenby cif verb and grônoun Wage.

Percent
cwrca
scwt

73i

.72.6

.71.4

7.6,;1

74.2.

77.0

71.'7

81.6

Sentence combining', 66.8
Simple sentences with modifications 52.0

lb
Com Pound sentences 'and sentence parts 66

Complex sentences 68.. ,
Conjunctions 84.3

Sentence recognition 75.2

Supplying subjects 90,5

Supplying verbs 84.7
Forming complete sentences. 52.1

Language choices

Sensory words
Specific words and sentences

-Achieving tone through word choices

75.0

75.8

67.1

82.0

H 7,

le

-4

;Sr.:

1--- .

0 52 62 72 82 92

Percent correct score
. , 7- IA

1 . . . .

Fig. 20 Percent dorrect scores of California sixth grade students for the writing process skills within
written language. 1981-82 .

,
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Written Language Results, Oracle Six

9 t-

The membere.of the English Language Assessment Advisory Committee were
pleased with the scores for most of the writing process skill areas. They

observed that, as 'iitth_thg,..0.1.1rd graders, supplying Subjects and supplying

verbs to form complete sentenceS were the easiest writing process skills for

sixth graderst They also noted with pleasure the high scores on items requiring

students to ae conjunctions appropriately. The writing progess skills that

presented the greatest degrees of difficulty for sixth graders4Tere in the areas

of (1) sentence combining; (2) sentence recognition; and (3) language choices;

The seni'ence combining exercises requirip students to select',the most

effective way to comblne several numbered senOences presented in the item etem.
The correct.ansver is typicallya simple sentence with an appositive,,a compound,

or complex sentence:. The members of the committee observed that the syntax of

,these items tends 0 be too complex for most sixth graders but that as native ,

readers,of English, most shoul0 be able to determine the correct choiee by

eliminating the exceedingly awkward distractors. The committee concluded,that

the-weak sixth,grade showing in'this area underscores the need for continuing
work with sentence combining exercises in junior high and high'school.

The_second area of greatest difficulty, form ing complete sentences, is

anCther skill that is introduced in the sixth grade but that involves consider.
able experience at the upper grade levels before Mastery can be expected. While

sixth graders demOnstrated understanding ofthe_need for a subject and verb id

most sentences, as evidenced by the high-scores in t-he other sentence recsgui

. tion subskills, they ar si11 displaying a great deal of cOnfusion when

quired to discriminate between complete sentences, sentence fragments, and,

runons. This pattern was consistent with thefexpectations of the committee,

given the coMparative difficulty of the two'kinds of.sentence.recognition
skills. *Again, the committee members concluded that-students' poor'performance

underscores a need at ,the junior high level.for continuing writing experienCe

andlnstruction that. will help seudents develop a more mattle sense of complete

-sentence structures I-- _

I

In the area of language'choices, the subskill showing.the weakest perform
ance was xhecluster of .ttems requiringstddents to'select the most det4led

information for a given audience. Students at both grades three and six con

tinue to exhibit considerable confusionyhen dealing with levele of abstraction

(choices between vague, general statements and more.specific ones) and the use

of detailed information needed by..a particular audience. The advisory committee

has consistently stressed the imporiance df this skill area because fundamental

to'the writing process is an ,understanding.of.the information needs of a par
ticular audience. Furthermore, researeh his'shopn Ora vagueness and generality

continue to lessen'the quality of student writing at all grade levels.
AW

Abe areas showing the weakest and strongest achievement in grade six,are

presented tn Chart 2 for both supporting and writing process kills. The

committee's instructional recoffimendations for grade six follow Chart 2.

74 *
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Written Language Results, Grade Six

am*

Chart 2

Ong.

Areas 'of Weakest and Steongest Achievement in Grade Six Written

Language-for Supporting,Skills ahd Writing'Process

, .

Supporting
Skills

4/4

Writini
Process

Skills

Skill areas showing
strongest performance

Using noun detexminers

Avoiding'double negatives
v.

qupplYing subjects to forrn .

complete sentences-*

SupplYing verbs\o form
complete sentences

Using conjunCtion..

Skill areas showing
weakest performance

Spelling words. with suffixes

Using pronouns

Sentence combining

Forming complete sentences
(and avoiding,fragments.
and run-ons)

Using specificyords and
sentences to provide
sufficient information and
detail for a gived Audience,

76 7



Written Language Results, Grad9 Six

English Language Assessment Advisory Committee's
, Instructional Recommendations for Grade Six

1. Writing instruction should include more writing, more teaching of
writing, a greater variety of writing assignments and adherence to the
principles set forth,in the Handbook for P,lanning an Effective Writing
Prdgram.

t

.2. California Assessment Program results as well as assessments of scudents'
writing should be used for analyzing strengths an4 weaknesses in
students' writing and far setting goals.

3. Writing should be integrated with the teaching.of reading in all content
"INareas. e

4. While students are engaged in the act of writing, only the process
skills of writing should be emphasized. Later, during the act of editing,
the supporting skills of writing should be emphasized as the need arises.

11
5. More emphasis is needed in the areas of language choices, Nbcabulary

,development, and sentence combining in the intermediate grades as well as
throughout junior high ichool.

6. The focus of instruction should be whole units of thought rather than
fragmented pieces of language isoli.ted from context;

4,0

ft
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"Written Expression Test Results for Grade Twelve

Test Scope

c,
The written expression section of the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12

consists of,142 questions. The items were selected to assess the students'
attainment of a wide variety of objectives compiled by the English Language
Asseisment Advisory Committee and published in Test Content Specifications-
for the Survey of Basic Skills: Written Expression and Spelling, Grades Six
and Twellie (BscraMento: California State Department of Education, 192). Both
the objectives and the iteqs used to assess achievement of the objectives fall
into one of six major. skill areas: word farms, language choices, sentence
recognition, sentence manipulation, paragraphs, and capitalization and.punctua-tion. The emphasis placed on each of the written expression skill areas in the
Survey of Usic Skills: Grade 12 is shown in Figure 21.

Supeorting
skills

Capitalization
and punctuation
(28 items)

Sentence
manipulation
(12 items)

L

Writing, process
skills'

446
Fig. 21. Number of 4uestions, by TskilI area, in the written exriression section of

16

the Sury
0

ey of Basic Skills:Grids 12
....

Written Expression Scores for Grade 'Nellie

ar The ksults of twelfth graftperformance onhthe total written epressionIR' test a d in each .6f tge skill areas for 1975-76 through 1981-82 are presented in'Table . Yeafto-year changes in overall performance and in skill performance
are also shown in the table and are presented graphically in Figure 22.

77. 6-16446

00%



Written Expression Results, Grade Twelve

Table 7

Written Expression Scores of California Twelfth Grade Students on the
/ Survey bf Sasic Skills: Grade 12, 1975-76 Through 1981-82'

...g. - I

Skill area .

,

,
,

..

Number of
questions

.

Average percent correct score,
by year, in all skill areas

Change in average percent
correct score, for all

skill areas

1975-76.1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82
1980-81

to
1981-82

1975-76
to

1981-82

WRITTEN EXERiSSICN, TOTAL

Word fonn3
larguage oh:does
SenteAce recognition
Sentence nnniprulation

, Paragraphs
Capitalization atx1

punctuation
Spelling

142

24

32

20
12

26

28

..-
72

62.3

7. 6
66.9
67.3
42.9
59,9

54.6
68.0

61.9

72.1
66.7
67.7
42.9
59.1

54.3
67.9

62.1

72: 1
66.6
68.4
43.4
59.3

54.7
68.4

62.4

71.9
.66.6
68.8
43.7
59.7

55.4
68.4

.
62.4

72.2
66.3
69.0
43.7
59:37

....
55.4
68.8

63.1

72.5
66.7
70.1
44.3
60.2

56.6
69.0

43.2

72.1
66.9
70.1
44.6
60.5

056.8
69.5

.
,

40.1

, -0.4
40.2'
-0-
40.3
40.3

40.2
40.5

40.9

-0.5
-0-
+2.8
-1-1.7

40.6

+2.2,
+1.5

75

. 65

Word forms

Spelling
Scntence recognition

, Language choices

'Written Expression

60 Paragraphs

0
t 55 Capitalization and punctuation

50

45

Sentence manipulation'
..,

O.

4

1975-76 1976-77 .1977-78 1978-79 079-80 1980-81 1 81-82

. Fig. 22. Longitudinal trends of percent correct scores of4alifornia twelfth grade students for the $ areas

in written- expression, 1976-76 through.1681-82

78
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Written EXpression Results, Grade Twelve

The following observations are apparent from the data in Table 7.

The AIN:reran twelfth grade written expression score increased from 63.1
percent correct in 1980-81 to 63.2,percent correct in-19.81A2,1a gain
of. 0.1 percent correct.

From 1980-81 to 1981-82, gains were registered in'Vve of the seven
skill areas, with the largest increase occurring id*spelling.

No &lenge was registered for the skill area of sentence recognition,
while word forms showed-a declind of 0.4 percent correct.

In the last six years, from.1975-76 to 1981-82, the largest gains were
made in the areas of sentence recognition (2.8 percent c9rrect), capital-
ization and punctuation "(2.2 percent correct), and sentence manipulation
(1.7 percent correct). No overall change has been made in student
performance in language choices since 1975-76 (despite increases the
last two years), and the score for word forms has declined 0.5 percent
correct since 1975-76.

Interpretation of Skill Area Reshlts,'Grade,Twelve

The members of the English Language Assessment Advisory Committee,.a,panel
of distinguished California educators with recognized expertise in language arts
instruction and dssessment, analyzed, interpreted, and evaluated the 1981-82
,written language results for grade twelve. In this prdcess, they examined the
changes in skill area performande in light of the Handbook for Planning an
Effective Writing Program, which.includes standarda for assessing the qualiWOU
a school's writing program.' The philosophy stated in the handbook is that
writing ;should be a major component across the curriculum, with skills instruc-.
tion in a supporting dapacity. The following discussion addresses the two broad
.areas of skills asseSsed on the written language portion of the Survey of Basic
Skillg: Grade 12: (1) supporting,skills; and (2) writing process skills.

.Supporting,skills.%.
.

"Supporting skills" is the term used by the committee for those areas of the
test that deal with matters ok correctness and mechanics. These skills, which
include word forms, spelling, and capitalization and punctuationt are described
and illustrated below.

'
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v Written Expression Results, Gtade Twelve

C.spttalkAstaim
4nd punclu.stion
(2X tIMIN)

Supporting skills

10.

Word form items assess the ability tO
select-the appropriate inflectional
suffix (-ed, -ing, -s, -ly, -er,
-est) for a given sentence, discrimi-
nate between form class words (such
as nouns and verbs) and structure
words (such as prepositions); and
demonstrate dictionary skills for a'
variety of purposSS.

Capitilization and punctuation items
assesg the ability to recognize
capitalizatiOn.and/or'punctuation
errors in sentences.

Spelling itemS aSSess the abi1it to

identify correctiy spelled and
incorrectly spelled words that are
underlined in a given sentence.

Illu trative item;

The dogs had

o survival
o survivors
o surviving
o survived

the long trek.

1,4ord forms
4

\ftwassomalleem4

Identify any capitalization or punctu-
ation errors in the underlined parts

of the following sentenCe,

The Hillscwho have )ust returned
A

from lake Tahoe, aio already planning

A

I next wintor's trip.

oA of$ oC oD

No Error.

Capitalization and punctuation

="11°"amailthe'ovalnteXttrigt
the word'is spelled cOrrectly or next
to "wrong" if the word is spelled
incorrectly,

Carmen steped on my toes.

t. o Right o Wrong

Spelling

. 80



Written-Expression ReAu lts, Grade Twelve

'

The percent orrect'scores for 1981-82 and the total Changes in percent
,cprrect from 1975 76 to 1981-82 are shown below for the supporting skills within
written expressi '

_Percent Total
Correct Change,

Written ekp ession (total) 63.2 +0.9
Word form

;

.

72.1 -0.5
Spelling 69.5 --+1.5

, Capitaliz tion and punctuation - 56.8 +2.2

The members of the English Language Assessment Advisory Committee were
pleased by the s ore increases for spelling and capitalization and punctuation; --
they were puzzle however, by the decline in scores for word forms, which is
the easiest skil area on the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12. The commit er"
members specdla ed that this particular skill area is so hasic that lit
/instructional tIme is being devoted to it in mOst high schools. lb members of
the comMittee r:commended that the following .principle from the Handbook for
Plannin ad Eff ctive Writin Pro ram (p. 18) be adhered to in teaching all
writing'skills:

"Stud nt can best%develop their -skill with the
con'xientioas of writj.ng as the need for it ar ses
in their work, rather than according to a f xed
program. Writing itself, then, becomes e basis
for determining which skills.need ttp-be learned
6y which students:And at which time."

,

Writing Process Skills

The writing process skills tend,to deal more with matters of judgment
than With matters of 'correctness and tend to be more central to the processof-
writing. the writing process skillA on,the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 12
include paragraphs, sentence manipulation, sentence recognition, and lenitive,
choices. Zech of these,is described and illustrated helof.7.')

4IP
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;;Iritten Expression Relults, Grade Twelve

,

r.

Paragtaph items assess the abidi,ty to

'41.dentify irrelevant material in a

paragraph, recognize incofisistent

titne development," select .the logica;

sequence' of' a group of sentences,

select the sentence which best
'summa'rizes the ideas presented in one.
or more related paragraphs, and

identify trapitional elements within

a paragraph.
.

,Sentence manipulation- items Asses§ the

ability to elect the most economtcal,

effective sentence, ana recognize

effecti coordination and' subordina-

tion within sentences.'

Bentenc rec6gnniemassess the
,abilip.,tolrecognize complete sen-,

tences, seakence parts, sentence
patterns., and the appropriate subject::

yesb crOlationship.

.,tangudge choice items assess the

abtlity to i'dentity attitude-conveying

yoras and phrase,..,:clifferentlate

between speciffe7and- general sets,a,..,_

1:/ords, and I,dentlfy the indreitteof--:,.4
prose passage.

I rt

'

Z.

,

4,

.

.. ' 8 2

,I r
I'

.6.

8 j
. .
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Written Expression Results, Grade Twelve
,

, Illustrative items

The seven t,r!ta below .6 in a
. scrambled 0:o,r. so-e of them can

be put tnqetrer 0 xe a single.
unified pasaarlp.i. .eefore attempting
to' answer any questlans. tied all of
the sentences carefully.

A 1 It probably received its name
from its /

2 oopper-oolored head.which is
triangular

3 in shape.
$ 4 Like the rattlesnake, et is a

*ember Of
IS the pit wipe; family hawing a

'hollow or 4.
4, pit between the eye and the

nostril.
C 7 The copperhead was once the most

common 4

$ and widely distributed of all
venomous

snakes in the fhlitedptstes.
0 10 This may be the reason that

Democrats in
11 the*North who sympathizes!l with

tbe South
12 in the Civil 4ar were called

'copperheads,*.
13 tor they were suspected of
' treachery.

14 Unlike the rattlesnake, it has
no rattles '

ltaad strikes without yarning.
I if Augustus Thoesivrote a full

length drara

17 that he called The Copperhead.
G 1$ Today, however. it iskmost

frervently
1$ foundein sparsely settled aFeas

sof the
20 South.

Which sentencf most logically.fellows
Sentence C7

o Sentence Sentence E
o Sentence I .o Sentence G,

\IP

l

Paragraphs

*
Identify the group of words which is
incomplete or rieeds additional words
to ccoplete the sumning,

o*. The barking doil in the, driveway.
o It is humid.

.c.x Peace coritinues.

o There is the mail.

df

Sentence recognition

a,
.r

w1L.,

'tti ,"

\

k

83 .
,

In the next Item, Pact 1 expresses
ideas in choppy. repecitiori.ien-
tences. Decide which i'entence Part 11
expresses these same ideas HOST
EFEECTIVELY.

I. There were Acme loose boards. They
were laid en the railroad ties.
They supplied a footing for the man.
They also supplied a footing,tor
hiS executionerr.

II. o Laid on the railroad ties, the
man stood on some lSose boards
which supplied a footing for
him and his executioners. .

O Some loose boards laid on the
railroad ties provided a footing
Cor the man and his executioner*.

O Some loose boards laid on the
ties supporting the rails pro-
vided a footing for'kbe matiand
his executioners.

o On the railroad ties were some
loose boards, and they provided
a footirig for the man and his
executioners.

Sentence manipulation

Dr. Henry J. H4imlicb,

at Jewish Hospital in.cincinnati, des-
cribed the technique in the journal
Emergency Medicine and invited .
physicians t6 try it in reai emor-
gencies.

-

Which.of the following terms is most
respectful in the context of the above
sentence?

o director of surgery
o chief blade
6 prs6titi6ner '
o head doctor

Langda4e choices
P

4

4



,Written Expression Results, Grade Twelve

The percent cdrrect scores for
correct from 1975-76 to 198182 are
within -the-3urvet

1981-82 .gnd the total changes in percent

shown below for the writing process skills
-

Percent '

Correct
Total
Change

.

Wrftten expression (total): 63.2 ,+0.9

Language choices 66.9 -0-

Sentence recognition 70:1. +2.8

Sentence manipulation 44.6 +4.7

l'aragraphs 60.5 +0.6

The members of the English Language Assessment Advisory Committee were
pleased to see the acore increaaes in most of the.writing process skillt.

.. .

An examination of the trendsin all skill area scores revealed thA the
skill areas shOwing the greatest total increases over the years are sentence'
recognition:(2:8 percent correct) and capiviization and punctuation (2.2

percent correct). This pattern may reflectcommon instructional prctices,
especially in light of the current emphasis on the basic skillt. That is, the

greater improvement in,capitalization and punctuation and sentence recognition,

in contrast to the smaller' gains:in language Choices, tentence manipulation, and
paragraphs.may reflect the.':back to :basics" emphasis and concern for conventions

and correctness. ,the members of the advisory cdmmittee concluded that while
such skills as' usage, word'forms, and capitalization are importantssupporting
skills, greater 'attention should'.be devoted tO ttie Writing prodess,ski;ls--

'1arligage ChoidesIsentence recognition,,sentence manipulation, and paragraphs.

, The committee stressed that.skills instruction should not he overemphislied at

the expense of the total writing process and that skills should be tauggt as

needed"A,support.of writing..

4
The commettee's inptructional recomiendations for grade twelve are presented

.oft the fOIlowing'page.

,

g

44, .1%.

*

a

*,
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Writlp Expression Results, Gtade Welve

t.

English Language Assessment Advisory Committee's
Instructional Recommendations for Grade Twelve -

Writing instruction should include.more writing, more teaching,of
,writing, a greater vatiety of writing aseignmets, and adherence
-to the principles set forth in'the Handbook for Tlanning aEffecte.

,Wriiing_Program.'

Or . .

Writing shouId'be integrated with7tiii teaching.of reading in all
content areas.

While studifitt'ite'-'engaged in the act of writing, ri:the process
skills of wting should be emphasized. Later, during the act of
editing, the.sUpporting skills of writing should be emphnSfied as-.
the need' arises. .

4
Teachers should do tore writing themsel-Vei-, especially in the classroom
With their students and on the topics/they assign,

Various types of writing.activities and events (such as writing
celebriations, writing showcasas,-write-athons, writing fairsoand
writinglolympics) Should be planned and cdnducted to emphasize'the-
importance of writing and to'prosvide out-of-classroom audiences for
the students! wri,trrig,i

California Asseisment Program,results as well as_assessments of
students'WTitilig_.#puld be tis6'd fOr.analyzing ittengthsjond weaknesses
in siudents writing and for setting goals.

r

85
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'Written:Expression Results, Grade Twelve

*Number of Engish Courses Taken

78m-1-9-Annual-Report, -dara--were presented- cm_ the number_of _Eng1.1411

eonrsesltakeft ih high school by tweifth graders. At. that time, 58 percent 6f

the twelfth,graders reported taking four or tore years of English. In 1981, the

University of California established four years of high school Englith as an
entrance requirement for.incRming freshmen.

4.

In 1981-782, grade twelve students were again asked to report the number of

English courses'they.wohld have completed from the beginning of hinth grade Of

the end of the twelfth.

The percenta of students taking one, two, three, and four years of English
and their corresponding written expressioh test scores are.shown in Table 8 for

1978-79 ehd 1981-82..,

Table 8

PERCENT OF TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS AND THEIR WRITTEN EXPRESSION
SCORES By. YEARS *OF ENGLISH TAKEN, 1978-79 AND 1981-82

Years of

English

Cue.

Ihree

note

Percent of students

Total

1978-79 198142-1978-79

Girls

198142-1978-79 1981-82'

Pereent correct score

Total Dpys

1978-79 1981-82 1978-79 1981-82 1978-79 1981-82

0.7

5.0

36.4'

58.p ,

0.7

.3.3

21.7

0.8

.5.4

37.1

0.8.

y 3.8

22.6

70.7

0.5.

4.5

0.7

2.8

35.7

r
-74.2-

20.8

45.6

53.5

65.0

45.9

50.7

57.7

65:9,

,45.9

52:6

.58.7

46,1

50.2

56:8

64:9.

45,2

54.8

61.2

661

45.6

51.5

58.6

66.8

The follOwing conclusions are evident from,the'data'in Table 8:

--- -_ .

;.-, - Almost tbiee.rnfourths (72.4-percent) -of the twelfth graders in 1981-82
,

-7- .reported taking four or more.years of English, an increase of 14.4 peneent
,- over'California's.high school seniorS o4 1978-79,

.

Higher written expression Scores were,directly aisociated with the nuMber

. . of years of English itUdents reporced takigg. For example, the,highest

scoring group, which obtained* average sahre,of 65.9.percent correct,

reported-taking four,or more years of English. It MuSt be hated that these'

data fail to thowthe strength of a 4ausa1 relationship, since superior
ethdenta a4g. More likely to take. More years of English.

, ..-

- As was truein,197$-79, a higher perdentage,of girls (74.2 percent) than .'
boys (70.7 pet-Cent) repopted,taking four,ye'art or more 'of English, and

girls,(with,an average store of 66.8 perceni.correct)'cont4nue io'outscore

boyR.(64..9 percent correct), on-the written 4xpressfori*test4a.

tibia 9'shows the percents of students taking one through kotir or iore

? years of $ogiiih,lly the'educiktiona1:101 6f-thelir parents.
.11T .,r

. .

,0:-%.h '44:'* **", .", 41 .":1- ....,:i 'Tile .. *T... .-,. --. :a., otro. '......- ,,...4- :a-8,4*-, .

skk

4. 4,

VSr. 4.1.4.14,4 42.4 - .1;7
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written Expression Results/ Orade Twelve

N Table 9

PERCENT OF TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS AND THEIR WRITTEN EXPRESSION SCORES
BY YEAFa OF ENGLISH TAKEN AND PARENTAL EDUCATION; 1978r79 AND 1981-82

'31

timber pf

years of

*rush
taken

No high school High school Same college Pair years Advanced degree

1981-82

%

,

Score

1978-79 1981-82 1978-79' 1981-82 1978-79 1981-82 1978-79 1981-82 1978-79;

z

-

Scbre %

.

Scbre %

,

,

Score i

.. .

Score % Score %

.

-

,

Score %

.

,,,,

Score % Score % Score

1

2

3

4+

1

8

40

51.54.2

35.0

45.6

51.1

2

6

30

62,56.1

42.1

45.8

51.3

1-47.3

7

43

49,51.9

53,1

4111

56.8

1

5

28

66

44.4

50.0

56.3

61.2

1

4

38

57_65.6

48.2

57.1

62.5

1

3

23

73.66.2

51;2

5411

59.7

1

3.54.6

31

65_68.8

45.7

63.5

1

.2

16

81.69.4

49.5

53.8

60.9

1

3

27,66.0

69

r
59.5

61.6

t,

72.7

1

1

12

--
.8672.2_,

.

.,
51.5

54'8

.4.,,,

62.0

.

70.5
Total

. .,.

51.9 53.6

.

57.9 58,9

_

619
.. -..........,..,..

641
. -4

66.4

-- -
67,4

. t

N

70.5

0 ,

These data revealthe following;

Tlie'tendenty of twelfth graders to take four Or more years of, English is' .

assogisted with thg degree of parental education.

Sizable'increases in the Percenti of students,taking four or more years of
English since'1978-79 have occurred in all socioeconomic groupings Sdhgrea_.
of paiental education being'co*dered-an indA,cator of socioeconomiC
itatus). This'fact suggeats'that there is no reason to believe that the ,

increases ire solaly due to the'1981.Univerelicy of California system
requirtMent, '

I

-, ."
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V. Mathematics Achievement for Grades Three,
Six, and Tweive,

t :St
-

:-Synop'sis of Findings.and Recommendations-

4111

In_the,ipring of 191, California's third-grade students were assessed
for the seCO-n't'Eime in mathemAtica with the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 3,

_Aga sixth-grade students were assessed for the .sixth time with the SurveY of

:

,Basic-SkIlist Grade 6. In Decamber of 1980; the twelfth-grade students were
testa for the sixth time with tile Survey of Basid Skillq: Grade 12. The
following summary is based on tht.results.of the administration of the surveys
and the special equating studies,cOnducted to compare the Achievement of
California students with'that of students across the#nation.

National CoMparisons 3.*

I.

\. On the-.901skohensiVd-Teots óf Baol,-SkillsomS,..normed in 1973,
,

the typic0. California third gad dtoq ranks at the 55th percentile, .

An_improyement of three percentile points ovei'the 1980-81 ranking. Also,
'on the Coiptehensive-Tests of-BiaiC Skills, For0, norMed in 1973, the
typipAl California sixth grade student now ranks-at the 58th percentile,

* an improvement oftwo percentile points over the1980-81 ranking. .0n the
Iowa Tests of-Educational Development, Form X-4, normed in 1962, the typical
California twelfth,grade student remains at the,46th percentile; howeler, on
the same test, normed in-1978, the ty0cal CalifornilA stUdent ranks at fht

'45th percentile, ,one point heloU last Year. .0

In grade three, the performance of student§ has been rmproving d.nce the -

introduction ofthe mathematics'section in the third grade Survey. Over
the three-year period.from,1979-80 to 1981-82, the ranking increased, from

'4to 55; the typical third grade student ranks five points abovehis orher
nationalcounterpart.__Inthesixth_grade, the perfoimance of students has:-
been iiproving steadily one or tWO points each year since the'introduction of

'the SurVey in 1975-76. The typidal siXth grade' student now ranks eight point§
_above his Or her' national counterpart. A typical twelfth gradestudent La
California.ranked at the 44th percentile in 1975-76, the year the Survey was

--L-XibttOduce4.14,th twelfth 'grade. Milk ranking declined to 43 in 1976-77 and
remained' steady tfi-iiilighl9,78779. The ranking increased,by one point in,-:
1979r80 and by two tiointilii't988,41; ng increase or decrease Was recorded
fri 1981-82. The_typOal_tw h grade student stands four .points.below
'his,or her liationaI cdOnterpart the publisher'S norms.

Longitudinal Survey Scores
4'

,

. Scores on the Aprvey are also'expressed as.pe;cent correct scoress__
.

In grade three, the typical galifoinia student:answered 76.0 percent .f..the.

ii6esticins correctly, at increase of 1.3 percent correct over thp.resuyts of,
198048i. Thig-Increide.in,Score wai'more than double the Increase in score
from 197940 6 1980-81. In'graae six-t_the average student scored 62.,6'perr

--4ont correct.. Since ,this yiar a.completely revised versfOn of the Survey
Was adMinistered,in the sixth grade, Oongitudinal data,on the new test are

Howevei, from thF administr4ion of the oldtSUrvey eo a sample
of California .students ,it was ,Aalcsted'thaejexpeze correcilcrpasedLfrom

- 4-iir1980=81-tbtlilhtaltear: year parked the greatest larns-in-
iathematics scbres of sixth graders since the inception of the sixth grade

4 ' .7
. 88
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Synapsis o Findings,'Mathematics

. .
.

Sur4ey in 1975-76.- In the twe1ft gradek students gained 1.2 percent correct

f.com 1979-80 to 118011; however:, rom 1180781 tn 1981-82, the,scores.of
_Amtelftb.graders_deCreased_by0.3_5E, cent_correct._ : _

, .
. ,.

Skill Area Strengths/Improvements
.

,.

As in previous years, the members'oi the Mathematics Assessment Advisory
Committee (see Appendix A) reviewed theirtsults of the mathematics assessment
for 198142. A summary of Xhe detailedskill area strengths as judged by the
committee members is presented in this chapter.

At each grade level studentsdemonstrated a high level of mastery of com-

--pntational skills. In grade.three, almost all students demonstrated mastery
of basic number facts; in grade six, almost all students performed simple
computations involving'addition, subtraction, and multiplication;,and in grade
twelve a great majority of students correctly performed basic operacions on
.whole humbers.

The sixth and twelfth grade students had some difficulty in performing
long division; however, the scores'on long diVision questions are Steadily'

.improving. Another skill that showed a strong steady growth pattern was
decimal computation.- . .

. As for noncomputational skills, students in grades three, six, and twelve,'

did very well on recognition tasks and,on tasks that students generally encpun-

, ter outsrde the school. Such tasks include recognition of Simple geometric
figures; linear measurethent such 4s with a ruler; measurement of timeand,
temperature; and.the reading.of simple bar graphs.

Students in grades'three, six, :and twelve also showed better under-
.

standing of geometric terms Wand concepts., perhaps indicating some dse of

___con.c..raeLtnaaipalatives_i_n_theTlass±ooni.._,36.,scores,43.,ssLohomed good, irn

provement in measurement conceptssuch as perimeter and area and conversion
within a system of Units. Scores in grades six and twelve also improved on
wstions related to the PythSgoreanrelationships.

! .

'Skill Area Weaknesses::

, . . , - . . - %

Ihe MathemOics AssesSment Advisory Committee identifidd at each grade
. levelrhe. sk*11 areas in w ie studegts, were Wak.,and that reiluire more'

emphasis in the classrooms . s in need of improVement are listed separate*
1,for each-grdde level late:r.in. t ohopter.

. .

.

Generally, students at al grade levels were found,to, be weak in multi-
.

plication with numbers inVolving zerost.such as, 10 or 100. In grades three ,-_-
,.

and six, place value and subtraction, witb4 regrouping, especially involvin.van,

jnternal zerowere,Weak ateas. fa grades stic And twelve, Students had

, difficulty Forking with decimalS because,4 tgeirjack of understanding'of
place valUe. Thirdgraders were also weak insolving w4rd problems.that:
involved satiplication of.tWo.or three number's, and'sloith ahd twelfth grade'.
.stUdents were géner04y weak.in, solving two-step wmrd,probleMs. '

, _ , i 1 .

t i
..1,.

.t ,, ,
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Synopsistif Findings, Mathematics
: .

-1-

In geometty and.measuremene,, students wtreweak in' areas that required

_ foriingft mental _picture Or_Rerformans_ estimation in theproceds_of_ans.wating,

'a qUeStion« in iffeaddrem6nt, attidents-at-all-gtade levels were found to have
more.difficUlty with thedmetric,systeOthan with the U.S. Cu'stómary system of .

measurement&
, ft

Swe.
DifferenceS in,Mathematics 'Performance, by,Sex

1

Differences tn mathematics performance of,gitis and boys have been studied
by the Mathematics Assessment Advisory Commitcee.. The,initial findings of the'
committee.were first reported In 1979-80; the committee continues to explore

#why suCh-diffocences exist. ,

Of the 13 skills involving computations, applications, and problem
solving, girls surpasset boys on eight in the third grade; whereas,of the,
15 skills.at'gradm six,.girls surpassed hoys on four. One surprising.result
found in this.year's analysis of date is that although boys_scored higher .

than grtls in applitation problems,,gtrig surpassed bOys in questions on
'''--moblem analysis. ,Such questions ask students to identify reievant informa:

tion in a problem, to estimate the stile of an answer, and.to.identify the
appropriate mathematical model. The committee meinbers felt that girls have
developed better problem solving skills but that they are not,applying these
,skills' qn application'questionsc , .

.

Mlle Committee's RecommendatiOns
,

, The Mathematics AsseSsment Adviiiory Committee made general recommenda-
tiOns on the basis of.its analysis of the mathematics results for grades*
three,.sik, and melVe. The committee's generai.recommendations are as

follows;

ir 4

4.

r---
'The use f..Manipulatives an4 models should be in$reased to ,,
stdentk understanding of place value concepts and toO.heWthem
develo speCiaI viSualization skills in two and three dimensions:,,

4

,-. . a At-ra I grade levels; inore.instructionalltirme should be apent'on','
. ..

..leer ng te retognite cues for seltting correet operations.in`,
,

appl cation.questions (ii recommended in the addendum t6 the Mathe- ,

Matics Framework, 1982), rather than more drill and.Oracti-ce on
b

computational skills. Althoug% drill and piactite'on basid comPtir"0, ')

tatIonal Skills remain.importapt, such techniques Should be balancea
with'the development, of:skills in pioblem solving. ', -'. .

,..
.... s, '. . ,-?'., , ,

. .. '': Tedthers and de4elopers of instructional materials should strive to
us e. those materiale thakhelpstudentg atall ability levels fo

. develop skills' in pioblOnk analysts aid teideling.(as ratommended in
., .. .

' the addendumito the Mathematics Framework, 1982). This kind of

.
instructional emphssisoiill.not detratt,from thedevelopment of other

/**) ,
skills'bui, in fac;t, "should Approve compftation and application skills

t
. by giving,ptpdent7:; i cleirek,undeio6Inding of theematheMatical pro-

cesses.involved-it,piobleM
.

osolving. 1 . , .

. a f .

I

* .
---. r.10' 444.
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Synopsis of Findings, Mathematics

. ,

' ''
., ...Te9chers.shonld-be provided with in-service training and with instruc

. ..-,
'tional materials that will aid them in,helping students model and I

- __.1plite_multipienstep prAblamS.Te.401Wii-Vides should include practi
....._ ....._

. xatOle or Suggestions that will help "teachers involve,stndenis in

classroom actiNaties that lead to opportunities for students to.creat

. . and solve'"real" multiple-step problems. 0
,

Ic,is important t teachers and curriculum personnel avoid imbal-

ances in the curricul
' in the planning of a str math tics curriculum are the followingl

...,.Ae, the needs oradvance4 studen s in algebra, geometry, trigo- I

f. .

.nometryr and calculus being me , as well as ,the needs.of student

who riquire additional instruction in basic mathematics?

7 Are:'end-of-::the-book" topics systematiCallmincluded and articu-'.

'. lated across grade levels?
.

.

.

.

Are new textbooks being ehosen that offer a variety of problem 1,

, analiSis technliqUes-ai all levels'?
...

. .

Some of the A-ne#tiOns that might be asked I

- Is problem solving *used for motivatiOn and integration of mathe

- -matics into:"dailrlife,mathemattcs" skills?:
*

e

T prObIem-soLving instrpction integrated with skill instructio

rather than being delayed until complefe student m4Stery is att

iit coMputational skill?
.

*

'4
Does imstruction%in measurement include actual situations in wh ch

All students participate'aCtively in baking' measurements?

ined

6` Does the currIculum.include the use of calculators and Computer
,._ , , ..

, - I

$ .

... 4 '
*-, ....'S '''''' 4.4." 13". ''...E .."-:. 444,-.44.... 44., ',:.4*. ".- :44.1(.. :elk.

., . ,

1
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Mathematics-Test Results for Grade Three

Test Scope
-

The Survey of gasic grade 3 was developed to assais the levels
of mathematics skills of, thfrd grade students in California. f'rle'i60 items, on
the Su.rvey t..T.ere designed ro assess students' skills in the area ipf arithme-
tic (counting and place value,.,:nature of ntqnbers and properties, and opera-
tions), geometry, measurement, patterns a graphs, and problem analysis and ,
models. In eacti area, with the exceptio4f problem analys'is and models,
the test items inclulle computational skitI4and knowledge of terminology as
well as word- problems. 'Figure 23 illustra s the eMphasis placed on each ,
skill area in the total test:

The emphasis on each skill area in tI third grade Survey is consistent
with the mathematics curricurum of most dalifornia school'& and additionally
reflects the "umbrelle'concept of'problem solviRg/applications iemphasized

-- .
, . t ., Pioblcm analysis

. Countin4 and
. and -modds

.- place value
,

'

Operation's

Patterns and graphs

4...
, . . ..i 4 ,

e
: I ,Fig 23 Numb& of questions, by skill. area, in the mathematics tec.tion Of the Survey of Basic Skills. Qrade 3

. i' a.. ,

Measurement

Geometry

Nature of
numbers and
properties

._7-.46446
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Mathematics Results, Grade Three

rip the Mathematics.Framework and the 1980 Adden m for California Public

SChools: Kindergarten through Grade Twelve. In the new framework, the

'problem solving/applifcations, rather than being a separate strand, is now

"positioned" to receive equal emphasis with each ofthe other strands of

mathematics. Figure 24 shows the major tontent categories of mathematics

recommended in the 1980 addendum. including the problem solving/application

moom4w

1.

Li

11110

1.11MIP

AN116

Fig. 24. Problem solvingtapplica-
tions, the umbrella for all
strands in mathematics

skills. t)le third grade survey assesses all the skills proposed in the

addendum at the third grade'level except the skills on calculator/computer.

A detailed description of the skills assessed'in ehe third grade survey4s

given in Survey of:Resit Skills: Grade 6-7Rationale and Content.

gathematics Results for grade Three

"the 'results of the third grade mathematics assessment for 1981-82,are

shown in'Table 10. Thie was the third year of ehe assessment in mathematics'

r A grade three. Lagitudinal compaqsons ailt also given in Table 10 for'the

,
three-year.period (1979-80 through 1,981-82):

As ghown in Table 10, the average California third grade student in,,

19§I-82 correctly answered 76.4 percezit of the questions in aritgmetic skills;

.7,6.6 percent In geometm 74.6 percent in measurement; 75.9 liercent in patT

terns and graphs; 71,2 percent in problem analysis and modelsi. and 73.2

percent in problem solving/applications. Overall, the average third grade

student correctlyanswered 76.0 per6ent of the mathebaeice questions..

4.

The following 'conclusions can be drawn about the 1981-82 illthematics

performance of California. third grade students:

The typical third grade 'student in California was able to answer

over thee-lourths of the-td6t questiOns correctly..
. -

,

z

;
A

The average liercent correct scores increased in all majoubbkili

areas over those recorded in 1989781. .1

oro,

. 94'
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Mathematics Results, Grade Three

Table'10

Mathematics Scores of Cali ornia Third Grade Students and Changes in Mean
Scores on the Survey tl-Basic.Ski11s4 Grade 3, 1979-80 through 1981-82

Skill area

1

MATHEMATICS,

(

TOTAL

Arithmetic

Counting and place value
Skills

Applications

Operations
Basip'facts
Addition

). Subtraction
-Multiplication
Application
Basic facts

Addition/subftaction
Multiplication

Nature of numbers and properties
Prdperties,and relationships
Money and fractions
Applications

Geómetry
Skills

Applicitions

Measurement

Linear measures.,
Other measures
Applications

,Patterns and graphs
Skills

ApOlications

lieblem analysis and models

Problem solving/applicationS*

Number
Questions

Mean'score,
by year.

Change
of

1979-80 1980-431 198r-82
1979-80,

to

1980-81

1980-81
to

1981-82

1.60 74.1 74.7 76.0 +0.6 -1:10

245 74.5 75.1 , 76.4 +0.6
45 79.3 79.9 B1.3 +0.6' +1.4
30 79.'7 80.3 81.9 +0.6 ' +1.6
15 /8.,5 -79.1 80.3 +0.6 +1.2 '

155 72.7 73.3 74.8 +0.6 +1:5
25 85.9, 86.3 . 87.5 +0.4 4-1.2
ao 82.6 83.4 84.7 +0.8 +1.3
30 69.9 71.0 73,i +1.1 . +2.1
30 63.7 64.5 66.7 +0.8 +2.2
40 65.7 65.9 66.7 ±0.2 +0.8
13 68.0 67.9 68.6 -0.1
15 764 17.4' +1.0
12 51.4 51.2 51.2 -0.2

.+1.4

45 75.8 16.3 77.'114 4-0.5 +1.1
15 76.0 - 76.4 77.5 +0.4 +1.1
15; 80.2 81.1 82,4 +0.9 +1.3
15 71.1 71.5 +OA +0.7

liNk
30 74.9 75.1 76.6 +0.2 +1.5
20 76,0 76.3 , 77.7 -70- +1.4
10 72:0 72.8 74.3 +0.8 +1.5

40 73.4 74.0 74.6 +0.,6 -+016
15:" 69.7 70.6 72.0 +0.9

. 15.
78.4 : 78.6 78.3 +0.2

10 71.4 72.21. 72.8 +0.8 +0.6

30 71.8 74.6 75.9 +1.3
15 63.5 64.1 65.7 +0.6 +1.6
15 84.1 85.0( 86.2 +0.9"

70.1 70.5 71.2 +0.4 .+0.7

120 71..5 , 73.2 '+0.8 +0.9

0

*Quesiións in'this category are an aggregate of 105 application questions and 15 qvstions
in problem'analysis ancl,MOdelq.

1

;.

90
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MathematT Results, Grade Three

The highest percent correct score was in opetitions using basic

facts (87.5 percent correct), followed closely by applications with

graphs (86.2 percent. correct), addition operations (84.7 percent

correct), and money and fraction problems (82.4 percent correct).

Summary of the Committee'd,Conclusions

The members 9f the Mathematics Assessment Advisory Committee reviewed the

results of the third grade students by skill areas and by items within each

skill area. This committee was instrumental in,determining the scope of the

assessment and rn selectin the test questions. The names of the commitiee

members appear in Appendix A. The committee members made the"tolldwing

general remarks about thesperformance of third grade stu'dents in California

public schools.

The coimittee members were unanimous in their praise of the perform-

ance of the third grade students, elpecially the pattern of rwth
in mathematics scores from 1979-80 through 198J-82.

Teachers and students should be Oanticularly commended for the

strong performanCe and growth shown in mathematics scores over the

three-year period. --

A, The strong performance in all malpr skin areas indipted to the

,committee members that a strong, comprehensive mathematics instruc-

tional program exists in kindergarten through grade three.in Cali-

fornia public schopls. ,

The committee members also identified areas of strength or improvement

andsareas,in need of improvement. The,areas of:strength included those skills'

in which students achieved at the committee's levei of expectation'. The .

areas of improvement included those skills iq.which.student performanee was

at a level below the committee's'expectation but on which the impfoved

scores led the committee to believe that teicherS are p:lacing the desired

emphasis: The areas in need of improvement.included the skills that the

committee members would like pa have particularly emphasized in California

clastroomsv
4

Ateas of St ength'or'Improvaent

Iden:ficat'ion of the ,place value of a given digit, especially.. ,

.

,

4 Iden i6ing ordinal positions (e.g.,,second, gard, and So on). .

- of familiar objeces
Counting by ls, 2s, 50/ and 10s

zerovIn a numeral 1
1 '

1

Identification of the digit of A even .place_value,'in a .0.,
. .

numeral -,
,

Recognition of numerical' values of written nutherzas
...

i

Addition; subtraction, multiplicatioN; and division.facts

if Word problems invorvingmoney .

Recognition of geometric,terms and conceptd ,

''



hathematics Results, Grade Three

Areas of Strength or Improvement (cont.11)

MO
Recognition of simple geometric figures

4 Location of points on a coordinate grid
'Linear measure (nonstandard units)
Linear measure (U.S. Customary units):,

,Perimeter and area of geometric figure's

Measures of time (clack'and calendar)
Measures of temperature
Reading of a bar graph
Reading of a pictograph (especially those involving coins)
Applications involving reading of p-aphs
Recognition of a function rule
Problem analysis ,

4

Areas in Need of Improvement

Identification of odd or even nuMbers

Multiplication involving numbers with zeros
Subtraction of whole.numbets, especially those with internal
zeros'or unseen zeros

Multiplication.of three whole numbers
Word problems involving multiplication by 10 and 100
Knowledge of the metric system
Understanding of the eoncepts involved in determinin& the

volume of an object
Recognition of line sdgments lb
Recognition of.the diameter of a crrcle

o Linear peasure (netric units)
Estimation of measUres of mass .

Applications,involving measures of temperature
Recognition of,number patterns involving doubling
Recognition of missing elements in geometric patterns
'Applications, using basic facts%

Applications,invOlNO.ng multiplication of whole numbers

The COmmittee's Recommendations

A

,

The members orthe Mathematics Assessment Advisory'Coffimittee made ehe
,

following'recommendation's for the improvement of mathematics skills in the
third grade.

.

.

.
*

The current emphasis in place value be continued because this concelot

is the'keyto tleunderstanding'of arithmetic ogerations, especially
s 1

. when stuaenges confront'renaming in their mathbmatics Curriculum.

Students n4d more practice in reading mathematics problems for mOre
4
complete coOgrehension. .
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Instructional emphasis should be placed in giving students experi-

ences to help them discrimimate between standard units of length,

volume, mass, and_temperature and to know when, to apply them in the'

measurement of,same.tommon object or quantity.

an subtraction opetations, the most,common error mSde by students was

subtracting the smaller digit ,from the larger'digit regardless,of

the positions of the two digits in the problem. More instructional

emphasis should be given to developing understanding of the subtrac-
tion algorithm, withirenaming,,through the use of manipulative mate-

rials, and to deyeIoping skills id its use.

,In application questions the mOst common error made by students was

to add the numbers in the prOblem even though the operations called

for were either subtraction or multiplication. The committee_recom7

mends that students be confronted with many sets of application
problems that randomly involve all four of the basic operations and
that greater tinstrUctiOnal emphasis be given tb the selection and

use of the.correct opefation CT operations. '

Instructional emphasis should bp placed oa,relating multiplication

skills to real-life applications frop an early point in,instruction,

The current test results indicate hat teachers,now offer a compre-

hensive instructional.program in mathematics in kindergarten through

grade three. The colmittee strongly recommends that this broad
instructional emphasis be continued to ensure steady improvement in ,

all mathemftical skills and concepts.

Sonia Examples and Ideas for Classroom Teachers

141) Presenting computational problems in other than vertical format

4.

Introducing completed problems with portions missint to forcevstu- 1

dents to think'about arithmetic algorithms

Asking Students to discuss together the steps involved iq solving a'

variety of problems
o

Giving students complered problem sets, Oith errors hidden in the

comtItation shown, and asking for,identification and explanation of

the errors.

.Giviag students experiences, oral and written, using "100 more

than," "100 less than," and simiiar phrases, for otller decimal values

Providint students with opOrtunities to identify incorrect,answers

and to tell why they are wrong, especially positional, errors

Demonstratimg to students that subtraction allows renaming by,10si

lObs, etc., but addition de several numbera allows renaming by mul-

-tiplea of lOs, lObs, etc.

98 49 o



Mathematics_Resqlts, Grade Three

Using plce value boards and manipUlatives to clarify for students
the positional difference between additiOn, in which both numbers
are reptesented, and subtraction, in which,only the minuend is
represented

Using calculators to develop estimatiOn, rounding, and place value

: The Committee's Analysis of 'Skill Area Results

The members of the Mathematics Assessment Advisory Committee reviewed
the results of the third grade students by skill area"and"by items within
each skill area. The committee members judged the( adequacy of student per-
formance in light of the difficulty levels of the questions and the relative
instructional emphasis of each skill in the typical claisroom.

F

The results of the'Committee's analysies are sumparized:below in'two
categories--computational skills and problem solving/applications skills.
The computational skills are described under two headings--"Arithmetic,
Numbers, and Operatiores;" and "Geometry, Measurement, and Patterns and.
.Graphs." In the followiha discussionps only the.areas of special strengths
'or weaknesses are described; naattempt is made to discuss each skill tested
on. the Suryey. The purpose of the illustrative examples is,to indicate the
relative strength or Weakness in the skills; hence, students' performance on
illuStrative items should not be taken as indicative of their performance in
the.entire sjcill area. *

A Eh'

Arithmetic, Numbers, and.Operations

The main ,skills'included under this category are Counting and plaCe value,
nature-of numbers and properties, and operations. The subskills include the

following: ordinal positions;,countAng by Is,
2s, 5s, 10s, or 100s; reading and writing
numbers; finding plate valuesk using commuta-*

tive and associativerproperties; thultiplying

1
; ,a number by zero; using symbols for greater

Mob kV .I.ohnnv V;Vbalots

N.11,

E 3 2 than, less than, and equal to; recognizingL

e i
2 r

,even and dd nuffiberS; knowing basic facts;;

6 I i
;

1
E

% and performing operations of addition, sub-
1 1 4 4 42 i

--3 traction, and multiplication on whole numbers.

As shown in Table 10, third rade students continued,to shoW improvement !
in the arithmetic skills (A counting and place value, nature 'of.numbers and
properties, and operationg. Not only was the total average percent correct
for arithmetic higher in 1981-82, but also the Score for every item increased.

V
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$-

.
Of the 190 computational items in arithmetic, the scores on three items'
remained the same ind decreased only on,three. Third grade students

spored highest in basic facts (87.5 perCent correct) and lowest in multi-

plicatio (66.7 percent correct); however; third grade studenEs' greatest',

improv ent (2.2 percent correct) from 1980-81 to 1981-62 wai in multipli-

cation

In counting and place value skills, the cotmittee felt that studenta

haye a good understanding of the concepts in1general. On items that directly
7 test understanding of place Value, such as ptctorial representation, expanded.

notation, and identification of digits in the ones, tens, and hundreds

place, students showed good improvement. However, the Committee members

expressed a need fdr stronger reinforcement of skills in place value for
all students at,tbis"gradeklevel, because this Concept is the keY to under-
standing arithmetac operations, especially renaming as,students-progress

in their math 'tics curricula. The following example 'illustrates shat 151
percenC ofst ,IAtudents were unable to identify the plae valbe of.the

numbers- 34

3t15 =

13 0 3 + 4 -P.5

3 0 400 + 30 + 5

2 0 400 + 50 + 3

82 300 + 40 + 5

''f.,'; .

._...-.7

.... .-,...,

,
-,,!-..x%. -i:-'

t1t 0;comitttee members alsoTound evidence that place value concept
conbtli4d:to,be,a weakness for some students at the sixth grade level (see

.the:iplkl.'4e.Walue.section for grade six). ...-,

...)- .

. In dParations, the committee memiders obseepved that students appear to

understand both the horizontal and vertical forts of addition, subtraction,

and mul ipliCation facts. Also, they felt that division.facts aie being

taught 4nd learned by the endoof the third grade./ .

/ % , i ' .
.

tAr perttions skills, the committee members recognized that, althouth
additilma1ursubtraction skills are considered to be at the mastery level,
multiplieation4s considered to be at the'developmental level. Thus, the
commiiiee members feft that good instruction.is being provided in computa-

tional ki11 f arid that student learning,is adequate.
.

-

1

k

V.
.
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Mathematics Results, 'Grade Three

The committee mpmbers noteg certain frequent errors bx students in the
computational skills. For example) in the following addition problem, 13' '

percent of the students seleci.ed 723, which is arrived at by juxtaposition
of the'numbersdnstead of segitming.

5

39
+49

.13 C) 73 Failure to rename from ones to tens

IS 0 83
and from tens.to hundreds

61 93 4 ,

11 () 723 11Pailur. to rename from ones to
hindreds

. Also, nine percent selected 83, which is the result of renaming or

' "tarrying" a ten instead of twenty or, two tens. Perhaps t'hese students

confused addition renaming with subfeaction renaming, which snows only ,
tens to be "borrowed." In subtraction problems involving renaming, some,
students simply subtracted the smaller digit from the larger digit regard

less of their position in the problem.

The fo lowing subtraction'question-appears on boa the third grade and
sixth grade tests. .As can be,seen from 4the 'students' responbes, most sixth

node students have learned.to avoid:positional value mistakes.

(210
t 162 Grade :Grade Response

Three Sim Characteristics

0158 11 4 2 Saila.: to make hundreds and tens

0152 28 4 Positional valuelle9ored
.-. 58 10 5 Failure to rename tens or positional

t8 ---31 89 . .
value'ignored for tens

,AA

The following example shows students'iperformance in a multiplication

problem. The'pattern of errors,shows a lack of understanding ot plaCe,value

by a large number

.

,

of students:,

illiM1111MIlle%
4,

,

fl

13

15

11

0
0

0

67

x 3
Pesponse Characteristic's

81

181

201

1821

Failure to rename from .nes to tens and
feom tens to hundreos

Failure to rename frws ores to tens

Correct answer

'Juxtaposition of products 18 and.21

' A

w

0

On,it,eia involving ulAtriblication by 10 or 100, the most commoB:etror , -

made by students.was adding rather than multiplying. The committeeTuspected
that this-error was due to the fact that some students have been told to add
zeros,to find the answer to multiplication problems involving 10 or 100.

A
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Geometry, Measurement, and Pattern.t:and Graphs

The quostions in geometry cover skills in identifying basic geometrical

shapes, parallel lines, line segments, right angles, diagonals of quadri-
laterals, diameters of circles, and congruent figures,. The questions in

J

;
tte

C

trZr

It

.

measurpment deal with skills in measuring-
objects, converting uniEsofinding appro-

t
priate units, and determin ng the perimeter
,and area of,a polygon. T Iskills also
include identifying cl6trecle-',time, order of

d s of the week", and months of the year; '

reading a calendar and thermometer; deter-
mining voluMe; and finding the heavier of
tWo measures. The questions in patterns and
graphs require skills in ldeneifying'the ..

function.rule, completing a function table,
and identifying a geometric or number'pattern.

From Table 10, it is apparent that from 1980-81 to 1981-82, scores
increased in all skills under geometiry., measurement, and patterns and graphs
except for ehe scores.in "Other" (nonlinear) measures. The ,questions undgr
the noniinear measure require students to find the volume of pictured cubes
and find the.tempe4ture in a pictgred thermometer.

In,geometry: the'committee felt that'students afe doing an excellent job
of recognizing and selecting cfmilmon two-dimensional geometric figures. The-

consoittee, however, observed that students seem to have difficulty recogniz-
ing and/or identifying simple gebmetric components, such as parallel tInes,
diagonals, right angles, and diameters.

'

Im measurement, the.committee members mated that students Continue to
have greater difficulty with the metric system than with the U.S. Customary
system of measurement. The members surmised that instruction in measurement
skills is perhaps not too well developed at the third grade level; however,
the scores do indicate that mue and more.instructional programs include
metrics. 'In questions on couritiog the number of cubes (see the following
example), the comMitt4e noted that most eerors resulted from students' coun7
ting the visible faces of the cube rather than.all the 'cubes:

Hot,,/ many cubes?

29 0 24

67 16.
0 9

3 0 '4

102
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4

With regard to scores on items on temperature, volume, pr mass, the,
committee felt.that the level of performance of third grade students is
adequate'. However, the committee members expressed concern over the decline
in scores,in this skill, thg only ski..11 on the entire.test'fOr which scores
declined.from 1980-81 to 19t1-82. The, comMittee recommended that increased

'

instructional emphasis be given to teaChing students to discriminate between
standard unit's of length, volume, mass, and temperature and to know when to
apply them-in the measurement of somd common object or quantity.

'Problem Solv.in9/Appllication

The third grade Survey includes word problems or application.questions in
all the skills of counting,and place value, nature of numMrs and propertiet,

operations, geometry, measurement, and patterns
and graphs. The applAcation questions require
the use of,a skill, such as subtraction, to

:solye a word problem presented in daily life
context. The test also,includes questions in
analitsis and model's (problem solving)j In
these 'questions the emphasis is not on' finding

,correct numerical solution, ratheri the emphasis
4

.is on analyzing a-word 'problem and finding
given facts dissing information, or the question bein9 aS.ked. Some questions
requirestudents to match a picture model with a matheMatical sentence or
statement.

7

t

:7?
A.

.

a

Applications

In application questions involving basic factt and addition, the com-
mittee fel that students had good understanding of these skills. The
committee noted some areas of difficulty', however. In application pr,914191s,t

students often chose an addition answer when subtraction or multipli,dation
was,the indicated operation., mn'a question on subtraction facts, 91.8,percen
oethestudents knew

A
that 15 8 = 7, but only 72.0 percent were ablip to use

tiis
;

fact correctly in a storY problem. The ansWer found by adding telhef
the'nUlmbers in the problem was selected by 16.2 percent oelhe.students.

In the ionstiuction of the third grade Survey, 33 application items were
designed to be paired with computation or concept items. These application
items involve the same numbers and the same operatioris as the paired skill
items. The average percent correct on the skills items in 1981-82 was 74.1,
while the'average percent correct:on the paired application items was 69.1.

/10( 4
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,

The twoexamples below show matched"skills and application items involving
: multiplication.. The percent of students who chose to add. was four times as

gieat'in the application item as inthe skill item.

x

Brown School had 3 rooms
Each room had 23 students

. 3 0 20
How many students were at the school/

9 0 26 4, 0 20

4.:0 68 40 0 26

84 69 4 0 68
52 69'

Although'thp,committee members noted gtowth in multiplication applica-
: .tions, they felt that scores in multipliCaiion applications seriously lag

the scores in other afeas. The pqmmittee recommended that instructional .
emphasit be'placed on relating multiplication skills to real-life applica-
tions asearly,at possible in the instructional program.

,

-

4 ,

Problem Sorving

The'third grade Survey includes 15 questions inanalysis ana models.
The average Percent correct scOrg in 1981-82 waS 71.2 which Vas an increase
of 0.,7 percent.cOrrect ovdr the 1980-81 score. The following question illus-
tratea tfie typical perfOrmance of the third grade, students in selecting an
apkropriate mathemdtical model.

The bus went 20 rniles
Then It went 12 mies
How many miles in all?

How do_you lind the ans.ver?

9 0 32 - 12 - 20
7 0 20 12 = 240-

4 0 20 12 = 8

74 20
,-
+ 12 = 32

e,tembe of the adviioiy committee felt that the performance of the
stud nts on quetions in analysis and moaels,Was good, particularly in light
of t .fact.tha regular instructioft'in these skills apparently does not take
placek The coi#' ittee members strongly recommended'that more instruction be
given tbusteden4rof ill ability levels in Cheiskills,of.probleth analysis --

and modelling. Ms instrOctional emphasis should not cletract from Ihe
development of other skills, but in fact, should help improve application
and computatiOn skills by giving students a clearer unders+ding of the
mathematical processies involvedirl problem solving.

,

go,
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Test Scope

The new Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6 was developed to replace the grade
six Survey first'given in 1975-76. It assesses the levels of mathematical
skills of sixth grade students in California.on a more comprehensive set of
subskills' and .is.similar in breadth to the new Survey oz)f Basic Skills: Grade 3,
which was'first used in 1979-80. The dexelopment and review process that
spanned a period of two and a half years 'included a large number of Califor-
nia teacheus, students, and schools. The result of this process was a com-
prehensive set of test specifications and the 48.0 items tbat appearson'the
Survey.

/

Counting, nutheration,
and place value

Nature of numbers
and properties

Problem solving

Tables, grapps, and
integrated applicationss'

Operations

I 0

Expressions, equations, and
coordinate graphs

Fig. 25. Number of qtbons, 12y skill area, in the mathematics section of the Surveyel Basic Skills. Gracle$

Probability and statistics

Measurement

a

The 480 items on the Survey were designed to asslts students' skills in the
area of counting, numeration, and place,value; nature of,Ilumbers aad properties;
operations; expres.Aions, equationS, and coordinate graphs; geomet; measurement;
probability and 'statistics; tables, graphs, and integrated applications; and

problem solVing. Figure 25 illustrates the emphasis placed on each skill area in
the total, test. The emphasis on each skill area in the test is consistent with

105
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the mathematics curriculum of most California public 'schools and addition

ally reflects the "umbrella" concept .of problem solving/applications emphasized
in the Matihematics Frameworkhd the 1980 Addendum for Cal,ifornia Public Schools:

Kindergarten tbrough Grade Twelve. In the new framework, problem solving/
applications, rather than being a separate strand, receiVes equal emphasis with

each of the ot,ber strands of.mathemat,ics. Figur 26 shows the major content
categories of mathematics recommended in the l9.E addendum and the "positioning"

t,

.

Fig. 26. Problem solving/applica-
tions, the umbrella for all
strands in mathematics

of the problem so<ing/application skills. The sixth grade Survey assesses all

the ills proposed in the,addendum, except_fothe calculator/computer-skills.'
A deailed descriptioh.of the skills assessed in the sixth grade Survey is

given in Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6--Rationale and Content.

Mathematics Results for Grade Six

The resu4s of the new sixth grade mathematics assessmentfor 1981-82 are
shown in Table 11. Since for 1981-82 the test was completely revised, long
itudinal comp'arisons are not made bpxween this year's scores mid previlsus

years' scores. However, the results from the administration of the old Survey

to a sample of Caltfornia students indicated that perccint correct score increased

frpm 60,.4 in 1980-81 to 61.6 in 1981-82, an increase of 1.2 percent correct.
The scores pn the new Survey for this year will serve as a baseline for comparing
the skillbyakill results in subsequent years. TaJ.e 11 provides an initial

profile of.statewide student Arformance in Califor a.

to
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Table 11 *

Mathematics Scores.of California Sixth Grade Students
on the SurveS', of Basic Skills: Grade 6

Skill Area
Number of
questions

Average percent
correcC

MATHEMATICS, TOTAL

Counting,, numeratilon, and:place value
Skills

, Counting and numeration ,

Place value
Applications

480

40

25

15

-10

15

62.6

64.7

66.2

67.4

64.5

62.1
Nature of numbers and properties 50 61.6

Skills 35 61.5
ordering and properties 15 67.1
Classification of numbers 20 57.3

Applications 15 62,1
Operations 145 62.5

4 Mils
of whole numbers 15

66.0

79.2,Addition/subtraction
Multiplication of.whdle numbers 14 78.9
!bivisionof whole numbers 15 72.1
VAddition/subtraction of decimals 14 58.7
Multiplication/divisioh of decimals -13 55.2
Operations on fractions 15 52.5
Percents and equivalent fractipns/decimals 12 63.6

Applications 47' 55.4
One-step whole numbers 12 68.5,involving

One-step involving,rational /lumbers 420 52.9
Two-(or more) steps 15 48.4

Expressions, equations, and coordinate gtaphs 42 62.8
Skills 27 61.6
Expressions.arld equations 15 64.6
Graphs and function tables 12 57;8

Applications 15 64.9
Geometry 4 40 63.9
Skillp 21 63.6

Shapes and terminology 12 66.1.
Relationships '61.1

Applications 16 64.4
Measurement 58 60.4
Skills 42
Metric units 20 .59.0
U.S. Customary units .10' 74.7
Length, area,1 and volume 1"/ 54.6

Applications n '16 57.6
Probability oand gtatistics 23 59.0

Probability' 12' , 53.5
Statistics 11 64.9

Tables, graphs, and integrated applications 30 67.
Tables and graphs 15 65.1
Integrated applications 6. 15 65.1,

Pro'blem solving 52 62.7 .

FbrmUlation 15 .69.6
Analysis and'strategy

I

25 65.0

Interpretation 12 49.4.

SdlutfOn of problems 154 61.1

107 I
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Table lr shows thet California sixth grade students had an average percent

correct score of 62.6 on the 480 questions in the total test. The skillbyskill

results were: 64.7 percent correct in cougting, numeration, and place value;

61.6 percent correct it., natuge of numbers and properties; 62.5 percent correct

in operations; 6218 percent correct in expressiond equations, and coordinate

graphs; 63.9 perent correct in geometry; 60.4 percent correct\in,measurement;

59.0 percent correct in probability and statistics; 67.3 percent correct in

tables, graphs, and integrated applications; and 62.7 percent col-rect in problem.

.solving. From Tahle 11, the folloWing conclusions are apparent:

Sixth grade students scored highest in additIon/subtraction,of whole

numbers, with an average percent correct score 6f 79.2. The neXt

.highest subskigl scores were 78.9 percent correct in thultiplication

of whole 'numbers and 72.1. percent correct in division of whole num.

bers..
1

Sixthgrade students tYpically scored hdher on skill.questions than

application questions. However, for.nature of,numbers and proper

ties; expressions, equations, and coOrdinate graphs; and geometr,

students scores on application questions exceeded their scores on

ikill questions.

In operation applications, sixth grade students scored 68.5 percent

correct in onestep problems inv.:hying whole numbers and 52.9 per

cent correct in onestep problems involving rational numbers. They. *-

scored \owest in appl,ications proble* of two or more steps inVolv

t ing whole and rational numbers, with'an average percent correct sco

of 48.4.

o In measurement, sixth grade studentS scored higher on questions in

U.S. Customary units than!dnAhe questions in metric units.

Among the four basic operations, student,s have mo4tfac ility with

addition, subtraction, and multiplication of wholedfiumbers,-followed

by diyision of whole numbers and operations on deCimals. Students

haveghe greatest difficulty with operations involving Uactions.

The committee members also identified the areas of strength or improvement

and areas.in need of improvement. The areas of-strength included those skills

in which students achieved at or abovethe committee's expectation or the skills

in which the scores are below committee's expectations but are improving. The

areas In need of improvement included_the skills that the cothmittee members

would like'to have particularly emphasized in the mathematics instructional

rprogfams.. 0$

1
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Areas of strength

...Identification of rational 'numbers in word form, given the fraction
. form . .

Ideptification of the.p141.% wade of aiven digit in a whole number
Identification of numeiNkill'or whole qumbers given in expanded notation'
IdeRtification of order symbols ,

rdentification of order relations far a given set o f decimals
Identification of'odd or even numbers
Identificatioti oi multiples of giveR whole numbers
Appi,icattbn of the order relation 'using whole numbers. -

Addition, subtraction, and miltiplicatioA whole numbers
Understanding of ttc.he multiplication algorittim for who).e numbers
Redittion of fractions to the-lowest terms

)

Applications, onestep, using addition of whole numbers
Evaluation of simple expressions dfivolving addition, subtraction or
multiplication

, ,

IdentiOication'of apprOpriate linear units of measure
Calculatioh of perimeters of common geometric figures
Identification of the mode of a given list of data
InterpretaEion of,data given in the form of a table
Identification'of re1evant4mathematical problems for givei situationsit
Iaentification of facts, questions, or unknowns inIgiven problems .

Areas in need of improvement

tdentification of the place value of a given digit in a decimal
Understanding of the exponential formpof a number
Identification of prime numbers and prime factors
Identification of the least common multiple and greatett commlon factor',

' 'whole,numbers
Divrtion of decimals

Addition and-subtraction of fractions with unlike denominators
Multiplication and division of fractions
Applig4tions, onestep, involving multiplication or division of fractions
Applications, one:step, involving division of'decimals
Applications, twostea, involvilig fractions
Estimation of nonlinear meaures of familiar objects (metrid units)
Calculation of. areas and'volumes of common geometric figures
Calculation of probabilities of simple events
Interpretation of data given in the form Of a cirAle graph
Selection of appropriate operations tillbsolve givelff problems that.involve

division

Cbecking a,given answer in a problem
Recognition of'a sensible answer to a given problem

The committee's re'commendations

Increased instructional emphasis should be given to the'sharpening of
4e concept of place value leading to the understanding of the role of
zero in numeratiOn and decimal notation.

a-76446.
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* 4

It is recommended thtt instructionA emphasis be continued in the use

anCunderstanding of metric Units.

o

,

. 41110°'

Increased instructional emphasis on the understanding and reading of

Cartesian coordinate graphiqhrough the use of Asper/pencil ,ames and

computer-assisted activities Is recommended. -

I 1
0

The representations of division expressions should be varied so that

students are aware of thegdifferent forms used.

The instructional emphasis on the development of problem-solving

skills, particularly estimationand checking skifls, 'and on recognition

of sensible answers should be continued.

The committee menibers cautioned agains,t thetendency to develop a'

narrow, computational, minimum proficiency-based mathematics curriculum

in grades four, five, and six. Theyefelt that all students need a

broad, comprehensive instruc,tional Trogram in these grades,,covering

all objectives in the mathematics framework. Concern was expressed that

a substantial number of students are being brapped in a repetitive

cycleof arithmetic
computationdInstruction and are not being exposed

to any other mathematical concepts or skills throughout 'their.school

years.

Committee's Analysis of Skill Area Results '

The members of the Mathematics'Assessment Advisory Committee reviewed

,ehe results'of the sixth grade students, by skill area and by items within

each skill area. The'committee members judged the adequacy of student

peitormance in light of the difficulty of the questions and the relative

instructional_emphasis,of each skill in the typical classroom.

The instructional\emphasfs data were provided by'the teachers who

reviewed the tesequestions during the test construction phase of the'

sixth-grade Survey. The teachers
indicated whether the emphasis on a

particular skill'in their schoorwas great, some, little, Or none. They

also inditat,0 whether the level of skill considered appropriatT in grade

.six was mastery, developmental, exploratory, or not introduced.

1

t

Mastery: The qtudent is functionally competent and able to apply

skills and knowledge in an.organized and effective'wa54...
H

Developmental: The student is in the procesS of learning a concept or

skill.
,

4

Exploratoryi ,The student is being introduced with some degree of guidance

to new concepts, materials, or skills.
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.The results of the committee's analysis are summarized below, by major
skill area. The main purpoae of this analysis was to point out areas of'

,strengths,and weaknesses that may form the basis for further impioving
'instruction in California classrooms. Illustrative examples indicating
students' actual performance-are provided to indicate areas of special
strengths or weaknesses; however, these examples should mit be taken as
indicative of thetygcal student performance in an entire skill area.

, Arithmetic numbers and operations

The skills included under arithmetic numbers and operations are counting,..
numeration, and place value.; identifying relatioaal symbols and phrases;

identifying the least or
greatest whole number,

, decimal, or fractionProbiern Sol,ni ArThcanns
*

' from among several numbers,
using the commutative,

1 aasociative, and distribu
-

tive properties and
1 I

1

1 properties of one and

1

.1

zero; identifying factors,
. -- _ multiple, least common

multiple, greatest
. common factor; and the

basic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division on
whole nuwbers,.decimals, and fractions.

1 =11, .11,

'The Committee members felt that, in general, students performed well on
addiiion, subtraction, Sna multiplication problems presAted in Vertical

'format. The committee'members were very pleased to note that students
performed well on most operation koblems with whole numbers, even those
with a number of renamings. Notable success was achieved on a,subtraction
problem that included three renamings and a double zero'in the minuend.
This problem was correctly solvea by 0 Rercent of the students. #.1- '

4003
- 209

5 0 4794
2 Q 31106
8 0 3804

85 3794

The following problem, which includes two renamings along
.

with numbers
generally considered to be difficult, was answered carrectly by 95,percent of
'sixeh grade students:

7876
+ 6689

95 14,565:
2 0 14,555
2k 0 14,465

0 13,455

Alb
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Of ,the several areas in which students had difficulty, two areas drew

particular attention ii.om the committee members--mathematical vocabulary and

understanding of place value.
The,committee discussion in these two areas

follows.
c

Mathematical vocabulary. Students have some difficulty understanding and

using the vocabulary of arithmetic. On the following.item, 25 percent of

the students did not know that "finding the difference" involves subtrac-

tion. Six percent of the students delected addition, and 13 percent chose

davision for their answers.

To find the difference between 83 and 18, you:

6 Oadd
75 subtract
5 0 multiply

14 0 divide

/%

$imilarily, for multiplication; ahly 46 pement of the students correctlm

identified the "product" of 8 and 2. 'Ttienty percent chose 4 as the product, /

and 30 percent chose 10. Although division vocabulary was not.tested as

such, the results on the following item indicate thae students had a,fair

understanding of the relationship between the horizontal format and'Ae more

traditional algorithm; seventy-two percent of the students chose the,correct

response.

75 + 25 = 3 Is the same as

75: 3

2 0 3 Fir, , 15 75 Fir .

25 3

11 0 3 rig-- 72

-

'ThiCalifornia Assessment Programttest assesses students tihderst'aftding

of sUch words and terms As factor, product, addend, sum, even, odd, prime

number, primeZactor, divisible by, multiple; least common multiple, greatest

common faCtor,,And common divisor; During the test development phase, 95

percent of the tqaChers who responded on a gtatewide survey indicated that

they considered the terminology for addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and ditrision at the mastery or developmental level; however, corresponding

percentages for prime number, greatest common factor, and lowest common mul-

tiple were 45 to 49 percents.

The
ccommitteesmembera\expressed concern over the low scores in terminol-

ogy and related concepts, especially becAle of their conviction that

mathebatigal terminology and symbols constitute the '!grammar" of mathematics.

In learning a foreign language, students study vocabulary and grammar, it is

as important for students of mathematics to understand and use mathematical

terms as it is to learn the syntax of the foreign language. The committee
.

j 112
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members emphasized that learning the language of maptematics Wand begin in
the early grades and should continue throughout the school's mathematics
program.

kace Value. Questions in-place value od the sixth grade Survey,ranged from
identificstipn of numbers "100 more,than" or "100 less than to operations

with decimal. fractions. The committee'meMbers noted a lack of understanding
of place vaZue concepts, required of sixth.grade students,.throughout the

,aiithmetic section 4of the test. The following example is a clear illustra
tion of place value difficulty:

I.
100 less than 32.013 is.

Response Characteristics

4 0 33,913 Failure to rename

8, 0 32,113 Using a wrong operation

65 31.913 Correct 'answer

23 0 31,013 Subtracting from 'thousands

.instead of hundreds

411,1fti II
In the above example, although 65 percent of sixth.grade.students.

correctly answered the item,,23 percent confused the hundre4s place with the
%.

thousands placg, selecting 31,013 as'the answer.

- , Although sixth grade students lack a deeper understanding of the prace
vatue concepts, they seem to understand place values for whole numbers and
pertorm wel/ on whole number,addition and subtraction questions even those
with a number of rendmings. 1lowever, students seem to have cconsiderable
difficulty with decimal fraftion-operations. In the fol1owin4 example, 10
spercent of the students confused tens place with the required tenths, while
about 20 percent .incOrrectly selected i numeral showing the seveh in either

' the orts or hundredths place. The-question was answered correqtly by 52
percent of the students.

Which numeral has a 7 in the tenths place?

19

16 0 97.63

52 9.763.

13 0' 0.9763

,

. In the following de9imal subtraction problem, 36 percent of the 4udents
ignored the decimal poten, while,another nine percent failed to noble the

difference between thi tenths place and the hundredths place.

95.6 - 81)5 =

36 0 0.151

9 0 87.1

51 87.55

4 0103.65

113 11,
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Confusion was even greater in operation questions involv ng whole

'numbers and decimals. Tht.problem below was answered correctly by only 33 r

percent of the students. SlItty-one percent of the studenti obviously placed a

ecimal point before the number 12 beiore adding and then selected the first

answer as correct.
v

61

2

33
.4

0.35 + 5.28 +I 12 =

0 5.75
0 17.53

17.63
CY 575,

-_ .
.

.

The results were similar for other operations with decimal fractions:

students ignored decimal points, improperly aligned horizontally prdsenttd

problqms, and'failed to understand theimeaning of fractional place values.

. \
Although positional value is not technically sonsidered place value, a

similar related difficulty arose with pos'itional value. In grades prior.to

the sixth grad , it is common to find students subtracting a partial minpend

1from a partial pubtrahend instead of doing the necessary renaming. For
-

example:

84 /

- 27,
63,

This Tatk of understanding extends 6:1i, operations with fractOns at the

sixth grade level. For the problem below,147 percent of the students chose

the response 2 1/4, not realizing that 1/4\should be subtracted from a

renamed unit.- Another 10 percent of the sixth graders selected 2 3/4, also

failing. tp-rename+--.
--.

0% .

a

6

10 02 I-

47 02+

39 4111--

4 01+

,The committee members remarked that although sixth grade students have'

a basic understanang of place value skills, the concept.of place value

needs additional emphasis in classrooms to sharpen students' understanding:

The members also observed that the fraction items on the test are all

commonly used fractions such as 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, etc., and that the students

were unable to show facility in performing operations with such frabtions.

They emphasized thd role of fraction operations, especially as it relates tO

achieve success in learning algebra.
V
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-Expressions, geometry, measurement, and probability and statistics

Each of these sections of the test'consists of a section on computat, ional
skills or recognition sub-'
skills and an.applications
section involving word .

ProbleMs. The results, on

the application items are
described in the next sec7
tion; the results on the

.* skills items ars presented

14444.11S44.4mApolloc4.4444

MEM. --
E

,1444

.0

Z3 next.

qxpressions,.equations, and coordinate graphs. The questions in this part .

of the_Suevey.- i-nvolve translation of algebraic expressions into English
phrases, e'valuating simple'aljel?rarc expredsions, locating points on a

. coordinate'graph, and identifying either the rule or a missing number in a
function table.

The survey of teachers during the test constructiOn phase indicated
that. most 'of the Aills in expressions and equations were.at ,the,exploratOry
level. The committee was generally satisfied with the score of 62.8 percent
correct in these skills, wpich was slightly above the total mathematics' ,

scoreof,62.6 percent.correct. Among the items on coordinate graphs and
function rules and skills, the'committee observed that the scores were con-
sistentlylow'onfy in the subskill of identifyi-ng points on thecoordinate
pi..he. A closer fook at the student responses indicatedthat most of the
errors that occurred involved reversing the order of the coordinates (see
the example below). 4

3

2

A

*4,AA 0 2 3 4 5\

Whato6rdered pair gives the location of Point A?

2 (3: 3)
51 O(le,2)
2 0(3,4)

45 (2,3)

"OF

The committee members indicated a need to emphasize "conventions," such
as in ordered pairs, in the classroom.

115
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I

Geometry. The questions in this' part of the test involve identifying

two- and thrde-dimensional.geometric shapes, recognizing line segments,

rays, radii; diameeers, type of angles and triangles, parallel and perpendi-
cular lines, and similar and congruent fivres,. ,T6 questions also'pertain..

to lines of symmetry., measurement of angles with the help Of -a protractor,

and recognitionmof spatial relationships.. 4

. I

The survey of teachers indiCated that "sote" or 'litt/e" emphasis was

placed in the classroom on these skills and that the level was consid-

ered devefopmentator exploratory, but that the teachers dil want these

skills tested oethe Survey. The students scored 66.1 percent correct on

shapes and terminology and 61.1 pekcent correct on relationship questions.

The committee's review of,these items revealed that students had some

difeiculty with tkp.-lerpendicularity relationship in particular, and with

spatial relationships in general. Students were especially strong.in

identifying angles and congruent figures.
\

Measurement. .The questions in this part of the Survey include subskills4on

estimating. length, area, volume, and =as( choosing appropriate uni4 for

/

:..

measuring an object OY.a given length, area, volume, or mass; and convert-ing

from one unit to another Within the particular system. The questions

include items on both.metric and U.S. Customary twits, with a predominance

of the questions dealing with metric units. ..

OA'

Choose the most appropriate unit to measure
the length of a paper clip

13 0 meter
9 0 kilometer.

1). 0 decimeter
67 centimeter

The committee's review of these item/ revealed that students are weak

' In understanding of measurement units in the metric,system, in understanding'

of concepts involving volume, and in recognition of basic formulas and their

application,. On the example below, 67 percent of the students answered the

quealpion correctly; however, the remaining 33 pgrcent apparently had no

knowledge of metric measures of length.

Probability and Statistics. The questions on probability require students.

to select the probability of an event OT the complement.of an event, iden-

tify.the probability for an event certain to.occur or not totoccur, and find

probability associated with, for example, the tossing of a coin or the

stopping of. a pointer of a spinner. The questions on statistics intlude

items on finding the mean, median, mode, and range of a given set of numbers.

All questions in this category are presented in simple application format

involving.real life situations.

,IThe survey of.teachers during-the test construction phase Of the

Survey's development indicated that they place little or no i'nstructional

emphasis on skills involving probability; teachers identified most skills at

116
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either the .exploratory,level or "not introduced," The committee'felt that
lesser ecgi1 ii4is on these skills in classrooms is probably due to a lack of

instrucqlonal iaterials in many textbooks. Howevestudents sdored 59.0
percent correst.on these iteMs, which was lower 'Ilan the score for the total

eest but -filth& than the committee members expecte4A' In statistics, with
t,he exception of the,computation of the average of a given list of data,

teachers rated,skillls in the same way that they rated probabil.ity skills.
The scores Ofrstudents on statistics items was 64.9 percent correct, Jahich
was higher than the average percent correct tor the total test, The follow
ing EXample illustrates the perfdrmance of students on a typica Obabpity
question:

STUDENT WORKERS

Class ''Nufnber

Grade 5 210
Grade 6 200
Grade 7 .260
Grade 8 220.

If the, g.ame of one of the studonts inthe classes
above rs chosen at random kr a certain ob that
shidOnevytH most likely bo in

3 C Guta. 5 '
13 C Grade 6
63 Grad. 7
26 0 Grade 8

,

'"1

,The comm1ttee,mem6ers Tecommended greatex instructional emphasis on

probability and statistics in classrooms.. The basis for their recommendation

was the broad general usage of these concepts in the everyday lives of our

citizens and the importance of these skille in kireparing for business and

technology.

Problem solving/applications .4,

In ordef to assess student performance in problem solving/applications

skills, the conimittee incorporated several unique design featuras,into the

new Snrvey. First, the test contains questions in skills.as weir as a

cations for each major strand of mathematics. Second, it includes m

guestions such that a computational question has its parallel in a ord,

problem involving the same computatiols. Third, a variety o'appli ation

quAtions are designed to assess student achievement in one and mul step
word problems. Fotirth,'problerrsolving questiont unique to CAP were w itten

by committee members to a ess

achievement in'problem ormulation,-
analysis and strategi and
problem interpretati . Fifth,

integrated applicat ins, also
unique to CAP, are ntended to
assess skills involv ng knowledge
ih two or more math skills in
'a "life coping" situation.
Whereas skill questions assess
student achievement in cómputa
tional skills, the onestep
problems assess achievement in
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identification of correct operations, and multi-dtep proplcims asaess ability
in critical ehinking in a problem situation. On problem-solving'questions,
students are required to think about the situation and respond'With something

' -other than the'result of an arithmetic computation.

/-

-

One-step applications. A one-step application problem is a word problem
that is reduced to a one-step coMputation--adding, subtracting, multiplying,
or. dividing. The problems on the test involve both whole numbers and
rationals (decimals and fractions).

The average score on one7s16p problems involving whole numbers was 6'8.5

percent correct as compared to 52.9 percent correct for similar problem4
involving rationals. The difference in student performance on whole number
and rationpl number applications is primarily,t4 result of students' not
having ffiastered computational skills in deC14Mals ( .2 percent correct on
multiplication and division and 58.7 percen correct on additiOn and sub-
tractiv) or fractions (52.5 percent corre t) to th same degree that they
have mastered computations with whole numbers (79.24 percent correct in
addition and subtraction, 78.9 in multiplikationwand 72.1 in division). Ih

one-step problems, the context of, the.problet-Il'relatively unimportant
except to identify the choice of the Operation. The following examples
illustraee student performance in one-step whale number amilication.and in
one-step,decimal applications:

,

The phone book has 17.751 listings of businesse'S
and homes ,2.686 are for businesses. How
many are for homes?

AIOMP.M.1111IMIMIEN

A paper clip weighs 0.5 gram A piece of paper
weighs 0.03 gram How much would the paper
and the paper clip weigh?

74 15,065 13 0 0.008 gram
5 Q15.135 7 0 0.015 gram
6 0 15,165 36 0 0.08 gram

15 0 20,437 44 0.53 gram

Nicto

When the same numbezs were given as whole number or decimal Computa-
dolls, 92.1 percent of the students correctly answered the whole number
question, andr61.0 percent correctly ansWered the decimal question. Student
msponses revealed that most of the students knew the correct operations;
however, many made errors in aligning the decimals or place valued of
numbers. About one-half (46 percent) 'of the sixth graders chose theyrong
answer because they aligned the right most digits of two decimal numbers
without regard to the decimal position..

1461ft-step applications. The word problems ih this category involve two or
more steps of operations. :the percent correct for multi-step problems'was,
48.4, which was.not onlyN.oWer than the score for one-step problems involving
whole or rational numbers but also the lowest score on the Sprvey. In

contrast to one-step-problems, in which the context of.the story is unimpor-
tant, in two- (or more) step_problems, the chtext of,the.story becomes
important for correct solution. The example below illustrates the perfor- '

mance of sixth grade students oh a two-step problem that involves identifying
'the features that are significant to the central problem.

,
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It is 1.3 kilometers from Sharon's, house to
sthool. She rides her bicycle to and from school
every day. How far does the ride in 5 days?

7 0 6.3 kilometers
68 0 6,5 kilometers
5 0 10 kilometers

20 II 13 kilometers

In the above question, the predominant error (68 percent)-nsulted from
studentA' ignoring,uto-and-fro" parts of the question and answering simply

1.3 x 5 = 6.5. The correct solution requires additional multiplication: 2 x

.6.5 = 13. In multi-step probrarg7-a general error was to respond as if only
one step were required: The committee members noted that questions such as
these have been used infrequently in Commonly used grade six textbooks.
They reCommended that teachers spend more time in developing critical

thinking skills through,class dikussions and homework assignments using
concrete problem situations. "SinCe computation ig not the critical skill to
develop tLinking,skills, the committee members emphasized the use of calcula-
tors in conjunction with clasg, discussion and'homework assignments for such
problems.

1(,

Applications in expressions, equations, geometry, measurement, graphs, and

integrated applications. The application questions in these categorids
involve applications of skills in practical situations. From Table 11 it is
apparent that the percent correet for applications was greater than the
percent correct ;or skills in geometry (64.4 vs 63.6) and.ekpressions asId
equations (64.9 vs 61.6). Of the nine major categories on the Survey, the

,highest score'was 67.3 percent correct for' tablesAraphs,..and integrated

applications. N

The committee's review indicated that generally where students are weak

in applications they are also weak:in gkills. Qn measurement computation
questions, students were able to find perimeters of figures when measure-
ments are' given on the fitgure, but' in most application problems they seem to
apply the given numbers in a random fashion without regard to their meaning

ih the problem (see the following'eXample).

119 1-1,j
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. 0
Jim and Judy wanted po put a rail fence around
their rectangularIot They wanted the posts to

, be spaced eight feet.apart

. How many posts will they heed? .

22 012
42 jet
20 c1g
16 018

24 ft

32

The Students.in the sixth grade are also-weak in interpreting dafa from
circle graphs (49.8 percent correct) and interpreting data from'criarts (51.9
percent correct). The examOle that follows illustrates their performance on
a circle graph question:

What part of Sam's day is spent eating. playing.
watching TV. and sleeping?

/ -.
. ,

Student scores'were,strong, hoWever,-im interpretation of data frjom
tables (83.0 percent corr4ct) and interpretation of data from bar graphs
(75.7 percent correct).: In general, students did better on items %There-they

, .

simply had to read a table. or graph than on items that required them to inter-
pret iq,formation or do some computation with the data:

Propem Solving. Of the thSee types of questions in this category,
problem formulation, analysis and strategy, and interpretation,,students
scoredhighest (69.6 percent.correct) on problem formhlation questions and
lowest (49.4 percent correct) on interpretation questions. In fact, after
the multi-step applicatiOn problems, interpretation problems were the most
difficult of all skills on the math portion of the Survey.

Problem Formulation. The skills in problem formulation include identifying
prgblems or situations that can be represented by given mathematical models,
such as number sentences, equations, diagrams, tables, and graphs. The follow-
ing example illustrates the performance of sixth grade students on a question
in'problem formulation:

120 1 4,4j,
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6

Which problem is suggested by the above
diagram?

16 0 What is the diameter of a 6-inch Circle?
67 What is thp area'of the floor? ,
12 0 How much will it cost for,8 items?

5 0 How litany halves are there in,6 apples?

The committee membeis noted that students were able to match a word
problem to a given number sentence when the numbers in the ftoblem were
dollars and cents, but noted, that students found a'Similar problem involving
decimals more difficult. In all cases, where a drawing or diagram was. ,

presented, tHe students had some difficulty applying it to a correct problem
situation. In the example above, only 67 percent responded correctly, while
approximately ?6 percent chose either the first or third response.

4

Analysis and Strategy. Analyzing problems involves identifying the
significant features of the central problem, gnd planning strategies to deal
with them. Planning might involve guesswork:estimation, drawing of dia
grams, creation,of concrete models, listing of similar elements, or breaking
of the problem into manageable parts. A critical step in problem analysis
is translation bf the problem into mathematical symbols, because it demands
an explicit definition of the problem and selection of an appropriate '
strategy far solving it. The step also demands risk taking. The following
exdtple is from the questions on identifying given facts, Unknowns, or
que*Ions (significant features) in a,given problem:

3 0 The number of, children in the room,
75 III The number of tables being used.
10 0 The number of children at each table.

4 0 The number of children in 4 rooms.

36 children are in the room. 4 children are
sitting at each table. How many tables ere
being used by the children?

*hat are yoti askeirto find out?

Although about 75,percent of the studenfs answered questions similar to
the above example correctly, the responses of the students on other questions,
indtcated that they ge not reading discriminately. The studOhts gre not
paying attention to specific details' in the prose or th specific question
asked.'

The next example is an illustrative question requiring an,Appropriate
operation that will lead to the solution of a given problem.
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Mr; Higgins .rnade 2 hamburgers for each child
at the picnic. In all, he made 32 hamburgers.
How many children were at the picnic?

Whichexprestionwill'helpygusolvethe
pmblem?

20 0 32 x 2
6 0 32 + 2

45 32 4 - 2

29 X:) 2 32

Jbe committee membeks ndticed.that students,have.some difficulty
knowing when to multiply or divide, and the larger the'number in the problem,
the mote difficulty they have in selectingthe appropriate operation.
Studentè also seem to have diffi'aulty relaEing.a division problem with its

horizontal form. rn the eXample just mesentedi 74,percent of the students
knew that division was the appropriate operation, but only 45 Tiercent

aalected the correcE response.
tc.

4

. ,The eXampie below is an illustration, from questions on identifying
mathematical Models, such as nuilber sentences, charts, and tablegr for a

given Problem. The example was ansWered cOrrectly by less than halfsthe

students.
4,1

Happy ahd Al hved the same 'J'stnce trom
the school, but in oppOsite thiections hey
found that they lived 500 fritters apart

Which drawihg shows this?

Hooey

(615 0. servo

46 HAPbY
S0001 ' Al

aso zo

36 0 Ha007 t. SOW's, AI

KO KO

I

Ai3 0 sow
asO 250

The committee-members felt that,perhaps many Student's have bad little.

experience:making de4wing or diagrams of mathematical situations.

The-following example is an illustration from questions on'idenkifying
missing or extraneous information in a given problem.

(")

The 130 students from Marie Clie School
are going an a picnic ,in Carson Park.
Carton Park is 12 miles from the school.
Each bus hdlds 50 passengers. HoW many
buses are needed?

Which numbers are needed to solve this problem?

e 0 130 and 12
63 130 and 504
12 '12 and 50
16 Q10,12,and5O
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'Mathematics .P',esulta,,Grade Six

The committee members noted that such problems are relatively new to
most math prograWs and textbooks. Yet, it is imperative that, in reallife ,

situations, dtudents be able to sort through the information they have (or
identify information they do not:have) and select the% relevant data. Only
63-percent of the students were able to select the relevant numbecii in the
example just4 given.

The example below is an illustration from questions on using guess and

. check (trial and'error) strategies to solve problems. Guessing and check*,
lor trial and error, is an appropriate starting point when a method to solve
a problem is not immediately apparent.

Apt

D x12 = 1849

The number in each box is( the same

2 OThe number is between 0 .*
30 .0 The number is between 11-50.
36 OThe nu mber, is between 51-100.
32 OThe number is larger than 40O.

^ '
'This approach, which is used frequently by adults in everyday situa

tions, seems to be almost unknown to sixth grade students. In the example

above the last three responses Were chi:men almost equally by the students.
JeAN,.

The ensuing example is an illustration from questions on estimation to
prddict reasonable solutions and identification of'problem aolVing tactics

needed to solve a given problem:

Ann

_

,Yolanda bought groceries that cost $365,
$1.25, $4.99, $27 95, and $0 15.

Which a these is the best estimate of her total
cost?

.0

16 0 + s2 + s5 + s213 4-s1
23 0 $3 + SI 4- $4 +. S27 +

:52 44 + $1 :+1 $5 + $28 + $0
9 0. + si $5 + $27 + $0 A-

The committee members remarked that rounding Ind estimation are fre

quent

A

. used in everyday life, whether,one 1.8 shopping groceries,

P
determi ing codking time for a dinner, or determining wh theran answer to a

.problem worked on a calculator is reasonable.//et, most tudents get,very

little practice in estimating. In the example, Only simple rounding skills

are necessary to determine the solution, Yet only 52 percent of the students

answeret this item correctly.

Interpretation. Interpretation skills require students to review the'

.1 problems and answer's, judgeethe validity of their transitations Wmathema
tical gymbols, and check the.accuracy of_their'use of mathematical rules.

The example below requires students to check their solutions inthe
Context of the originil problem. The committee members remarked that
students are accustomed to using arithmetic to solve word problems and that

they have "learned" that the answer to their arithmetic is the "correct",

- answer to tilt word problem.
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The 130 students from Marie Curie School are
going on a picnic. Each school bus holds 50
passengers. How many buses warthey need?

Rose worked the following problem:

2
50 ri3F

100
30

Look back at fhe rwestion in the problem
Which answers it?

5 0 2 11 0 2 }

55 0 2 R30 29 3

They need tp ilave more experience in "making sense" Qui of 'the answer:

. In the example th+ are seVeral "d4rrect" answers t,49 the arithmetic problem,

, but there is'only one "sensibfe" answer to the question in the word problem.

The next example is.an illustration from Auestions that require students
io draw reasonable conclusions by analyzing or interpreting given information.

,

Annal Is cutu)g a wholis pizza line. pieces oh
*boat the s int size Which sentence below
is Uwe?

4 0 The larger each piece is, the more pi ces
there are,

5 0 The smaller each piece M. the fewer laces
there are.

(A
,

The larger each piece is, the fewer pie
there are

23 0 The sae of each piece haS nothing to do with
the number of pieces.

1111111001
The committee members noted tfiat many students bave some difficultY

interpreting inforiation and relating it to their experiences., In the
example above nearly one-fourth of the students stated that thetsize of the
pieces .in a pizzaq's,not related to,the number of pieces cut*

1

Even in a relatively siraightforward computation problem (see ttie
example that folloW), less than Wpercent of thestudents were able,to
draw a reasonable conclusion from the 'given information.

A new school building has 40 classrooms. The
schoof ordered 28 new desks for each classroom.
1200 desks were delivereq

Which of these is4true?,

10 0 The correct number of desks wis delivered.
58. 0 Too n'inydesks were delivered.
28 0 Not enough detks were delivered.
4 0 The school needed 200 more desks.
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Mathema ics Res41ts, Grade Six

. Summary of Comittee'a Conclusions

In general, the sixth grade students performed fakrly well in analyzing
and solving straightforward word problems.involving addition or 'subtraction
of whole numbers. They did not perform,as well when the operation required
was muleiplication or division. Problems that included fractions, decimals,
or percents, even where no calculations were necessary, were, in most
instances, difficult for the students.

%It appears that many students are not reading tfie problems critically.
This does not seed to be a functirm of reading comprehension al9ne,4since
higher percent correct wee recorded, for some very iii:dy" problems than for
some very short problems. Students seem ta to lack ability to take the
situAtion stated in the pro6lem and go one step further to make some analysis
or inference based on,that situat,ion. In other instances, the students seem
ta be making their own assumhtions about the nature 0 the problem,And
disregarding specific details in the situation, the question asked, or the
response ,choices.

The students seem to have few problemsolving ssrategies, other than
those that involve working an arithmetic problem, available to.them., They
have some difficulty recognizing,modelS or drawings, using a guess and check
technique, and identifying simpje problems as alternate approaches to

'solving problems.

,

9-76446
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Mathematics Results, Grade Six%

Sex Differences In Mathematics Performance

,

Boys and girls in the third tnd Sixth grades anbmer'approximately the

'same number-of mathematicit
problems correctly, but they difftr on the

,particurar items they able to solve. Table 12 illustrates the differences

in.the performances of girls and boys in varivus skills at the third and

sixth grades.
.

Table 12

.k4"-="1'

Differences ift Achi,evement of Girls and Boys for All

Mathematics Areas of the Third and 4xthGrade CAP Tests, 1981-82

bategory

1 Girls average score Boys average score

1 third grade sixth grade

Cbunting and place valde .

Computations 0.10 0.74

Applications . +0.54 3.41 .

Nature of numbers and

properties
Co4utations +1.32 +0.4

,Applications
0.58

Arithmetic operations, 'WO

Computations +1.89 +2.30

'Applications 0.62 1.48

Geometri,

Computstipns +1.34 1,57

Applications +1.31 0.83

Measurement ,

Computations 1.64 2.56

Applications
2.56

Patterns/graphs
Computations 0.19 +0.84

Applications +1.88 0.24

Probability
ma ma 3.87

Statistics
0.43

Problem analysis' +2.88 +1.37

.
The values in Table 12 were obtained by subtracting the average boys'

score from.the average girls' score. A negative malue mebris that boys

performtd better than gitls. A positive value means that girls performed

better than boys.
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I.

In terns of the numbers of areas in which one sex or the other excels,
girls are are outperforming boys at the third grade level. O'f the 15 types
of problems given'in Table 12, third grade girlsnApass third grade boys dn
eight. The situation chanies in the sixth gradeL Of the 15 types of
problems listed, girls surpassed boys on only topr. Moreover, the differ-
ehces between boys' and girls' scores arp.greater et the sixth grade thanat
the third grade.

One surprising result is that, although sixth grade boys do better than
sixth grade girls on problems of application, they are less capable than

' girls on questions of prpblem 'analysis. The problem analysis questions ask
the stddents to iden.tify xelevant information in a problem, to estimate an
answer; and to identify the appropriate mathematical model. The following
example requiring students to analyze the problem shows that four percent
more girls than boys answered the question correctly:-

,

36 'children are in the room. 4 children are
sitting at each table. How many, tables are
being used by the children?

Girls Whet are you asked to find out?

0 The number of children in the room.
The number of tables being used.

0 The number of children at each table.
0 The number of children in 4 rooms. .

4 3
73
18 17

3

The results that grade sin boys are better at applicdtions than girls'
is not surprising. Similar results have been published by CAP in previous
years and have been found in other studieN. The findings on Ale analysis ,

questions indicate, however, that sixth grade girls have developed problem-
solving skills but that phey-"are not using these skills on application
items.

The largest and most consistent difference between boys' and girls'
performance on .the CAP,tests is in the area of measurement. Girls are
weaker in both skills and applicationsoin this area (in both the, third,and
sixth grades). For example, on the sikth grade test, the following item
appears:

Choose the best unit to measure the length of a ,swimping'pool.

o degree
o foot
o gallon
o mile

Four times as many girls as boys selected "mile" as the best unit to
measure a swimming pool. Eight percent of all girls made this phoioe.
Similarly, girls have difficulty in estimating size:

/
12

i
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Mahematics Results, irade Six

A hand 'is used to measure the height of a horse. The hanp

is 4 inches long. How tall is'a horse that medsures 1535 r

hands?

o 195 inches

o about 5 feet

o 62 feet

o 195 feet

Over 16 percent of all girls responded that the horse would be 195

inches high, and another 18 percent felt, that it would-be 62 feet tall.

'While many boys also,pade these, errors, they did so in fewer numbers. Sixty,

percent of the boys answered,correctly; dnly 50, percent of the girls did so.

Similar -problems exist with meastgement at the third grade level. On

items requiring a student to read scales (such as a thermometer), girls per-,

formed more- poorly than boys: "

The findings suggest that boys have more contact with measurement

problems thPn girls-do. PehapS boys have more experience in this area

,outside tile classroom. The mathematics committee recommended that teachers

-stress measurement instruction with girls and that classroom situations

requiring active measurement computation and application be presented

frequently to all students..

op.
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Mathematics Tent,Results for 'Grade Twilve'

'Test Scope

The Survey of Basic Skills: Grade,12 was developed to assess the degree to
which'students have acquired "basic" mathematics skills by the end Uf the

*twelfth grade. A statewide committee compiled objectives Mad reviewed
questions.for inclusion in the test. The 198 questions on the Survey were

,designed to assess students' skills in the areas of arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, Measurement, and probability and statistics: Figure 27 is an
illuiltration of the emphasis given to each skill area in the total test. In

the figure the skill area of arithmetic is subdivided into the areas of
number concepts whole numbers, fractions, and decimals. A complete
de cription of the skills assessed on the Survey is given in Test Content
Spe itications for the Survey of Basic Skills: Mathematics, Grades Six and

. Twelve (Sacramento: California State Department of EducatiOn, 1975).

a

Whole
numbers

.

4.

Fractions

r.%

/4
Itcozi

-dr

Algebra

Number
concepts
(28 items)

Pet.o.
roo

. '0
vs, %%ems

comVit1"
O

,4
..,-,. 4,

..... **I lir

.. .41,
40

l '

tO

I Litenis ComputAtion

Decimals
Probability
and
statistics

Geometry

Measurement

'Fig 27 Number of questions, by skill area, in The matheMatics section of the Survey of Basic Skills. Grade 12
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MatheMatics Results, Grade Twelve

Mathematics Results for Grade Twelve

Table 13 contains the twelfth grade,Survey results for the total test,

and for.the five major content categories assessed.on the Survey--arithmetic,

algebra, geometry, measurement, and probability and sta#stics. The results :

are presented for the computation and application portions of wh skill

category. Additionally,.the results are presented"for the *egoikhof, ,

problem solving, which,is an aggregation of application queltions in atith-

metiC, algebra, and measurement. Table 13 shows the scores or 1975-yi

through 1981-81 and the changes in scores over the same seveeeriod. ,

.A graphical representation of these, skill area results for the seven-

year period appears in figures 28 and 29. The following overall conclusions ,

are apparent from the data in Table 13 and figures 28 and.2:9,:

1

r '

1 41,

The overall mathematics achievement of California twelfth grade

students decreased slightly, by 0.3 percent correct, from 1980-81 to

1981-82.

,The 1981-82 score of 67,7 percent correct was the second highest

score for the.seven years of testing, being surpassed only by the

1980-81 score of 68.0 perCent correct.

ComPUtation scores have consistently increased over the teven-year

period, with an overall increase of 2.7 percent correct for computa-

tion with whole numbers, a_1.1 percent.correct increate for compute-

tion with frattions,'and a 5.1 percept correct increase for compbta-

tion with decimals.

Application scores have fluctuated slightly over the seven-year

period, with an overall dectease of 0.7 percent cOrrect for applica-

tions involving whole nUmbers, a 1.0 percent correct decrease for

applications involving fractions, and a 2.1 percent correct increase

for applications involving decimals.

Number concept sCores have remained nearly constartt over the seven-

year testing period with-an overall increase of 0.7 percent correct.

However, number theory and number properties scores did decrease 0.8

and 0.7 average percent correcel'respectively, in 101,9-82 from the

1980-81 scores.

Algebraic ColiCept scores also remained nea;ly constant over the,

seven-year testing period., with an overaffincrease of 0.3 perCent

cortect.

Geometry scbres remained essentially constant, with a decrease of 0.3

percent correct for the seven-Oar testing period. No change

occurred in the scores from 1980-81 to 1981-82.

Measurement scores heve generally decl ned ever the seven yeare,-

with an overall decrease of 1.2 average perce correct.
4

0
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Maehematics Results, Grade Twelve

Probability and statistics scores increased over the seven-yeat

testing period by 1.6 percent correct. Although the 1981-82 score'

decreased by 0.4 percent correct krom that of 1980-81, this skill -

area showed the second highest increase in percent correct score
over the seven-year period.

Problem solving skills .plecreased by 0.5 percent correce over the

seven-year testing period.
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Table 13

Mathematics Scores of California Twelfth Grade Stuoents and Changelhin Scorei
on the Survey of Basit Skills: Zrade 12, 1975-76 Through 1981-82

.(

Skill area
Number of
questions

Average percent-correct score Change in average percent correct score

1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1939-80 1980-81 1981-82

1975-76'

to

1976-77

1976-77

to

1977-78

1977-78=1978-79

to , to

1978-79 1979780

1979-80 1980-81
to to

1980-81 1981-82

MATHEMATICS, TOTAL 198 67.0 66.3 66.3 66.5 66.8 68.0 67.7_ -0.7* -0- +0.2 +0.3 +1.2 -0.3

Arithmetic' 98 72.9 % 72:1 72.2 72.7 73.1 74.5 74.3 -0.8 +0.1 +0.5 :1-0.4 +1.4. -0.2
Number concepts 28 74.3 73.5 73.6 73.9 74.1" 75.4 75.0 +0.1 +0.3 +0.2 +1.3 -0.4

ilUmber and nuMeration 14 71.0 70.1 69.9 70.1 70.6 72,1 72.1

.-0.8

-0.9 -0.2 +0.2 +0.5 +1.5 ft
Number theory.; 8 76.2 75.9 .76.4 76.9 36.7 77.7 76.9 -0)3 +0.5 ' +0.5 -0.2 +1.0 -0.8 (.1.1

Number properties,.
Whole numbers

6

22

79.6
80.1

78.5

80.1

78.6

80.1
78.8
80.6

78.7

81.0.

79.8

81.7

79.1

81.6

-1.1

-0-
+0.1
-0-

±9.2
+0.5

-0.1

+0.4
)+1.1 -0.7
+0.7 -0.1

ft
Computation
Application

14

8

80.9

78.7

81.0

78.5

81.2

78.2

81.9

78.3
82.4

78.4

83.5

,78.6

83.6

78.0

+0.1

-0.2
+0.2

-0.3

+0,7

+0.1

+0.5

+0.1
+1:1 +0.1
40.2 -0.6

0
0

Fractions 26 66.0 64.5 64.3 64.7 65.0 66.3 66.1 -1.5 -0.2 +0.4 +0.3 +1.3 -0.2 0
Computation 14 70.4 68.3 68.4 69.0 61.6 71.5 71.5 -2.1 +0.1 +0.6 +0.6 +1.9 -0 0
Application

Decimals'
fs) COMPutation

12

22

14

60.9

71.8
74.1

/60.0

:11.2

73.8

59.5

72.0

74.8

59.6

72.9

75.8

59'`q

Y3.7

76.7.

60.2

754
79.1

59.9

75.8
79.2

-0.9

+0.6

-0.5

+0.8

+1.0

+0.1

+0.9

+1.0

+0.1

*0.8

+0.9

+0.5'1" -0,.3

+2.1 70-
+2.4 +0*A

'
cr.
0

Applicatign 8 17.8 66.6 67.2 67.7 68.3 70.1 . 69.9 -1.2 +0.6 40.5. +0.6 +1.8 -0.2
0

,Algebra 32 62.9 62.1 61.8 62.1 62.3 63.5 63.2' -0.8 -0.3 +0.3 +0.2 +1.2 -0.3 0
Computation 14 66.4 65.9 65.5 66.0 66.4 67.6 67.5 -0.5 -0.4 +0.5 +0.4 +1.2 -0.1
Application 18 60.1 59.2 58.8 .59.1 59.1 60,2 59.9 -0.9 -0.4 +0.3 -0- +1.1 -0.3

0

Geometiy 24 62.7 61.8 61.8 62.0 62.4 1.0.6 -0.3 +0.4 0
Knowledge of facts 12 75.2 75.5 75.5 75.4 75.5 76.0 76,0 +0.3 -0- y0.1 +0.1 '+0,5 -0-
Application 12 50.1 48.7 48.1 48.3 48.4' 48.8 46.6 -1.4 -0.6 T0.2 +0.1 +0.4 -0-

0

Measurement 30 60.5 59.5 59.4 59.0 59.2 60.0 59.3 -1.0 -0.1 -0.4 +0.2 +0.8 -0.7
knowl6dge of'facts, ,12 P1:6 70.5 70,1 69.7 69.6 70.8 69.7 -1.1 70.4 -0.4 -0.1 +1.2 -1.1
Application " 18 53.1. 52.2 52.2 51.9 52.2 52.9 , 52.4 -0.9 -0-r +0.3 +0.7 -0.5

Probability and statistics 14 57.2 56.9 57.3 57.4 57.8 59.2 58.8 -0.3 +0.4 , +0.4 +1.4 -0.4
Computation 6 57.9 57.6 58.3 59.0 59.6 61.3 61.3 -0.3 +0.7 +0.7 '+0.6 +1.7 -0-
App,lication 8 56.6 56.3 56.5 56.2 56.5 57.6 57,0 -0.3, 40.2. 70.3, +0.3 .+1.1 -0.6

ProbleM solving, 62 61.8 60.7 60.6 6.7 60.9 61.7 61.3 -1.1 ' -0.1 +0.1 +0.2 +0.8 -0.4.

Arithmetic 28 68.5 ' 67.2 67.1 67.2 67.5 68.3 67.9 -1.3 -0.1 +0.1 +0.3 +0.8 -0.4

Graphs.- 34 56.2 55.4 55.2 55.3 55.4 56.2 55.7 4,8 -0.2 +0.1 +0.1 +0.8 -0.5

07d .1
1 3.2
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litathematics Results, Grade Twelve

ra.

The Committee's Conclusions

The members Of the M theMatics Assessment Advisory Committee were
disappointed to see the 9Flight decrease (0.3 percent) in the overall:
math score in 1981-82 after a three-year upward trend. However, they did
note that, in gineral, the skill scores in 1981-82 were the second highest
scores in the seven-year testing period and that they were surpassdd only by.
the 1980-81 scores.

The committee members'identied areas of strength and areas in need'
of improvement. The areas of strength included those skills in whiCh the
students achieved at or abo*e tbe committee's level of expectation. THe
areah in needof improvement included the skills that committee members
would like to havetiarticularly emphasized in the classrooms through a
variety of instructIonal methods.
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Mathematics Results,,Grade Twelve

Ards of strength

l,dentificatIOn of numerals described in words

Number litre concepts
Expanded notation foi whole numbers
Numbers represented-kn exponential or tepe ated multiplication form

Addition of whole numbers a

'Subtraction of whole numbers with or without renaming
Drvision of whole numbers

, tiplication of whole numbers
Applications involvtng division facts
Subtraction offractiods with like denominators
Addition, fubtraction, and multiplication of decimals
Reading coordinates of piiiias in a coOrdinate plane
Obtaining data from simple line graphs and pictographs

o Recognition'of common geometric figures and knowledge of geometric

facts
Identification of appropriate units for area measure

Understanding of the concept of "average"

Areas in need of improvement

Scientific notation
Conversion nf fractions to decimals
Order relation for numbers written infraction form

Operations with negative numbers

6 Multiplication of numbers written in rOxed numeral form It
, Fraction application problems involving ratio and proportion

4) Changing of decimall to percents
Translation of verbal statements into algebraic expressiond
Interpretation of data read from graphs or tables .

Substitution of given datajn, given formulap
Recognition of perpendicular and parallel relationships
Similarity relatiooship and use of the Pythagorean theorem

,s Knowledge of the symmetry xelationship
Applichtions involving measurement

4

jDetermination of,the.imediantof a given list)of,numbers .

o Applications involving thelirobability'of sibple events

1 3
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Mathematics Results, Grade Twelve

A detailed del?Cription of these 'skills is given in Test COntent Speci-

fications for the,Survey of Basic Skills: Mathematics. Grades Six and

Twelve. Illustrative test questions and the performance of students on
those questions can be foUnd in the California Assessment Program's Student
Achievement in California Schools: 1979-80 Annual Report (Sacramento:
California State Department of Education, ,1980)'.

Longitudinal Changes: Grade Six to Grade Twelve

The mathematics scores of twelfth grade students in 1981-82 are of

particular interest. Ttlese students were the first group tested at the

sixth grade level in 1975-76. From inforthation derived ,from mobility

studies, it is estimated that more than 80 percent of the students in this
group wee tested at both grade levels. The two tests included 16 common

items. The scores of this same set of students for these common items are

shown below;

Table 14

\ Grade six, Grade twelve, Growth from Sixth

Type of item 1975-76 1981-82 ,- to Twelve Grade

Whole number subtraction 76.3 88.2 11.9

Whple number division 77.0 . 93.1 16.1

Reading of whole numbers 94.2 96.9 2.7 ,

Identifying whole numbers
described in words 89.8 95.4 5.6

Fraction multiplication. 50.7 72.4 21i7

Fraction application 4 52.1 - 75.1 23.0

Decimal application 29.4 71.1 41,7

Decimal addition 91.3 94.6 3.3

Metric conversion 37. -70.2 32.4

Measurement application 52 1 79.1 27.0

Number line 80.4 '95.5 15.1

Number property 43.2 65.2 22.0

Prime numbers 42.7 '61.9 19.2

Subtraction,of .-

.4141,, denominate numbers 44.1 71.9 , 27.8

Probability '
49.8 7519 26.1

.
Probability 36.1 .

71.1 35.0

AVERAGE 59..2 ' 79.9 20.7
#

On these.16 common items, the students' scores increased ab'oUt 20.7

percent correct from grade six to grade' twelve. The scores increased on

items from all skills. Since whole number skills are attained at the

mastery level in the sixth grade, growth from grade six to twelve is least

on such skills. Most growth is seen on skills such as probability, metric

units,' fraction, decimal, and measurement applications.
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Mathematics Results, Grade Twelve

The Committee's Recommendations

The members of the Mathema0.cs Assessment Advisory Committee made the
follbwing iecommeEdationa for furthtr improvement of the mathematics results

for twelfth grade students: 7

,
Increas4d instrUctional emphasis should bt given to solv'ing aplpfica-'

tion problems involving fractiOns, mixed numbers,,and ratios.

Increa:sed instructional emphasis should be placed on using measure-

ment insiruments to understand measurement £ohcepts and applica-
tions, si4e,these skills are such vital parts of the basic skills

needed inoveryday life.

Continued development of problem analysis And problem-solving skills
should be emphasised strongly, since the ability to do only basic

,,tomputations will not be useful.unless the student also knows how to
determine What,to,do; what is known and unknown, and how to inter- "'"'

pret the results of tomputations in practical problems.

Some elementary algebraic skills are useful in formulating and soIv-
. ing problems. All.students should be given the opportunity to acquire

these skills before they graduate from high school. Such skills

include solving simple algebraic equations, evaluating simple expres-

sions and formaas, and reading and interpreting information from .

coorditpate graphs.

Students should take at least one year of mathematics in the elev-.
enth or twelfth grade.so that instruction in,mathematical skills and,
concepts is provided closer to the time when many students graduate

an.d become working citizeni in their communities.

. go,

"
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VI. Comparisons with National Norms
. . Synopsis of Findings

California third graders have been above the national average for several
years. The median California student is now at the 60th, 56th,"and, 55th
percentiles n reading, language, and mathematics.,

- CalifOrnia sixth gradershave been above the national average since 1976.
The median.student ii now at the 58th, 57th, dnd 58th perceniiles in
reading, language, and matheMatics.

t
-Welfth graders in California were near the national average n 1969
when testing began. They declined sharply during the early seventies;
their decline started to slow in the mid-seventies and to Atten Out in
the late seventies. Stpidents in other parts of the nation also declined
during the seventies. Thus, when compared to more recent national test
norms, seniors scored only slightly below or a little above those averages-,,
depending on the particu,lar national norm sample used.

Some of the difficulties in using publi'shers' national norms to judge the
'adequacy of the performance of California students are discussed in Chapter If.
Briefly, the two main problems are (1) lack of agreement among publishers'
samples; and (2) lack of timeliness. Any comparison based on a single pub-
lisher's horm group (a national sample of students tested at a given time) can
be quite misleading and is a tenuous undertaking-At...best. Since no 'test is
given nationwide, one must rely, oh various publishers' estimates of the nation-
wide distributioh of test scores. These estimates vary from publisher to
publisher and are clearly "guesstimates." Part of the problem in establishing
norms is that publishers are dependent upon 'the good will and cooperation of, the
districts they'select to administer their tests. When th6 districts that have
been carefully selected as part of a national sample decline to participate in
the norming study, the yesults become that muCli more uncertain. In addition,
because pf the expense involved, publishers are not able to update their norms
more than once every five to eight years. ,

To cope with this situation, the Department's plan provides for the com-
.parison of the performance of California students with the norms of.a variety of
tests and updates the comparisons whenever the tests are renormed or when new
tests become available. This is done by giving a sample of California students
both the publisher's standardized test and the California test. In some cases
no extra testing is required. Scores for a puhlishef's standardized test are
simply collected frbm the school Aistricts that administered the test to all of
their students in certain schools for other purposes. The statistical tech-
niques used to equate the two tests are briefly described in Appendix H of the
1978-79 report. The-result of thi's type of "equating study" is to show how
California students would have compared to a national norm group if, in fact,
all California students had taken the published test.

This approach has several advantages: (1) the national comparisone are
more timely since they can .be updated as new norms become available; (2) the
estimates are more stable since they do not depend on the representativeness of

.
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, Comparisons with National Norms
cJ

a,single publis'her's sample; and (3) the progress of California students can be
assessed with a test that fits the objectives of the instructional program ald
simultaneously, with no additional testing, can be compared to national norms.

The comparisons presented in this report are based on the tests With the

most retent national norms. This report also contains the results of earlier

equating studies so that the reader can inspect the longrterm (from 13 to 16

1.

years) achievement test trends in California again the,backdrop of national

. norms. ,

Grade Three

Table 15 contains the estimated dational,pe'rcentile 'ranks of the
I

median

score of California third grade students' performance on the reading tests since

1966-67. The trend over the years is clearly one of growth, with the third
grade reading,scores increasing from the 34th to the 38th percentile rank on the

Stanfotrd Reading Test, reaching.the 52nd on the Cooperative Primary Reading

Test, and now increasing from the 55eh to the 60th on the Comprehensive Tests

of BaAie*Skills (CTBS). In written language and math the estimated percentile

ranks' are 56 and 55. Figure 30 is a pictorial display of ehese trends.
wk.

The following outline'should help the readeF understand more fully the

national comparisons.
-

- 1. The third grad&esults for 19667.67 through 1970-71 were based on the

Stanford Reading Test, which was administered to all third grade studehts

in California. The norms for tbd6Stanford Reading Test were established in

1963. Thus, the gains that occurred each year are relative to those

norms.

2. The third grade results for 1971-72 through 1972-73 were basedton the
Cooperative Primary Reading Test (CPRT), which was administered to all
third grade pupils in California. The norms-for the CPRT were established

in 1966. The dramatic increase of scores in the changeover years was due
largely to the great differences between the norms of the Stanford Readin

Test and those of the GPRT.

3. In 1973-74 the California Assessment Program developed the Reading Test.
'A systematic sample of.one-ninth of all students tested in.grade three was
used in an equating study to estimate the performance of the median pupil
in California relative to 1966 Cooperative Primary Reading Test norms. The

results indicated little change from those of the previous years.

4. In 1974-75 the Reading Test was revised and administered to all third grade
students in California. The same test was used in 1975-76, 1976-77,

1977-78 and 1978-79. The results of an equating study were used to estim-
te the performance of California studenSs in comparison to the norms
established in 1973 for the Comprehens$We Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), Form

S. As a result of the modest increases in the third grade scores, the
median score of California pupil performance in grade three in 1978-79 was

at the 58th percentile of CTBS 1973 norms. ts
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Comparisond with National Norms

5. In 1979-80, the new Survey of Basic Skills: 'Gradel was administered to
all third grade students in California'public schoola-and equated to the

Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (c:TES). The same test_was administered
in 1980-!81 and 1981-82. The median California student is estimated to be
at the6Oth percentile-in reading, the 56th percentile in written language,
and the 55th in mathematics.

Grade Six

The Oltformance of sixth graders4in California declined in the early
1970s and leveled off by 1974. It has climbed steadily sifice then. ,Table 16
shows that the median California sixth grade student's performance in 1981-82
was slightly above ithe national sample tested in 1973.by the makers of the .

Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills. Figure 31 is a graphic repreSentation of
these trends4 Readingsperformance has a percentile%rank of 8; language, 57
and aathematics, 58.

A more complete description of these findings is given below:

1. From 1969-70 to 1973-74 the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (Form
Q, 1968 norms) was administered to all California sixth grade students.
During this period the performance of California students declined from

fqur to nine percentile ianks on the basis of the 1968 norms.

2. 1974-75 the fit'at version of the CalifOrnia Assessment Program test, the
Suryey of Basio Skills, was administered statewide. An equating study
conducted that year showed that scores had improved and that if the Compre-

.

hensive Tests of Basic Skills had been administered statewide, the percen-
tile ranks would have gone up to 48, 43, and 44 for reading, language, and
mathematics, respectively.

3. A revision of the survey was administered in 1975-76, 1976-77, 1977-78,
1978-19, 1979-80, 1980-81, and 1981-82. An equating study showed that on
the basis of the 1973 iltrsion of the CTBS, California students improved
enough"in 1975-76 to equal or exceed the national average in reading and
mathematics. Following the upward trend of earlier years, the 1981-82
improvement in language and mathematics achievement boosted the percentile
ranks to 57 and 58 respectively. The percentile rank for reading moved up
to the 58th ercentile.

I.

4

Grade Twelve

The performance of twelfth grade students in California declined consisr
tently during the seventies, since testing began in 1969-70. By 1976-17 the
median high school senior was at the 42nd, 33rd, and 43rd percentile ranks in
reading, written expression, and mathematics, respectively, on the basis of the
Iowa Tests of Educational Development wieh,its 1962 norms. On the basis of
tests with more recent norms (1970) the ranks were even lower (see Table 17 and
Figure 32).

10-76446
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omparisons with National Norms

.11

'Whereas progress in the last years was noticeable but spotty; the gains

made in 1980-81 4mwef..,eore uniform and subatantial. Reading moved up to the

42nd, 33rd, and 35fh percentile ranks on the tests used to'establish national

comparisons with 1962 and 1970 norms. Written expression scores moved up to

) o
35, 29, and 30. The improvemT inmathematics was largest of all, increasing

'the Aationa percentile.ranks 46, 44,:, and 47.

The results for 19.81-82 were talixed.., .
Studenti improved in two of the areas

.

(written linguage and spelling) and declined in two areas.(reading and mathe-

matics). Since the changes in all:areas viere quite small, only one of the

national percentiles was affected: reading moved from the 33rd4to the 32nd

=percentile rank on the Tests of Academic Progress.

. ,

Each of the three tests were renormed on new national samples in 1978.

National perfornance declined durIng the 1970s. When California students are

compared to this new norm, their relative standing is higher than when compared

to the 1962 and 1970 national norm samples.

Table 17 inCludes the specific comparisons v4ith these more recent norms.

It can be seen that this decline in national performance gives California a

higher standing in all but one caSe. The latest ranks place California stu-

dents near but still slightly below the norms on, the liTED an the TAP. On the

STEP, California is above the newer national averages in Uoth language and

mathematics. ,

00.)

Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) Results

The results of the California Assessment Program are the only indicators

of the level of learning of all California public high school students. The

results of the Scholastic Aptitude Test; a natidnally administered college

,
admissions test, however, have received considerable attention from the press

over the last decade or so. Although the SAT results represent only a select

sample of California students, they have followed a pattern similar to that of

the CAP scores. They are presented here for the reader's"convenience in using

both sets of results tb judge the edubational progress of high school students.,t

There are a variety of advantages and disadvantages of employing the

SAT results as a basis for making inferences about the effectiveness of the

.educational systeme' The key point an the positive aide is diet the'test resulta

:k can be traced over a long period of time; although thetest items are changed'

and updated, the common 200-800 score scale allows for valuable longitudinal '':,

comparisons.

The chief disadvantage is that onl'y a sample of all students take the SAT.

The real problem in interpreting the scores is that one never knows how repre-

sentative the California and national samples are. They obviously.are not

representatiye of all students, and they may or may not be representative of the

m- college-bound population.- In California about 36 percent of the seniors take

the SAT, whereas nationally about,33 percent are tested. Equally imOortant is

'the fact that the test teflects almost exclusively the more advanced, highe'r-

fevel thinking skifls in the areas of language and mathematics. This is, of

142:
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course very logical given the purpose of the test--to predict how well students
will,succeed in college. It just means that one can ,. judge, from this infor-
mation, the total effectiveness of schools.in reach ng their various aims,
especially as those aims pertain to the other two thirds of the.high school
,population. 1

Comparisons with National Norms

A

Figure 334shows the national t4en1s.for the verbal and mathematic? parts of
the SAT going back to 1960. Table 18 gives the specific scores. It can be seen
that the much7publicized decline began in 1963. Test results.for individual
states became avail-able from the College-Board,in 1972. Figure 33 also shows
the trend for Caliifornia seniors since that time. It can be seen that Califor-
eia seniors were above the national Average (but not necessarily all other
states) in the early seventies but were declining more rapidly than the rest of
the United States.

During the mid-seventies, both California and the national average began
to level off. In 1978, the trend lines began to diverge again; the national
average was still slowly declining, whereas the California trend line mofred
clearly above the national average in math (to a nine-point lead in 1980 and
slightly.above on the verbal part (a two-point lead). *

In 1982, the' national averages improVed for the first,time in 19 years;

one point in mathematics and two points on the verbal part of the test. The

California gains were not maintained; the averages declined one point on each
part o the test. Chapter VII contains additional information related to the
SAT res Its for California students.

11,
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TAIILE 15 .

ESTIMATED NATIONAL PERCENTILE RANKS OF MEDIAN CALIFORNIA PUPIL PERFORMANCE

1966-67 THROUGH 1981-82

Grade,Three

es amnsere

Content Stanford Reading Test

area 1h6-67 1967-68 1965-69 1969-/U 1970-71

Cooperative
Primary- Reading

Reading Test ,Testa

1971-72 1972-75 1973-74

Beading Testb
(Revised)

91

Survey of
Basic Skillec

1974-0 1915-16 1976-77 1477-78 1978-7 1979.80 1983-81 1981-82

Reading

Language

' Matematitli

34 34 36 . 36 38

Norma: .:Stanford, 1963 norms

52 52

r

52 55 55 56 57 58

- -

58

53

51,

59

.54

52'

60

56

55

CPRT, 1966 norms,

-
CTBS, 1973 norms

aThe Reading,Test was first admtnistered in 1973-74. The percentile ranks arr based on an equating of the Beading Test and the ,

Cooperative Primary Reading Test, forms 23A and 238,,normed in 1966.

bThe revised Reading Test was administered to all California students in 1974-75, 1975-76', 197647, and 1978-79. The percentile ranks

are based on equating,otudies pf the revised Reading Test andAhe Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, Form S, normed in 1973.

aThe new Survey of Basic Skilla: Grade 3 was administere4.41 all California studbnts in 1980-81 and 1981-82. The estimated national

percentile ranks are based on an equating study of the altUst, and the Comprehensive Tests of Bapic Skills, Form S, normed in 1973.
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TABLE 16

ESTWATED.NATIONAL PER.CENTILE RANKS OF MEDIAN CALIFORNIA SJUDENY PERFORMANCE
. 1969-70-THROUGH 1981-82

.Grade Six

Content

/gee

Reading

Language

Mathematics

Norms:

es a minis ere

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skill's

1969-7D 1Y7U-71 101-72 1972-15 19/5-14

urvele

of basic.
Skillsa

1974-45

48 46 44 44 44

43 43 39 39 37

47 . 43 38 38 38

,

48

43

44

Survey of Be41.16 Skillet,'

1975-16 1916-71 19/f/-78 1978-79 )9/9-8U 19811-81 1981782 .

53 53 55 55 56 57 58

49 51 51 52 53 .55 57

50 51 ' 53 54 55 56 58,
-..\

CYBS, 1968 norms CYBS, 1973 norms

ante new California test, the Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6, was first administered to all Califotnie pupils in 197005.

The percentile ranks ere based on an equating of the 5urvey of Basic Skills end the Compreheyeive Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS),

Form Q, Which was nomad in 1968.

=A
.

41 bThe revised version of the Survey of Basic %killst Grade 6, was administered from 1975-76,through 1980-81. A second

ta revision of the test was adininistered in 1981-82. The pefcentila ranks ere based on equetings of the revised versions of

the Survey of Basic Skills end the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills (CYBS), Form S, 1973 edition. e
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TIME 17,

ESTIMATED NATIONAi. PERCENTIt.E RANKS OF MEDIAN CALIFORNIA STUDENT PERFORMANCE
1969-70 THROUGH 1981-82

Grade Twelve

es adminis ere

Iowa Tests'of Educational Development
Survey

Survey of Basic Skillsa (Revised)
Of B881C

Form X, normed in 1962 Skiflsa
Content area 1969-/U, 19,7U-I1 01971-/Z 197Z-75 19/5-74 19/4-/5 1975-76 1976-77 19 7-/ 1978-19 19/9-8U 198U-8]1 1981-82

Reading
,

ITED, 1962 norms 52 49 49 47 47 41 -43 42 42 41 41 42 42 --
1978 norms 44 44

TAP, 1970 norms 33 35 33 32 32 32
1978 norms A2

STEP, 1970 norms 34 38 36. 35 , 34 34 35 35
1978 norms 47 47

La6guage

.

TIED, 1962 norms 42 40 38 36 34 32 34 35 34 34 34 . 35
.

35
1978 norms 43 43 '

TAP, 1970 norms 25 27 26 26 27 , 27 29 29
1978 norms . 40 41

STEP, 1970 norms 27 29 28 Z8 28 28 30

57

,30
571978 norms

Mathematics

ITED, 1962 norms 48 48 48 48 48 41 44 43 43 43 44 46 46
1978 norms 46 45

1E,, 1970 norms 38 43 41 41 41 42 44 .44

1978 norms 41 41 ,

STEP, 1970 norms 41 44 43 43 43 43 47 47
1978 norms 55 55

aThe new California test, the Survey df Basic Skills: Gride 12, was administered toall California students from 1974-75 through
1981.-82. The parcentile ranks are based on equating studies of the Survey of Basic Skills end three other tests with national norms:
(1) Iowa Tests of Educational Develoement, normed in 1962 end 1978; (2) lests of Acedemic'Progress, normed in 1970 and 1978; and (3)

.the Sequential tests ot tducational Frogreaarmormed in 1970 and 1978.
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TABLE 18

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEBT SCORES (SAT)

1971-72 THROUGH 1981-82

-Year

Verbal Mathematics

Male Female Total

Year to Year
Difference Male Female Total

Year to Year
Difference

California:

1971-72 466 462 464 18 467 493

1972-73 456 448 452 -12 511 460 485 - 8

1973-74 , 454 446 450, - 2 ,509 460 484 - 1

1974-75 440 -431 435 -15 501 446 473 -11

1975.-76 .-434 426 430 - 5 500 443 470

1976-77 431 424 427 - 3 500 443 470 0

1977-)8 432 . '423 427 0 496 440 466 - 4

1978-79 432 424 428 + 1 502 447 , 473 + 7

1979-80 429 420 424 - 4 500 446 472 - 1

1980-81 434 419 426 + 2 503 449 ' 475 + 3

1981-82 431 420 425 _ 1 503 448 474 - 1

National: -4,1000,

1971-72 454 4.52 -452 505 461 484

1972-73 446 443 445 - 8 502 460 481 - 3
,

1973-74 447 442 444 - 1 501 459 480 ' - 1
1974-75 , 437 431 434 -10 495 449 47Z - 8

1975-76' 433 430 431 - 3 497 ,446 472 0

1976-77 431 426 429 - 2 497 445 470 ,- 2

1977-78 433 425 429 494 444 468 - 2

P978-79 431 423 427 2 493 443 467 - 1
1979-80 428 420' 424 3 491 443 466 1

1980-81 430 418 .424 0 492 443 466 0

1981-82 431 421 . 426 +2 493 443 467 + 1

1 5
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VII. Time and Learning in California SChools

Synopsis of findings*

I.

4..

Total instructional time in California is the equivalent of:

- One-half year less than nationwide by the end of grade threel
. .

- One and one-third years less than nationwide by the end of high school.

Id grade six, of the five hours of'total instructfonal time:

- Half is spent on the basics: reading (61 minutes), writing/ anguage
(47,minutes), and mathematics (53 minutes);

- One-fifth is spent on science (25 minutes) 'and social studies (36 minutes).
,

'More time is spent on reading in schools serving low socioeconoMic.popula-
tions, and this time is taken away from writing/language, science, and aoeial
studies, but iot from mathemepics. #

High school seniors, over their four years or high school, average 3.8 years
of English, 2.8 years of mathematics, 2.1 years of science, and 1.5 years of
foreign lmIguage instruction.

Twenty-nine percent of high school seniors have had no foreig4 language
instruction.

National Achievement data.suggest small advantages for California students
in basic reading and mathematics skills and in initial college preparatory
mathematics.

The number of science and mathematics courses taken by college-bound high
school seniors'in California is far under the average for high school seniors
natianwide.

Although California s niors take thesScholastic Aptitude Test at the same
eate as seniors nationwide, they take the achievement battery at a much
higher rate. However, they take the Science achievement test at less than
half the national rate; This reinforces the findings on differences in
course taking.

Achievement kevels in biology arid chemistry among college-bound high school
seniors in California fall below national levels even after accounting for
the more highly selective course entry:
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'
6TRODUCTION

A recent survey of efementary and secondary schools by a California school

superintendent (Anton, 1981) concluded that California pupils are offered less ,

schooling than pupil's nationwide. This finding stirred concern because of

its obvious implication, that less schooling results in lower achievement.

The annual reports of the California Assessment Program have presented

information to educators and policymakers on a vari'ety of factors associated

with school success, most notably and recently, the relationship between

television viewing and achievement. This praCtice helps fulfill one aspect of

the legislative intent of the testing program: "The program of statewide

r
.testing shall'identify unusual.success or failure and the factors which appear .

to be responsible, so that appropriate action may be taken at the district and

state level to qtain the highest quality education for all public school

pupils." (Section 60601) the focus of this year's report will be upbn the

amount and use of instructional time in California schools.

The search for effective schools and the identification of their common

(causal?) characteristics ha$ been widespread and fruitful. One summary of

the common elements found in schools.which seem to produce consistently higher

achievement'than their peers is given in the appendix to this chapter.

The characteristics listed fit the common sense notion of what "good" schools,

or other social institutions, are like. Th'e problem is.one of replication;

how can other schools be .helped to oJlow their lead. Many, if.not most, of

their characteristics are related to the personalities of the people involved:

Personalities are not eftsilY. Changed.

The recent focus on instructional time and its transformation into

"active learning time" or "time-on-task" has provided policymakers a tangible

and potent lever for improving.school achievement. Time is the portal throuer

which all learning must pass an0 all resources and efforts aimed at improved

learning' must directly or indirectly impinge on learning time.

,.,,..t.
I.

Pf it is true that California pupiThave shorter school years and

shorter school days, then there is less time to learn and consequently pupils

mill achieve' less. This argument tacitly assumes that learning time made

available to pupils is relatively homogenous in content and 'productivity,.

That is, it assumes that an hour of schooling generally results in a similar

amount of learning nationwide for comparable pupils. That assumption could beY'sjustified if resource allocations and uses in the nation's sc oo were quite

similar, so that teaching-learning processes in particular gra es would show

only negligible variations nationwide. But actually, this is not the case.

I Typically, resource allocation is measured in terms of per student

expenditures ana resource use is, characterized by indicators representing

the organiza0.on of sthooling, suchas school and class size, teaching stra-

tegies, and curricular policies and goals. All of these factors vary widely,

and they do matter for student,learning. They strongly influence the major

vehicles carrying students' achievements, i.e., the amounts and contents of

their active learning time. e
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It is beyond the sCope of this chapter to present a comprehensive picture
of the produdtivity of California schools. Such an analysis would require,
much more data, for California and the nation, than is now available on the
variety of ways that differlent types and levels of resources are allocated
to various kinds of goals for different types of students. It is hoped that
the joformation in this chapter will, however, provide useful, albeit limited,
information about the allocation of one scarce resource: time, and how
CaLifornia schools compare with the nation ih their handling of
that resource.

tDesigned to accomplish this goal,the chapter is organized in' the folloiwng
'sections:

A review of the research focus on instructional time and.active
learning time;

A comParative analysis of the amount of time allocated to learning
in California schools;

An analysis of how that time is allocated to different subject
areas and courses;

The relative impact on student achievement of those time alloca-
tion patterns and;

A brief discussion of some ways that-California student achieve-
ment can be raised.

InstruCtional Time and Active Leirning Time

The past ten years of reseaich on schooling have strikingly shifted atten-
tion 'toward the uses of resources--especially teaching time--and their conse-
quences for learning (see Wiley and Harnischfeger, 1974). Much of the conceptual
underpinnings of this work are due to Carroll (1963) and have been extended by
Bloom (1976) and Harnischfeger and Wiley (1976, 1978, 1983). Important empirical
results as well as conceptual summaries may be found in Denham and Lieberman
(1980) and Fisher and Berliner (1983).

Key words and phrases that are used, especially in Ihe empirical litera
ture, to describe students' relations to the teaching-learning process include
"on-task off-task," "engaged'--unengaged," "attentive - inattentive," and
'active.," inactive." These terms are attempts to invoke the psychological
precept that in order to learn, an individual needs to respond actively. Funda-
mentally, this.notion is based on the conception that all learning consists of
acquiring capacities to perform tasks. When learning is intentional, these
capacities are often acquired by practicing and mastering those tasks, or sim-
plified verpiorts of them or parts of them (subtasks). Such tasks are usually
then called "learning tasks." Learning tasks, as any other tasks, must be "per-
formed" and; therefore,.activity by the learner--in some'form--is mandatory.

To paraphrase Tyler (1949), to learn to do, one must do.
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Thus, active learning time, time-on-tasic,..or engaged learning time, and re-

lated terms such as academic learning time, opportunity to learn, and allocated
learning time, have become concepts that have redirected much of the earlier re-
search on school and teaching effectiveness to focus on the-teaching-learning
process arid its deferminants. This research has led to'one simple but profound

insight: A student's time-on-task, or active learning time, determines his or

her,achievements.

This research implies that there are only four waYs todncrease achievement
(Harnischfeger and Wiley, 1983). One is via a reduction in the time needed to

learn. All the others depend on increasing active learning time. These latter

three routes consist of:

Increasing the total atount of time allocated to leai-ning;

a.
Increasing the portion of that allocated time that is actually allowed

for learning;

Increasing the amount of this allowed time that students actively devote

to learning.

The primary ,focus of studies of total school time--day length and year
length--is on the quantity of time available, not its use.. Th use of that

time determines what is learned and how it is learned, thus irectly influenc-

ing active learning. This total time is allocated to part cular subject areas,
learning topics, and learning tasks.. Only the time made a a for these

activities may be used for learning, and time not-available for learning can

never result in actual.learning.

Are California Students Offered Less Time to Learn?

The results of Anton's survey may be disregarded if their accuracy is in .

question. If, however,'Anton's results are supported by other data.collec-
tions of known accuracy,'then the implications of less school time"to learn in
California are worthy of consideration.

Anton's estimates of scheduled instructional time aie compared, to those
found.in a national study of known high accuracy (National Institute of Edu-

cation, 1978). These 1976 data closely correspond to Anton's national time
estimates (Table 19), as does CAP's sixth'grade survey, made one year later than
Anton's (1981-82 vs. 1980-81); CAP collected from school officials information
on subject-matter time allocation,as well as on practices and policies' concern-

ing time allocations. ,CAP's data collection resulted in an even slightly lower
estimate of instructional time allocation than Anton's. Sixth graders' daily
scheduled instruction is estimated as slightly greater than five hours in
Anton's 1980-81 survey (308 minutes), while the average is just about five

hours (299 minutes) in the 1981-82 CAP survey.

A. comparison of CAP's estimate for sixth graders in California to Anton's
1980-81 nationwide estimate, with consideration given to the shorter school year
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101
in California, shows that sixth graders in California are offered 93 hours less
schooling than sixth graderp nationwide.' This is-equivalent to 19 instruc-
tional days, or nearly one month of schooling.2 This difference is substantial
and consistgnt--the daily scheduled instructional times for all grades.in Cali-
fornia are systematically shorter than those in the nation as a whole.

Table 19

Mean Daily Minutes of InstruCtion and Length of School Year
. for California and the Nation, by Grade

.

Grade

4

Nation California,

1975-76* 1980-81**
'

1980-81** 1981-82***

K 203 191 182
1 304 310 268
2, , 308 311 268 .

3- 311 314 270 .

4 321 322
_

303 .

. 5 ' 323 323 304
,

6 - 329 326 308 299

- 7
349 332 308 .

8 350 333 309
9 331 302

10 332 305,
11 331 305
12 331 305

Days per year 177.5 178.5 176.0

*National Institute bf_Educqction, Compensatory Education Study,
unpublished tabulations.

**Anton data.

***California Assssment Program, Grade Six Survey, 1981-82.

California high school students also receive less schooling because of
fewer periods per day .and a shorter school year (Table 20)., In each yea-F-614 high
school, students in' California, on the average, take 73 hours less coursework,
than students in the nation as a whole. This is equivalent to 13 school days
in California. Thus, over four years of high school, California high school
students Taceive the equivalent of 5/ days, or about two and a half months, less
schooling than high school students nationwide.

1
Total hours are calculated by taking the product of the minutes per day

and days per year and dividing that product by 60. This process was carried out
for sixth graders inillifornia and the nation, using the,figures in Table 19..
The resulting discrei4ncylis 93 hours.

..or"2
Ninety-three hours diVided by five hours per day (299 minutes) equals

19 days.

1 1 7 6446 157
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6

Table ZO

High School Instructional Time, California and he Nation, 1980

Time Component California ' Nation.

1. Minutes per period 54.1 52.1

2. 'Periods per day 6.1

1. Minutes per day [(1)x(2)] 330:0 - 349.

4. Days per year 177.3 180.1

5. Hours per year* [(3)x(4)I60] 975 1048

*Total High School Inst uctional time in California is 7.0 percent less

than that in the nation according to data from High School and Beyond's.

According to the Anton survey (Table 19), the corresponding shortfall is

9.2 percent.

Hypothetically, a typical California student's school life, as exhibited

in Table 19, from kindergarten through twelfth grade would be 72,000 hours

shorter than that of a typical student in the nation; this is thefequivalent

of one and 9ne-third sixth grade school years. This large discrepancy is the

result of shorter instructional days and a shorter school year. California

fanks among the ten states with.the shortest school year in the nation (Rigest

of Education Statistics, 1980).

The extent of the differences in amount of schooling shows that rela-

tive to the nation, the instructional days in California are especially short

in the primary grades. (1(-3). By the end,of grade three, California students

have been'offered one-half year less schooling than students nationwide. The

yearly discrepancies in later grades are somewhat smaller; but they consistently

increase the cumulative shortfall. The question remains whether California

students achieve less than students nationwide or whether the learning prd-

ductivity per tinie unit is higher in California than nationwide, assuring

equivalence of student achievement. A comparison of subject-matter time

allocations clarifies how students sRend time in school, and a comparison of

achievement test scores oCalifornia students to those of students nationwide

will serve to substantiaee the discussion.

How Much of What Are California's Schools Offering?

*---
,

California itudents spend less time in school than their co terparts

nationwide. But how do learning opportunities in Californka Com rewith those

of schools actoss the nation in terms of subject-matter time al ocations? Data

from the 1981-82 assessment
of California sixth graders were c mpared with data
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6

from a national study carried out in 1976-77 (H
4

inckley et al., 1978), and

1981-82 twelfth grade CAP data from student reports on high school courses taken

were compared to natiOnal data collected in 1979-80 (High School-and 5-gond).

CAP has further compared California college-bound seniors to college-bound
seniors nationwide for the pa'ht ten-years--the dollege-bound,defined in this- %.

ehapter As those who took theOolastic Aptitude Teseo(SAT).

In an evaluation of these comparisons, it is important to 'recall that the
. .

process by which time is used differs from elementary to secondary schools

because of their different orgapizations, Instruction in elementary schools,

especi lly in the lower gradedirtakes place primarily in self-contained class-
]

rooms ..e., a single teacher arranges times and sequences of instructional

activities. Students are typically grouped for instruction, and.the major
allocation decisions about how much time to devote to,a particular subject Area,
for a specific group or individual, are left.to the teacher in charge. As

expected, wide variations.result across classes (DeVault, Harnischfeger, and

Wiley, 1977).
1

On the other h;ind, secondary schools and the upper grades in soMe elemen:

tary schools are 'departmentalized. This means that the teachers ap an indivId-'

ual, has no contrpl over the gross time allocations for subjeet areas. Thus,

the district and school, by means of course offerings and entry and-counseling
policies,,and the pupil and his or her parents, by.their,choic6' within these

policies, influence the allocatiott and use of instructiA0 time.

Sixth Grade,Subject Area Time Allocations

The sixth grade iime allocations to subject areaeare displayed in Tables 21

and 22. Table 21 exhibits national dataion minutes per day of instTudtion offered

in reading and mathematics in grades one through six in-1976-7I (Hinckley et

al., 197,8). The data indicate tbat, nationally the number of minutes per,day of

reading instruction decreases substantially-and continuously from grade one
(about.one and three-fourth hours) to grade six (about 1 hour). The California

data for grade six match those for the,nation. In mathematics, the national
data are essentially constant (at abbut an hour per day) across the elementary

grades. California mathematics instructIon, contrary to-the tinding for reading,

may be shorter than the nationak.avserage 4n.the sicth giade--4 minutes, or 7 per-

cent, less.

4

-

Table 2 sho s that in-grade six'in California'the bas ic .skills areas7-

reading (61 minut ins/language (47 nutes), and mathematics (53

minutes)--have the argest time allocations each'approa.ching an hour on the

average. These ar4 followed,by social studies (36 minutes), physical education
(27 minutes), and sience (25 minutes). Art, mustc, and health trail with about

a quarter of an hout each.' In total, the average instrnctiotral time per day is

reported as-abouC 5 ours, and noninstructional tim6 (recess, lunch, and so On)
is reported at about 1 hour, Yielding a totAl school day of about 6 hours.

These lime allocations are averages in two senses. First, they are the

'assessment of a sthooLprincipal or other school official of the typical daily
time spent-on these subject areas. In h sense, these are "average" values over

.
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Table 21

Mean Dailylfinutes of Instruction in Reading and Mathematics,'

Nationally, by Grade, and California, for Grade Six

1:4-4

ade

1

2

3

, 4

5'

6

L.Reading.-

Nation- Californifi

(1976-77)* (.L:981-82)**''

107

100

86 -

73

68 .

' 62 .
A

Mathematics

Nation . California

(.1976-77)*. (1981-820**

58

59

'61

614,

61

57 53

*Adapted from Hinckley et al., 1978.

**California Adsessment Progra, Grade Six Survey, 1981-82.

4

Table 22
0

Mean Time Allocations, by Subliect Area,.

.

in California, Grade,Six, 1981-82
. .

SUbjeCt area Mean minutes per day

Reading--;
Writing/language

Mathematics.
--LScience
Agocial studi

Art

Music
Health
Physical education /.

ether
Total

. Total instruct,ional time

Tot,a1 noninstructionall time

total school time (sup).
School day length/

61

47

25

36

7..

16

.27 .

302*

299*
4

.

67

366
s/k

365

*The sum of the meanq does not equal the mean of the sumq because 'of

adjustments fOt outlying (obviously incorrect) values.
A
V

1 6-
.
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different school days and over different school classes. Some of.this vari-
ation is reflected in Table 23: About one half of the schools report that
there is lit"tle or no variation in subject area time allocations. This
rei5ort.di'ffers, however, depending on school organization. About three
quarters of schools witb completely departmentalized sixth grades report
lack of variation. Logically, ihe remaining variations in these schools
must be over school days rather than classes.

Table 23

7

Organizationof Sixth Grade,Classes in Calitornia
. and Reported Variation in Time Devo d

to Subject Areas, 1981-82

keported variation in
timd devoted to subject
areas over classes

Percent Df schools by organization of
sixth grade classes

Modified'
Self- self- Partially tompletely

contained containea', depart-, . depart- All
classrooms classrooms mehtalized medtalized schools

' Very much .1 1 1 0 1

Some 39 31 25 14 34
Little or none 46 58 65 .76 52
Not sure 1 1 1 q 1

Wide variation in eome
.

subjects, not in.others 4 .5 4 ' 4 4
Only one class per grade 9 4 4 6 8

\ ,

Total 100 100 100 100 100
percent of all schools 59 23 4 15 . 3 100

Data collected from teachers in other studies (DeVault et al., 1977;
Denham and Lieberman, 1980) indica.te that the principala' gstimates might
understate the actual variation--especially the figure of 46 percent-for
schools with self-contained classrooms. These other 'studies, which include
data from Cilifornia and other states, indicate that basic skills time
Olocations may differ by three- or four-to-one across self-aontained classes
ip the same school.

But equality of subject-avea time ailoCations over classes is not neces-
sarily a policy goal in itself, although mapy districts halfe such policies in
the form of weekly time allocations to subject areas. These policies that,
define content and/or time allowations obviously are bqced on the assumption'

.that equal learning results from equal amounts of instructional time for all
students. That, of course, is unwarranted.. It would be preferane to discuss
subject-area time allocations in the coritext of educational adequacy;, i.e.,
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goals Of schooling and resources available for specified groups of stuaents.

Subject-area time allocations would then be part of the resource allocation

process, with students' and schools' educational difficulties being taken into

account.

In fact, instctional time allocatipns vary for students with different

socioeconomic backgrounds (Table 24)., Using CAP's socioeconomic status (SES)

index, we have assessed the sixth grade time allocation data for schools with

,very low, typical, and very high socioeconomic student backgrounds. We have

compared subject-area time allocations for reading, writing/language, mathe-'

Mitics, science, and social studies. AlEhough the total amount of time allo-
.

Cated to these subject areas is the saMe for all schools, there are sizable

diiTerences among types of schools, by subject area. These differences'

aretaarge.st for reading. '

Table,24

Time Allocations Across Subject Aieas for California Schools Servifig

Communities of Different Socicieconomic Levels, Sixth Grade

SES
percentile

Instructional time (minutes/day)

Reading

Writing/
language Mathematics Science

Social
studies Total

10 63.0 44.9 56.0 25.9 35.5 225.3

50 60.1 46.1 55.9 26.6 36.4 225.1

90 57.4 27.2 37.3 225.4

Difference
(10 vs. 90) + 5.6 - 2.9 + 0.3 - 1.3 1.8

Percent

difference + 9.3 - 6.3 + 0.5 - 4.9 =5.0

Schools serving communities of low socioeconomic level (those whose

levels exceed only the lowest 10 perCent) allocate the largest amount of

time to reading (63 minutes per day). Students in these kinds of schools are

offered 9 percent more reading ijistruction than students who are enrolled in

schools in communities of'high socioeconomic level (those whose levels are

exceeded by only the highest 10 percent). Since the total time allocation to

---the,above-naMed subject areas isthe sdme for all schools, thelextra reading

time must effect a shbrter time allocation other subject areas. Obviously,

mathematics time allocation is not cut. Atit an increase'in time allocation

to reading tends to decrease the time allocations to,writing/language, science,

and social studies, but not ,to mathematics.

t
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As a part of the supplementary qdestionnaire, sixth grade principals alsO

indicated their concern for how instructional time is to be used to increase
.students' active learning time via a number of strategies and special programs
they have idplemented.. CAP's data show that over 80 percent of the schools
have some kind of program that is specifically directed toward increasing
students' active learning_time (Table 25). The most common strategies used
involve regrouping students (65 percent), improving discipline (76 percent),
staff development (55 percent), improving students' independent work habits
(51 percent), and providing better materials (51 percent).

Table 25

Use of Special Programa and Strategies
in California,Elementary Schools

to Increase.Time Devoted to Instructional Activi.Eies

Program strategy

percent of schools
using programs
extensively

,Making new student groupings
Increasing direct teaching
Ificreasping or redirecting aides'

65

2

materials 51,Providingbetter
Imprdving discipline
RAducing class size

76

15 c.

Changing school schedule 36

Increasing parent involvement .111. 36

Changing classroom schedules. 38

Changingphysical arrangements 24

Decreasing seatwork 21

Providing.staff development - 55'

Improving independent work habits 51

Providing for cooperative learning
and peer teaching 37.

Total 81

Some of the strategies used orjavored by principals involve rEdirecting
resources; others require additional resources. Reducing class size and
increasing parent involvement and staff development require,supplementary
resources; making new stddent groupings, increasing direct teaching, and
changing classroom schedules are examples of redirecting resources. '

The empirical and theoretical literature bearing on increased-active
learning time implies that augmenting teacherstudent contact is the most
direct means. This is primarily achievable by reducing seatwork. With fixed

1 6
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resources, however, this can only be accomplished by,increKing, rathen than
decreasing, group sizes, since a student's seatwork usually occurs when the,
teacher is meeting with a group to which the tudent does not belong.

Another favored strategy--improving students' independent woris habits--woold
surely enhance the amount of active learning time during seatwork, but at
this.time there are no proven ways of accomplishing it.

High School Courses Taken

For high school students, it was feasible to look beyond subject,irea
time allocations or course offerings to actual courses.taken from the ninth
'grade through the end of the twelfth grade. CAP has analyzed courses taken by

all high school students and also for a special subgroup, the collegebound
seniors.

Table 26 exhibits average coursework of California twelfth graders from
the ninth through twelfth grade in several subject areas. Students take more

English than any other type of cnhework. The average number of years of

English taken is 3.8. This is followed by social studies (3.1 years), physical
education (3.1 years), mathematics (2.8 years), science (2.1 years) and foreign

language (1.5 years), Twentynine percent of California seniors report no
foreign language coursework in high school.

Table 26

Percent of California High School Seniors Reporting
Various.Amounts of Coursework, by Subject Area, 1981-82

Subject area

Mean
40

years

'Percent of students, by number',
of years of coursework

0 1 .2 3 4+ Total

English

Matheinatics

Science
Social'studies
Foreign language
Physical eduCation

3.8

2.8

2.1

, 3.1

1.5

3.1

0 1 3 22 74 100

,0 9 30 32- '29 lops

1 33 36 20 10 100

1 6 15 41 37 100

29 21 31 13 6 100

1° 1 24 33, 40 100

On the other hand, 74 percent report taking four or more years of English.
The pehent of students reporting similarly high levels of courses taken in
other subject areas is substantially lower--physical education (40 percent),

social studie,s (37 percent)., mathematics (29...percent), science (10 percent),

and foreign language (6 percent).
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/ Only 1 percent of California seniors tAke tour or more years each of
Edglish, mathematics, science, and foreign language. Even when the criteri n

dropped to three years of science and foreign ranguag4 but four years
of English and tathematics, only 5 1/2 percefit of 'California high selool
seniors report taking that amount of higher level academic coursework.

Comparing the California data on courses taken to national data is
difficult for two reasons. Purely statistical national data on courses taken
are based on institutional reports that yield enrollment rates for particu-
lar courses but do not link aggregate course registrations to the in-
dividuals whO produce them (Ostendorf, 1975). Also, since theae surveys
cover single years; it is impossible to estimate cumulative years of course%
taken in terms of the percentage of individuali with zero, one, two, and so
'on,courses or years of coursework. Survey data on high school students, such
as those f?om the National Longitudinal Study of High School Class of 1972
and High School and Beyond, are potentially comparable datl, but in both cases,
the data were collected for tbe last three rather than the last four years of
high school.

One approximate coMparison, however, is presented in"Table 27. Essentially
all California high school students take at least one year of mathematics. By
'assuming that students take their first (on only) math course in ninth grade,
CAP derived twelfth grade data that are in line with those of High School and '
,Beyond. It can be seen from Table 27 that California levels.of mathematics
courabwark are similar to, but slightly less than, those across thenation.

#

Table 27

Percent of Twelfth Graders Reporting Specified Years

of. Mathematics CourseworkiTaken in the Last Three Years
of High School, 1979-80 and :981-82

Years of mathematics

0

1

2

3 or more
Total

Median years

1979-80* .

Nation California

7.8

27.3
00 33.5

31.4

9:7

32:1

32.6

25.6
100.0 100.0

1.44 ' 1.25

1981-82**
California

.8.6
30.1

32.1

29.2 .

100.0 -,

1.35
41,

*These data'arederived from the High Scho ol and Beyqnd survey '

conducted by the Nation'al Center for Education Statistics in 1960.
**These figures have beeil adjusted to reflect the fact that the High

School and Beyond survey inquired oniy abont'the final three years of
high school and that essentially all California students take at leallt
one mathematics course. Thus, tile values have been reduced by one
year.
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7

Student enrollment in mathematics and science. Each October for the last

.two years each California high school teacher has completed a Professional

Assignment Information 'Form as part of the statewide information collection

system known as the California Basic EdUcational Data System (CBEDS). On this

form thity indicated the number of students in each course they teach.

Tables 28 and 29 present the number and percent of gtudents in gradsok.9-12

enrolled in mathematics and science courses. It can be seen that the numbers

are quite similar from 1980-81 to 1981-82; however, the overalllOharcentage of

students enrolled in mathematics courses.decreased while there was a slight

'
increase in the percentage of students taking science.

Table 28

Student Enrollment in High School Mathematics Couries*

..

,

Course

1980-81 1981-82

No. of% Percent of

students studenis**

No. of Percent of'

students students**
_

General Mathemdtics/Basic
Consumer Mathematics/Senior
Remedial Mathematics./Math Labs

Beginning Algebra
Intermediate Algebra

Plane, Geometiy

Solid Geometry

Trigonometry .

Intermediate Algebra/Trigonometry
Solid GeoMetry/Trigonometry
Probability/Statistics I

Modern Algebra
Computer programming.
Advanced Placement MathematiCs
Analytic Geometry/Pre-Calculus,
Calculus
Mathematics, Gifted arid Talented

Other Mathematics Course

184,138 14.0

59,339 4.5

177,660 13.5 -
248,433 18.8

54,980 4.1

10,089 9.0

3,486 ' .3

J4,170 1.1

33,498 2.5 4

''',.

1,257 .1

0. 1.95 .0

12,862 1.0

.12,548 1.0

4,245 .3

11,35S .9

4,577 .3.

12,683 1.0

, 82,756 6.3

167,982

49,256
148,711

239,485
54,021

116,059

3,759

15,663
33,538

979

235

8,522
18,284

'4,184

11,607

6,078

11,37.3

97,391

.

J3.2
3.9

11.7

18.8

4.2
Y.1
.3

1.2

2.6

:1

.0

0.7

1.4

.1

.9

.5

.9

7.6

%

'

.

,

TOTAL (General, Consumer
and iemedial Mathematics)

TOTAL (All.mathematics courWes
other than General,
Consumer, and Remedial)

,. , .

.
,/".

421,137 32.0

Alt

615,237 46.7

365,949

621,180

28.8

.
. .

,

48..6

'

.

GRAND 'TOTAL 1,036,374 78.7 987,129 77.4
.

*Takea from California Basic Educational Data System (CBEDS) '

**Based'on the total number of students enrolled in high school (grades 9-12):

1,318,713 for 1980781 and 1,276,368 for 1981-82.
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rable 29

Student Enrollment in High School Science Courses*

'Course

1980-81 1981-82
No. of

students
.Peicent of

studentt**
.No. of
students

Perpent of
students**

Astronomy 2,202 .2 2,595. .2
Aerospace Education 3,352 .3 3,536 .3
Aviation Education 1,683 .1 1,488 .1
Biology 192,743 14.6 180,768 14.2
Advanced Biology 14,785 1.1 t1,932 .9
Botany 1,498 .1 .2
Zoology 3,051 .2 2,3/3- .2
Chemistry 61,932 4.7 61,699 4.8
Advanced Chemistry 2,931 .2 3,193 .3
Oceanography 9,045 .7 7,809 .6
Physical Science 49,497 3.8 47,158 3.7
Generia Science 83,393. 6.3 78,441 6.1
Envifnmental Studies 9,752 .7 . 8,947 D.7.

' Physics , 25,957 2.0 26,521 2.1
Advanced Physics _1,171 .1 1,174 .1
Anatomy .3,197 .2 3,208 .3
Archeology 447 .0 1,028 .1;
'Conservation 694 .1 601
Earth Science 22,563 "1:7 19,923 1.6
Energy Education 222 .0 410 .0
Geology 2,046 .2 1,446 .1
Life Science 57,869 4.4' 63,418 5.0
Meteorology 241 .0 146 ' .0

'Physiology 18,699 1.4 16,459 1.3
Science Projects '493 .0 886 .1
space Science 293 .0 387 .0
Science, Gifted ind Talented 6,945 .5 6,667 .5
Other Science Course 35,856 . 2.7 36,720 2.9

, : TOTAL 612,557. 1-:'46.3 590,974 46.4
*Taken from California Basic Educational Data System (CBEDS)

**Based on the total number of students enrolled in high school (grades 9-12):
1,318,713 for 1980-81 and 1,276,368 for 1981-82:

In mathematics, There was 4 decrease in the percentage of students taking
basic, consumer, and remedial courses,, whild,..there was an increase in the
Percentage of students taking all other mathematics courses. The following
mathematicq dourses had' the greatest increases in enrollment: Computer Program-
ing, Calculus, And Other Mathematics Courses. The following courses had the

greatest decreases in enrollment: General Mathematics/Basic, Consumer
Mathematics/Senior, Remedial Mathematics/Math Labs, and Modern Algebra.

167. 1 7
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In science, the following courses had the greatest increases in student

enrollment: Life Science, and Other Science Courses. The billowing courses

had the greatest decreases in enrollment: Biology, Advanced Biology, and

General Science.

It i lso interesting to note that although the change in enrollment for
Gifted anji Talented Mathematics and Science cdurses from r980-81 to 1981-82
ig minimal, there are approximately.twice as many students taking the
mathematics course.for the gifted.

Coursework of c011ege-bOund students. Of special interest is, the iourse-

work of college-bound students, who compose about onefourth of the relevant
age population in California as well as in the United States as a whole. A

comparison of coursework of California college-bound seniors to that of college-
bound seniors nationwide is shown in Table 30. Unquestionably, California

college freshmen of 193 tended to have considerably less coursework thah college

freshmen nationwide fort all core subject,areas. In California 90 percent of

1982 college-bound seniors had four or more years of English as compared to 93
percent in the nation; in California, only 51 percent of this year's college-
bound seniors had four or more years of mathematics as compared to 61 percent
in the nation; in California, 38 percent of 1982 college-bound seniors had
three or more years f foreign langu e as compared to 39 percent nationwide.

Table 30

Coursework Levels_of All Seniors and
College-Bound Seniors, 1982

Years ,of study

English-=4 or more years
Mathematics--4 or more years
Foreign language7-3 or more years

*CAP 1281-82 survey data:
**SAT student descriptive questionnaire delta.

Percent of senio

1 California
All' seniors* College-bound**

rs

Nation
Colle e-bound**

93

61

39

74

29

19

90

51

38-

A

On the whole, the latest year's comparison of coursework in English,
mathematics, and foreign"language looks more favorable in California than it
has in previous years (Table 31)..

One comparison is startling: In California, only 41 percentr\M college-
bound seniors report taking two or ore years of physical sd:ieace as compared
to 60 percent of college,bound seniors aationwide. If 'we &Awe couilsework in
physicaL science for the past six years, college-bound seniors in California
have hot changed; however, nationwide, there has,been a substantial increase in
the number of college-bound seniors with two or mote years of coursework in

physical science.
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Table 31

Coursework Levels of College-Bound Seniors in
California and the Nation, 1973-1982*

4

Years of Study

Percent of seniors with course fevel:by year

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

English
4 or more years

California 72 69- 68 67 68 73 78 81 88 90

National 90 90 890 88 89 90 91 91 92 93

Difference -18' -21 -21 -21 -21 -17 -13 -10 - 4 -

Mathe tics

'or more years

California 35 35 34 36 37 38 42 45 47 51

National 49 48 49 51 50 53 55 57 59 61

Difference -14 -13 -15 -15 -13 -15 -13 -12 -12 -10

Foreisn language
3 or more years

California 40 37 34 33 32 32 33 34 34 38

National 44 43 41 39 37 38 37 37 37 39

Difference - 4 - 6 - 7 7 6 --5 - 6 - 4 - 3 - 3 - 1,.

Physical sciadce
2 or more years

California 31 36 39 40 37 37 39 4Y 40 41

National 47 448 9 50 54 57 58 58 58 60

Difference -16 -12 -10 -17 -20 -19 -18 -18 -19

*Data taken from the reports of the Scholastic Aptitude.Test (SAT).
,

4

If coutsework ii4ilidicatiye of achievement, then the lighter course loads
of students in Califraia are significant, California colfegerbound seniors
take significantly less coursework in mathematics and science (chemistry,
physics, biology) than do college-bound seniors in the United States.as a whole
(Table 32), even though their coursework in the core academic areas substantially'
exceeds that of noncollege-bound seniors. But courbes taken are of concern
beyond these pafticular comparisons. A major queition is.whether or not a year
and a half of foreign rang%age and two years of Science are sukficlant for the
average high school graduate.
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Table 32-

Mean Years of Coursework in Academic Subjects for
All Twelfth Graders and College-Bound Seniors in

California and the Nation, 1982*

Subject area

All twelft'h inlaTT* College-bound seniors**

California California Nation

English 3.8 4.0 : 4.0

Mathematics 2.8 3.4 3.6

Science 2.1 2.7 ' 3.2

:ocial studies 3.1. 3.2 3.2

,Fareign language 1.5 2.3 2.2

*CAP 4.4t4
**SAT date.:'

gb
Courses taken and fdture plans. In conjunction with the CAP testing in the

fall of 1981, a sample of 5,761 seniors were asked to compPete a questionnaire
about their high school career andjuture plans. Students were asked to specify
which of the current University of California "A to F" course requirements they
had taken. A sample of the question is shown below.

The 'OniversitY of California requires a series of courses known as
"A to F" requirement. These courses are listed below. Even if you
do not intend to apply for adm,ission to the University of California,
please indicate which f the specific course requirements.you have
(or wi11)\ com

1. History (One ,year)

2. Engl,ish (Four Years)

3. Mathemat4cs (two,years,
algebra, or higher level)

4. Laboraebry science (One year
must be lab science not "locasic")

5. Foreign language (Two years)

Any ,Of the. following:.

Math (advanced). (One
added year)

7. Foreign language (One
r, added year in saille

'language as 5 or'.twd

added Years'in another

8. (One added year)

9

It can be seen in Takle 33 that the groups differ corisistently across the
various course requirements. The order of the three.public higher education
groups is consistent.with their entrance requirements. The seniors planning to,

attend private colleges are very similar to those plEAtning to become part of

the'California state college and university system. Those planning o work full

time take the fewest academic courses while future community colleg4 students
are only.slightly, higher in academic Course taking than those antici sting

mifitary service.

170
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Table 33

Percent of Students Taking University of California Required Cour:ads

.

Students' Fall Plans

Required Courses

,

Mathe- laboratory Foreign

History English ,matics Science language

( I year) ( 4 yelars) (2 years) ( 1 year) (2 years) .

Advanced Foreign

Math 'language Science

Wadded (1 added (1 added,.

year) year) year)

Attend the University

of Calfornia 195 98

.

94 91 88 i_ 78 40 71

Attend,cone of the

C0911fontUtState Uni-

versity campuses. 91
..-.. 87 82 71 55

.

25 52

Attend a private

cbllege Or university 90 86 82 78 . 69 54 - 33

,

53

Attend a community

College or other 2

9ear college ,
79

,

70 60 ' 51 39
,

26 .11 il

.

Work full time
,

66- 50 44 34 - 20 20 7 24

Join the miliiary 77 54 . 45 40 '25 28 - 10 32

Other --- 73 59 55

4

'45 32 27 12 33

TOM V7 69 63 55 45 35 46

%

37

Homework

Students do not learn only while they are in class. They also learn Out -

of school: (a) in settings, over which the,school has little contrOl--or even

knowledge_of; and (b) in performance of school-based learning tasks; e.g.,

bomework: B uge'of its potentiality for increasing learning, homework has

recently- been given considerable attention. -

4.

At the sixth grade level, the assignment of homework yaries considerably,

by subject area (Table 34). Ninety-fd.ve percent of sixth graders report
\regular homework in mathemitics,rbut only $1 percent 4o so for mmiting. And

only 66.percent of these students.report.having had homework in any subject

the-previous%day:

Not feportdd in Table 34, is the relationship between the tudents'

social backgrounds and the assignment of homework. The highest rates of
homework assignmenE for reading, writing, and mathematics are for students

whose parents are employed in unskilled occupations. On the other,hand,

these same student, have the lowest,rates of hoMework assignments--in COM-
-

parison to other Occupatienst groups--for science and social studies.

These findings are strongly consistent 'With the earlier finding of greater

Rmphasis on reading And less emphasis on'science and social studies in schools

serving low Socioeconomic states communities.
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Tabie 34

Homework Activity Level, by Grade

Grade/subject area

'414.4

Percent ieporting
California Nation

Sixth Grade*
Usually have homework

Reading
Writing
Mathematics

Science
Social studies'

Yeseerday did homewOrk
Any subject

, Twelfth graae**
Do homewOrk

Any subject (%)
Median hours per week

82

61

to 95

63

80

.66

92

3.1

*CAP data, 1981-82.
**High School and BeYond,.1979-80.

Aside from direct policy issues about the amounts of time tO 1:4 spent

on homework and the subjectarea priorities for this time:central questions

arise about who sets these policies. CAP's sixth grade school questionnaire-

probed this issue (Tagle 35). The most surpr/sing finding is that these
policies are either sel at the district level or left to the'indiyiduar

teacher. The school principal--who has emerged in recent research on'school
effectiveness'as the key instructional leader--seemingly plays almost no role
in homewotk policy in California. -

Table 35

sOrigin of Homework PoliCies,
California ElementaTy Schools, 1981-82

Origin of policy Percent of schools

OPP,

Teacher, not school '

chool, not dis,trict

District

Total

. 1.2

56.0

100.0

"411,

4
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Effects of Subject-Area Time Allocations
and Coursewark 'On Student Achievement

Educational research literature is now replete with studies linking in-
structional time to achievement. The,mere fact of such relationships is not,
however, a true empirical finding. Logically,-rf instructiOnal time is ade-
quately defined, it must have a potitive relation to learning. That is, if no
timeis spent, no learning is possible. On the other hand, it is prepotterous
to allege that students never learn yhat they are*taught. Because teaching and
learning always take time, a positive relationship is,implied between time de-
voted to learning and achievement. Thus, failure to find such a relationship
or finding of a negative relationship merely iRdicates inadequacies in the
data or the study procedure. For research to be useful for scientific or pol-
icy purposes, such inadequacies'must be minimized so thal estimates of the
productivity of instructional time allocations Are not substantially biased.

Specifically, as in the CAP study, analyses of the relationship of in-
strUctional time allocations to subject areas (sixthzradeA;and of coursework
(high school),to student achievement-must reflect differences in amounts of
instructionaltime, in abilities, and in perforiiance histories among students.
Generally, sixth graders with histories of poor performance are in schools with
greater emphasis on and larger time allocatiohs to basic skills instruction.
High.school seniors, on the other hand, who take extensive coursework in a spe-
cific area are more likely to have higher abilities and histories of high
achievement. Thus, analyses of the relationships betweeh instructional time
and achievement for sixth graders can be expected to yield underestimates f
the effects of instruction, while those for twelfth graders can be expected to
yield overestimates, if the relationship of student ability to instrudtional,
time allocation or to coursework is overlOOked..

Effects at the SiXth Grade Level a

This section contains a discussion, and to some degreean interpretation,
of the relationship between instructional time and achievement. Table 36
disillays the direct ielationship of daily instructional time in reading And
Whe6aticsto achievement indexes. The indexes* are interpretable asthe dif-
ferences In percent correct achievement On the CAP reading test that result
from one additional Wour per day of instruction inrthe particular subject area.

. A

It can be seen that for reading'the relationships are negative for all
achievement areas.cited; that is, as instructional time in reading increases,
achievement in'reading, wtiting, and math decreases. The negative reading
achienment valUe.(minus 5 1/2 percent per hour of additional instruction) im-
plies that each additional hour of reading instruction is asiociated with a *

,

*The values, are the regression coefficients for hours of instruction when these
hours are used to.explain ("predictn percent of items correct on the CAP
instruments.

' 12,46444 173
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Table'36

Achievement and Instiuctional Time in California Schools:

Change.in Percent Correct Associated with an Additional

HOur At' Day of Instruction, *Sixth Grade, 1981-8f.
e

4 Instructionar are Readin

Aohivipent Area

Reading
Writing/lgnguage.
Mathematics

.Science
Social studies

-\

%
Written

: lin us e Mathematics
k

-3.6
+4.5
+1.2 +2.8

+2.4 ) +1.5

+4.9

I.

.

,

.drpp of 5 1/2 points in percent correct/on reading items. For mathematics,

the relationship,is,poeitrve. The math achievement value is 2.8, which is

Interpreted as-an increase in'vercent correct 4tore of 2.8 on math items fOr

,4each.additibnal hour of dailY instruction in matt.

,

.*

a

Scanning theiwhole table, we see syste atieally negative values foil'. .

additional reading instructiOn for the thre echievement areas. This implies
% .

that California elementary schools With hig proliortions'of low achievers

allocigte substantiall, more eime to reading, than. do. those whose sttidents are

high achievers. Because of the iubstantial'imilkact of 6dt-of-school factors

on ceading,skill and.because df heavypublio attention on literacy

it is tot surprising that reading has ;sueli:a high priority in-schools with

low perfOrmance levels. Clearly, tiese relationships do not represent the

Affects of initrUctional time on actikevemSnr, bue the reverse"the effects of .*

achievement on.instructional time... 4" -

, . \. - .

. .
. .

.

The,content of the CAP tests reflects. the goals,of sixth grade' instruction

statewide. CAP putg forth special'effort to maximize this matth. The goals

of instruction in Chelexth grade are similai_to and built upon Olose of
.

.

ik.are also, 0,trong1 . ietlective of. those in.'Ehe earlier
>. , elationship is reinforced, If instructional priorities

s however; this relationship can be geriouslYi

"earlier grades as weel To the extent that time ALlotations and instructional

priorities in gra

grsdeg. the,timelearn
vary .substantically over gra

weakved. ' 6' .
.

.

r. .

. What.is important to realize is Ihe negative relationship of time-shoes-. ,. . ,

tion to retding and achievement in e ing; '"Since readinginstruction is a,

high priority in elementary schpOls, es ci ly for low-ability studentsy an

important ques0.on ig whiCh sObject areas should receiVe low time,allvations

efecausi of the high time-allopatiOns to reading4nstruction.

'',
4.
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. Effects at the Twelfth GrAde Level

As discussed above, the bias in time-achievement relations because of
prior performance And ability amongltwelfth graders is opposite that noted in
the sixth graded lorlie matching of thl instructional data and the achievement .

data is superior, however, in grade twelve. The data on courses taken are for
individuals, and chey span the full four years of ninth through twelfth grade,
thys strengthening and making more appropriate the links between instructional
exposure and achievement by students' senior years. Unfortunately, the con-
tent. tested in twerfth grade does not totally reflect courses taken, especially
advanced courses, because the contene of the twelfth grade test is consistent
with'the requirement in the Education Code that the test cOyer "basic" mathemat-
ics.

The relationships between courses taken and achievement for California
twelfth graders are displayedwin Table 37. These relationships are unifo -

positive and considerably more stable than those for the sixth grade. A ompar-
ison of the magnitudes of the relationships with those found in sixth g ade is
problematic, however. Generally, the gain in percent correct skore per year of "
instruction is between 4 and 6 percent. If we assume Chat a typical yearly
course meets an hour per day,'then these values are mostly higher than those in
the sixth grade. 'Howevec, three issues obscure this comparison:

1. The sixth grade data refer only to sixth grade instruction, but if the
time allocations were stablZiover all elementary grades--an hour of
instruction per daYl-the total amount of instruction would be several
timqs greater than the instruction accumulated Over a single year of
high school coursework.

2. poaitive relatiodship between ability and number of courses com-
ted leads to expectations of much higher relationships in twelfth

grade than sixth grade.

3t The content oftihe twelfth grade instrument:being oriented toward
quite beak competegcies in mathematics, reading, and written expres-
sion, doe's not adequately reflect many of,the goals of high school

. instructions' ,

*
, .

Issue (1) would tend to augment estimated sixth grade effecits in relation
to th6se in the twelfth grade." Issue (2) augments estimated twelfth grade ef=.
fects and diminishes those in the gixth grade. Issue'(3) diminishes estimated
'twelfth grade effects in comparisan'to the sixth grade estimates. Thus, the ,

first and third issues bias the resulf toward greater sixth grade effects, and
the becond biases the result toward greater twelgth grade etfects.

High School and Beyond 4,ast information. The High School and Beyond study
allows for comparison .of reading and math aehievement of Canfornia twelfth-
graders lind'illAt'of twelfth grsders nationwide 1Table 38): Obviously, Cali-
fornia,twelfth maderkcomAare favorably to twelfth graders in general. Gimen..
thelower amount of nch411Wg-..th#,..g44fornia students are offered, thel.data in
Table 38 might imply s'igher productiliity'ild"titadtnia,schools. .

.
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'Table 37

Achievement Level, by Years of Couriework in Related Areas,
Twelfth Grade,'CA? Data 1981-82

Years of coursework, by area

Total
per-
cent

cor-

rect

eicent cotrecr, by number
of years of coursework

'

5 or
more

Mathematics
Math course years
Science course years

Reading
Engaish course years
Foreign language course years
Sooial studies course years

Spelling
English course years
Foreign language course years
Social studies course years

. .4
Writing
English course yers
Foreign language course years
Social studies course years

67.7

54.9 57.2 62.7 68.3 76.7 75.9

57.1 63.0 67.4 73.2 77.1 78.5

e-47.3 46.2 51.4 58.5 65.6 67.1

57.0 60.7 68.3 70.6 71.6 67.4

47.1 52.4 60.2 65.5 65.0 65.6

69.5

55.6 57.8 60.9 65.6 71.2 72.4

63.6 -67.3 71.6 76.4 77.8 75.0

57.0 62.5 67.4 71.1 70.6 71.0

63.2
44.3 46.0 50.7 57.7 75-5.7 67.6

55.9 60.1 68.7 72.0 13.8 60.2

46.5 52.2 '60.0 65.7 64.9 656

Table 38

Mean Reading and Mathematics Scoretof High School Seniors,

1979-80, California and the.Natign

Test area s

Reading

Mathematics

California

Mean score, by location

49:9 49.t
Nation

0.3

Difference
in mean scores

Part I 50..5 49.6 O*9

Part II 50.1 49.1 0.4

. . ,

..

t

*These are standardized scores. The values.have been transformed so that

the weighted national meet is 50,and the standard deviation is ld. The
4

reading :te4t.consists of five,passages, each followed by four mult1p1e

choice questions. The mathematics tests cover basic mathematics (Part I)

. Ind more advanced high-school content (Part II), primarily algebra

Sourcel, sapesialenalyAis of the Nigh School and Beyond base year ata
,

AP
,

13y.C..,
-

....2.-1-.. , Is

v so
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Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) results. Although California high school
seniors in general compare favorably in their reading and mathematics achieve-
ment test scores to high school seniors nationwide, concern has been voiced over
the recent SAT scores, because the California college-bound seniors did not

match the new, slightly upward trend of SAT scores for twelfth graders nation-
wide (Table 39}. Some clarification on this issue is needed. The Scholastic
Aptitude Test is taken by aboUt one-third of high school seniors nationwide.
Also, about one-third of high schoolseniors take the SAT in.California. The
math scves of California college-bound seniors on the 1982 SAT indicated higher
math aptitudes than those of college-bound seniors nationwide. In addition, the
verbal aptitudes of California college-bound seniors were not discrepant from
the verbal aptitudes of college-bound seniors across the-Aation.

Table 9

Average SAT Scores of College-Bound Seniors,
California and the Nation, 1973-1982

Year
SAT score 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981C1982

Verbal

452 450 435 430 ,427 427 428 424 426 425California
,Nation 445 i444 434 431 429 429 427 424 426
Difference ,7*, 6 1 -1 -2 -2 1

'424

'0 2 -1

Mathematics 4S;

California 485 484 473 470 470 466 473 472 475 474
Nation 481 480 472 472 470 4641 467, 466 466 467
Difference 4 4 1 -2 0 -2 6 6 9 7'

,

A comparison of California college-bound seniors' verbal scores to
those of collgge-bound seniors nationwide over tht past ten years,'however,
reveals a much larger score drop for California test takers. -In
Calilornia, verbal 9A scor s dropped by 27 points; nationwide, verbal scores!
dropped 19 poirlts. T n year ago, California SAT test takers had much higher
verbal SAT iiores th n SAT t kers'natignally.* "r---

t,

California college-bou d seniors also had hiiher,math SAT scores than
the total national group of,college-bound seniors in 1973, but their tith
SAT scores have dropped le s,dramatically over the past decade than ailke of
college-bound seniors nat.onwide.

*If the comparidon is extended to 1972, the first year that stale-level infor-,
mation became available, the dro0 is ,39'and126 points for California and th%

, nation, respectively. oursawork data were not available before 1973.'
i
1.

4
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SAT.achievement test results. Beyond the verbal and math aptitude tests,

many college-bound'high school seniors also take achievement tests in various

subject-matter areas, (Tlble 40). The achievement test scores shot.7 a more re-

vealing picture of school learning, because they are linked,more directly to

specifi"C course content. However, a comparison of achievement test scorfs of
California coIlege-bound high school seniors to college-bound "high school se-
niors nationwide cannot merely focus on their achievement test. scores,lbecause
relatively more students in California takeraat or more of these achietiement
tests than do similar groups of students nakionwide (CA, 32.2 percent; nation,

19.9 percent). The chief reason for this is that one entranceorequirement of
the University of California is that students take three achievement tests: ,

Englibh composition, mathematics, anti a foreign language or social sciences'

area test. Thus, in contrast to the verbal and math aptitude.tests far whic
the California and national proportions are quite similar, tt;e sAject-matter-

specific achievement tests are taken by larger proportions of California

students than by students nationwide.
4

AchieveMent tests are given in English composition and literature, math-
ematics I and II, biology, chemistry, physics, American history, foreign lan-

guages, and several other areaa. ,Most California students take the tests in .

English compositLon, mathematics, and American history; the latter fulfills the

%ocial science requirement in California. Of special interest are those subject

areas in which 6atiforniip students take fewer courses than high school students

nationwide: mathematici, biology, c emistry, and physics.

1

Since a higher proportion of high school seniors in California take the
SAT math achievement tests than students nationwide, their average test scores
would be expected to be relatively bower than nationally, because the Califor-
nie students shoald be a less highly selective group than math achievement test

takers nationally. Table 41 confirms this expectation. However, if, in some

way, the differential selectivity of test takers is adjusted for, then,the

achieveMent tent scores would be informative with respect to school effective-

nesb, especially in mathematics and science, where little out-of-school learning

occurs.

A gross adjustnint for the diffe;ential selectivity of achievement test

takers can be made by accouniing for,4ifferences in aptitudes of the adhieve- /(

onent test takers. .Thd content of theimathoection of the SAT is more general,

than that of the two mathematics achiNemeneltests which cover specific high

schodl course content. Thus, if the SAT math scores are used' as an aptitude

assessment, the relative differences.between aptitude and achievement.scores,

for California and the nation, would be indicative of relative differences

in pchool,learning. Among the_aollege-bound seniors who took the mathematics T

achievement test in L982, CAP.found for California students a difference of -10

score points (522-532) 494 for students nationwide a difference of -7 (5457552) "*,1 s

score goints. This-relative discrepancy of 3 score pdints betweed California

...students and students nationwide migtit suggest that,mathematics inbtruction in

California has lesser otcomes than nationwide. The reason for this finding may "
be located in the lower course taking in mathematics'by California stuaents.

, e
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Table 40

Percent of SAT Takers, California and the Nation,,,
and Total and for Selected Achievement Tests, 1982

Percent SAT takers
California Nation

Percent of single-year age group
faking SAT* .25..4 as, 24.3"

Percent of,seniors taking,SAT 33:5 30.6

Percent of SAT,takers taking
achievement tests:

Total** 32.2 19.9

English composition -31.2 18.41

Literature . 1.2 1.5

Mathematics I Ak It 26.0 14.7.

Mathematics II-
9 '

6.3 3.8

Biology .2.0 4.1

Chemjatry 1.4 3.5
Physics 0.7 1.6t

American history 21.1 5.6

Spanish 5.9 2.6

French 2.7 2.4
German, 0.7 0.4

, Latin 0.2 0.3

*These are the total number of SAT takers as a percent of the
average single-year age group size for individuals fourteen to

. seventeen years et age.
**Total percent of students taking one or more achievement tests.

Table A.1 ...

Percent and Test Scores of SAT Takers, Califarnia
and the Nation, by Selected Achievement Tests, 1982

v.

n ,

Achievement

teSS

Percent of
testtakers

tAhicievement

%test scores

".....-
Aptitude test scored

Mathepatics , Verbal
Cali-

fornia Nati n
,
Cali-

fornia Nation
Cali- Cali-

fornia Nation fornia Nation

Mathematica 1
Mathematics II

p

Bioiogy
Cheaistry
Physics

,

26.0 14.

6,.1' 4.1

.zp ., 41 .
. 1.0 3.5

0. -1.6.

522 545

,655 664
.

541 548

590 575

614 592

532. 552 (09 501

638 642 -533 553

565 564 524 527

' 649 . 619 4.550 339

663 642 537 537
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afi
In the scien64s (biology,'chemistry, physids), adjustments occur in the

opposite direction thaji for mathematics.' daliforni'a college-bound seniors wilt',

take achievement tests in biology, chemlstry; or physics are a much more highly
sblected group than students taking these tests nationwide. Only 2.0 percent of
011ege-boudd seniors take the biology achievement test in California as com-
pared to 4.1 percent nationWide;'only 1.4 percent of California colldge-bound
seniors take the tchievement test in chemiitry as compared to 3,.5 percent
nationwidei and only 0:7 perceInt of California college;bound seniors take'the
achievement test in physics as\compared to 1.6 percent nationwide.

The higher selectivity of CalifOrnia college-bound seniors taking the
scienCe achievement teSt,s is'obvious n their higher mathematical SAT scores.
Performing the same adjustmenq as above for mathematics, CAP found that relative.
to students.' mathematica,l.aptitudes, the achievement of students in physics
parallelA the achievement.of students nationwide. Not so for biology and
especially chemistry; in both these areas, students nationwide have considerably

-.higher achievements relative to'their mathematical aptitudes than in California.
It seems important to link this resutt to coui-se taking. -College-bound seniors
in California ayerage one half year less of coursework in science than their
counterparts nationwide (see,Table 32).

411
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Time and Learning in California Sdhools

,Ways to Increase Student Achievement

Basically, there are four ways to'increase student achievement, the first
three of which depend on increasing active learning time:

1. Increase the,time allocated to instruction.

2. IncreaSe the4proportion of allocated instructional tube that is
actally devoted to instruction.

3. Increase the proportion of time devoted to instruction that students

spend actively learning.

4. Reduce the time needed for learning.

Presented below are some suggestions that should be addressed in policy'
discussions related to improvement of student achievement.

(1) Increase ihe TiTe Allocated to Instruction'

The time allocated to instruction can be increased in three ways:

Lengthening the school day and/Or school year

0 Reallocating instructional time

Intreesing homework aSsignments

,

Lengthening the sdhool day and/or school year. Since California students

are offered considerably less sChopling than students nationwide, lengthening
the school day and the s.chool year seems an apprppriate strategy for increasing

student achievement. As lqng as procedures are implemented to ensure that the
additional time is used to increase the amounts of time devoted to learning

Ativities, this method may be'extremely effective. ,puch procedures, however,

:would have to be quite different in departmentalized grades--e:g., secondary

grades--as opposed self"contained classrboms. Within departmentalized sys-

tems, periods Could be ed or. lengthened. In self-contained classrooms, care

would-have to be taken tO e 're that the,additional time'is actually used for
4

instructian. the drawback to this strategy is, that lengthening the school day

or, year requires addltional resourceseither teachers work.longer hours, or more

teachers are needed.

41

:Reallocating instructional time.
,

Another way to increase allocated

learnifig time is through reallocation. In secondary schools; this Could occur

.

through elimillaition.of electives or by reinstituting or expanding required

courses, These actiOns result in reallocations from low to high priority

' learning activities and subject areas. in elementarY Schools:where individual

181i
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Time and Learning in California Schools'

teachers usually,plan their own activities in,self-contained classrooms, re-
allocating instructional time implies either external control or consensus on
priority le/lining areas. All available evidence points to wide and uncoordi-
nated variaeions in teacher priorities, even within A single eleMentary school.
Thus, influencing,such time allocations in elementary.schools would require

oolwide discussion and action. One possibility would he to increase the de-
gree Of departmentalization in elementary schools, including lowering the grade
levels for which,it is the mode of instruceiopal 'Organization.

,

Increasing homework assignments. Increasing homework assignment's can be
,very effectiooe in improving student achievement; and it is the easiest to
implement of the three methods described. However, this method should be
considered in relation to students' home backgrounds. Where students feceive
educational support at home, homework can suhstantially increase their achieve-
ments; however, where educational support from the home is lacking, homework 4
assivents are often ineffective. *Thus, increased homework without regard to '
students' home backgrounds would tend toincrease achievement for the higher
achievers only. One way to increase achievement for -all students wodld be to
extend the school day by a homework period.

(2) Increase the Proportion of Allocated Instructional Time
That is Actually Devoted to Instruction .

All'the time nominally allocated for instructional,activities is not
actually used,for,insrruction. Some of this lois of time'. from subject-matter
instruction is a result.of explicit policy--e.g., fire drills or schoorWide
assembliesrand some of it is irremediablee.g., transitions between one
classrooth activity and another. However,much lost.time,can be, avoideVt,

Time accounting studies of elementary sChpol classronmshavelouft vari- -

ations of 50 to 90 pertenCin the portion of total allocatn, time actually .

deyoted to:inatruction. Much of the lo;s results from poor management of.stu,-
dent activities: excessive transition time,between activities, poorly handled
recesses and-breaks, Tullout activities' that ar disruptive pn that ilicrease
transition time, and subgrouvand peatwork activities that take.too rong, to
establish. Also, in many classrooms, schedules Are not met or activities in-
volving more than one teachet are poorly coordinated. All these'problems,result '

in lossds of,precioug ina,tructional time in elementary sChools.

A

Secondary schools, becau'se of the peiiod-structure and'departmentalized
organizaiion, are 1ess4 prone to losses of this,type, but issues 'do,,arise dVoUt
the length of period transitions and hOw related tules are.onforced. More ef-
fort devoted to identification of such problems and foralation,of ippropriate
school pbliCies'o in-tervice training eaorts'wodld be worthwhile.

,The following stepi. siioul'd be considered: '

,

_IteView,pul,lout *grams t.o determihe'the,difference between Allocated
instructional, tj.Me and.time actua/ly`deVond-td-JfibtTuctibn:- 1-

, " . # ,
4

A 1
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Time and Learning in California Schools

Increase.teichers' classroom management skills; s'taff development and
in-service training should focus an man ement.skills. Teachef training
institutions need to put mare emphaAs on eve oping such skills.

;F

Evaluate sChoo schedules (e.g" length of period, recess, lunch) to
determine howmuc time scheduled for,instruction is loit.-

(3)- Increase the Proportion.or Tie-etm voted to
Instruttion That Stddents Spend ActivelyLeArning

..
:Me clearest message from the research on active learning time ("time-

. on-task," "engaged time," "academic learning time") is that active learning
. is fostered by teacher-student contact and interchange., 'unsupervised learning

, activities have uniformly lower levels of active learning time. ,..:=SmaLl-group

instruction and--to an eVen greater extent--tutorialjnstructioU incease,
sfudents' active learning time. This inerease is most pronounced among stu-.'
dents who,have low achievement or motivation levels, such as edifcatianajly

.
1

disadvantaged students.
. + f

... ,.., m

The problem with routinely implemeutin& changes based on the ab 've find-
ings is one,of resources. In many classrooms, lower teacher-student ratios'

D A cOuld be achieve.d by reducing the size of supervised instructional zfpups,-

t

thereby increasing teachev-student contact time. In self-contained lassroOms,,
,withou't additional resources, there is a trade,-off: When some.studelts ate
tutored or taught.in imall groups, others areonecessarily unsupervised. Thus,. '

the criticalcissue--with resourcea being constant--is.the trade-off between--
(a)'farge-grroup instructiOn accompanied by dittle unsupervised work;land

,

. (b) gmall-group/tutod ins,truction atcompanied by Considerable amOunts of.
:unsupervibed, student-managed activity.NThe best evidence avLlable,isthat
reddCing unsupervised time, even at the cost of,increasing the totariamount
of larfrgroup instruction, is approptiate, especially with'siudents mho have
low ldvelS of learning motivation and self-discipline and Whoare poorly

,

'prepared for academic work.
, .0

-.

' It.is recommended that school personnel: ?
,

ii,
, ,

.

Review 'the .grouping strategies that are routinely used letentary
schosas and fhat are encouraged by textbooks and woEkbolr. Minimizing

.. : subgrouping,, and thereby unsupervised seatwork, shotitil be a ttrimary
1.goal, ,

.

,

.

Evaluate the use of aides in classrooms; using qualified aideals an
.

effective why to increase'direct instructiA for students.
. ,

t
,

, 1
1 . (4) Reduce the Time Needed for Learnin& .,

- -0..t

.
.

.

' Institiction can be made mote eifective in many ways, which in turn Fill
....

,

=- ',.--re4uoe ,thg,ttme., needed for le,arn,ing. Two whys deserVerbsttention:
..,

, .

. ,

-, # 4,
1 t

t\ ^ 1..... 4... .t.., ..,I
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Time and Learning in California Schools

1. Increasing the clarity and communicability of task-related instruc-

tions proyided by the teacher or in text materials;

2. 15creasing'the capabilities of teachers to diagnose *sludents' prior

Tearning, to sequence the instructional tasks, and to.keep the students

working at a satisfying but chal enging pace.

First, clear explanations and comm4/
cation are the keys to decreasing

the time students need to master or comp e a task. This is especially true

for students.,from low socioeconomic back ounds,. These students are especially

affected by inappropriate arid unClear ex anations and verbal communications,

whether they emanate frOm teachers, text ooks,_or other tnstructional materi-

als.. The more capable students and tho e from higher socioeconomic baAgrounds

can, by themselves, "fill'in" or substitute for incomplete or insufficiently'
.- .

communicated instruceion.

- Second, t,eachers need to coniider students' abilities and'prior learning

in arranging learning'tasks ior them and estitating the.time needed for learn-

ing. The tjme needed-for learning ts unnecessarily incileased if teachers in-

correctly assume speci'fic prior-learning for-a task or if they allocate time
,

to,tasks that students have already mastered.'
.*#

,

Staff,development,efforts should address these issues. Also,-textbooks

and workbooks should be more catefully scteened and preeested with p916-Csular
.

types of students. Teachers should be taught to use diagnostic instruments

more extensively for assessing students' prior learnings. At best,-impuving

teachers' ability to communicate.is diffieult, because communication sicills

are learned over lOng,peridds eariy in on,e'.s life. Improved teacher recruitment,

'and seleotioa are the only-long-term sotUtions,certain to bring about significant

itprovemont ifi,commmnication skills:- ',T
.1 I

It is recommended that school personnel:

Evaluate textbooks and Workbook'sjor clarity -e4.....jfistruqion4

. 'Make.'greater use or diagnosis.to ehsure improved'pacing of learning

and challenge of students. ,

I.
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."ApPENDIX

CHARACTERISTICS OF EXEMPLARy SCHOOtS* 4

Exemplary schools have principafs,-who:

Create a sense of directiun for'the school

Execute their designated leadership role

Fosler academic expectations

Recruit their own staff

Have more advanced training

,

Tend to have an'education as elementary school teachers

c 0

Have particular competence in one area of.the curriculum, such as teading
or mathematics,

Exemplary schools arelstaffed by teachers who:

Demonstrate proficiency in verbal skills

Have substantial educational baCkground
,

Are experienced

Hive achieved emplOyment status; that is, job satisfactfon arid salary
level

Have high expectations for the pupils

Have better control of classes With less overt effort

_ Are Supported in their expectations by the Orincipal and the parents

S.

.

. .-.
.

. ,, e ', k
,

Tend to use grouping procedures that emphasize small instructional groups
for reading and mathematics but use the wholegroup approach for social
Studies, science, And health ' *-- -

,

Exemplarydchools are composed of students who:

Possess a sense of control of their Own destinS,

-# ,

Belieye that.how well they:do in schOol depends more upon hard work than
'1 , - "Jiponluct ' ,,

.

'. ."
. ,2

. ... !

,

Un4erstand. from' the principal, the teachers, And their,parents ellat all
. three groups have high expectatlons for their achievement

*Taken from.AUstid (1981).
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ExScaplary,schOols are schools where parenes:

7 Are.an integral part of the educational process

Are involved in deCTsions being made about their children's future

it

.

Feel that they are real partners with school administratorS\and:educators
dn educating their children

Exemplary schools have high expectations:

For all students regardless of socioeconomic ba ckground 'variables, race,
or handicap

.4

For all teachrs regardless of their background, training, or former
experienCe,

'

For all aides regardless of their backgend anetraining

For the ,Principal and for other administrators of the school

1

For afl,s;aff people associated with the school, including.office staff,
kitchen staff, janitorial Staff, and otbers.

Organizationally, exemplari schools:

.

- Tend to have a high degree of articulation, partfcularly in reading and
, mathematics

- Base inservice staff development programs on needs identifiedby the
. .

school staff, not by the central office ,

Give very high.priority to time in'the school day for instructional
activities

Instructional practices in exemplaxy khools:

Require that.academic objecties be clearly ids-ntified and stated

Tend to use small-sroup ajindivldualized instruction for mathematics and'
reading; whole-group instruction for'other Curriculum areas,

Encourage direct inStruction by the teacher

Consider prior learning and learning styles, of the students

'\
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VIII. Computers in California Elementary Schools

Synopsis of Findings

Twentynine percent of the elementary schools in California havea
terminal or microcomputer.,

,Ohehalf of the elementary schools with a terminal or microcomputer
indicated that otudentS spent less than 15 minutes daily at a terminal.

Eightythree percent of schools with computers use them for computer
assisted instruction.

Content areas most often studied with the computer were mathematics,
vocabulary/spelling, language, and reading.

.Eighteen percent of sixth grade students indicated that thly had a
computer at hothe:

Fortyfive percent,of the students indicated that they had a video game
at hosle.

Twentyfour percent of the students indicated that they pleyed elec
ttronic games away from home sdveral times a week.

Seventyeight percent of the students indicated that they never have
used a computer in school.

,A statewide survey of*computer use in schools and of student experiences'
' with computers was conducted during the spring, 1982, administration of.the .

California Assessment Program's Survey of Basic Skills: Grade 6. The
primary goal of the computer survey was to obtain preliminary data on stu-=
dent and school access to computer equipment and the educational app1iCations
of this equipment. A furthet-goal was to relate achievement and socid
economic status ta'different schdoi aPplications and different degrees of
sfudent experience. Public schoal use pf computers has heen of recent
interest. The results of a survey conducted for the National Center for

*4 Education Statistics in April of 1982 showed that the number,of personal'
computers used in schools for instructional purpOses tripled'between the
fall of 1981) and the spEj.ng of 1982. Thirtyfivepercent of the public
sdhools nationwide hadRoinputers,available for Instruction in the 1981-1982
school year. Me results reported here are a mote detailed examination of

. computer use in California.

Study Design

';.

Survey Questions. The survey of schoof principals addressed the issues Of
access to equipment, staff delelopment, and types of'use. The.questions
were:

1. Do you.have a c omputer terminal"(or microcomputer auchsas APPLE or
TRS80),in your school? (Yes, no) The remaining questiohs were answered
by 'those who said Yes.

,
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.
.

, cly many computer?terminals or microcomputers are there in your school?'

(k,'2;- 3-5, 6-101, 11-20, more than 20)

3. Whgre are your ierminals located? (in the computer media room, in

individual Claf4rooms, 'other)

4. lndicate in which of the'following ways the computer is used in your

school.

- involving direct student and maehipe
a. Computer assisted instruction

interaction

b. Computer managed instruction -

records, etc.

c. Administration - scheduling,.etc.

d. Ccmput4r'1iteracy and edycation - for 'atudents.or teachers

test scoring, maittaining pupil prog

1

5. 'Whar proportion of your teachers have participated in any, workshops or

other staff develbpment
oppportunities focusing on computer literacy orl

,

the role of computers in education? (all, most,.some, a.few, none). li

1
, m 1.'

6. Indicate the subject areas which are studied on the computer.
:-

a. Aeadi:pg

b. VoC4dlary/sPe11ing

c. Language

d. Science

e., Math drill

f: Mathematics problem solviqg

g. Music

h. Foreign language'

i. Health

SiMulation'and games

k. Programming'

1. Creatiye applications

m. Other

7. About how many sixth gradetstUdents participate in.instrdctional 4

progtams using compurers? (all students; about three-fourths, about

one-half, about one-fourth; less than one-fourth)

1 .190
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8. On a typical'Aay, how mueh time does a sixth grade student spend at the
terminal? (-(ss than 15 minutes, about 15 minutes, about 1/2 hour,
about 1 hour, more than 1 hour)

9. During a typical week, how many timea'does a-sixth-grade student use a
terminal? (once, twice, tfiree times, four times, five times or more)

The student surVey addreised the availabilitY and use of-equipment at
home and away from hOme. The questions were:

1)
x' 3. Do you have.an electronic TV game (like.Atari) at tioeil (yes,

no)

/
1

. 'How often do you play electrodic_games (like Atari) away from home?
(never, once-a month;-once a week, several times a week, every day,
seVeraFttimes a day)

p.

01o3rou have a computef at home? (yes, no)

2. How often do you use a`computer-in school? (never, once a month,
once a week, several times a week, every day)

,

School Sample. A one-fourth systematic sample of schools was drawn for
use with.the survey of school principals. The school principal, or other
person certifying correct administration of the CAP test, responded tp the
survey. The data were received from all 987 schools that teceived this
survey.

Student Sample. Sixth graders were systematically selected to respond,
to the student survey- Questions were included on several Of the 40 unique
forms.of die sixth grade test,'which were spiraled for distribution to

1

-ensure randod assignment of forms to students and equal numbers of
students taking each form. The two questions, "Do yoa'have a computer.at
home?," and "Do you have an electronic'TV game (like Atari) at home?," were
included together on three forms and responded to by 21,908.students. The
question, "How often do you ude a computer in school?,", was included on
three different forms, and responded to by 21,880 students. FiAally, the
question, "How often do you play electronic games (like,/Atari) away from
home?," was placed on four Other forms and was responded to by 29,31,1
students. Less thah'3 percent nonresponse was obtained for all questions.

Analyses. The analysis ofthe survey of school principals commenced
with the regression of mean school peicent correct achievement on a meadure
,of socioeconomic status. The measure of socioeconomic status waa based on
teacher ratings of parent occupation. Occupational categpries were profes-:
sional, semiprofessional, skilled, 'and unskilled. Separate regressions were
perfprmed for reading; written language, and mathematics. Residuals were
calculated for each content area. These were scaled to have a"mean of.50
and a standard deviation of 15 for cgnvenience in diaplaying the repults.

J' School achievement ripidusl scores ahd the measure of socioeconomic status
were broken down on ne basis of Tesponses to the questions. Student
percent correct scores, were broken down on,the bEisis of responses to ques- b,
tions and on student socioeconomic status. / 0
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Computers in.California Elementary Schools

Access to Equipment

i

0

Therestkts for the question, "Do you have'a computer'terminalkor micro-

eomputer such as APPLE or T1S80) in your school?," are shown in Table 42.

'Twenty-nine percent of the sample schools indicated that they possessed this

'equipme. These schools tended to have highsir average student socioeconomic

tstatub. ,The remaining questions in the survey Were responded to by the 287

ischools with computer eqUipmdnt.

The results tor the question, "How many.computer terminals or microcomputers

are there in your schoOl?," are shown.in Table 43. Fo;ty-tne percent indicaeed

one, 16 percent indicated two, 30 percent indicated three to five, 9 pement

indicated slk to ten, 4 percent indicated 11 to 20, and i percent indicated More

than 20.

The results 'for the question, "Wh'ere
are'your,terminals located?,", are

: shown ,in Table 44. The equipment was located.in the computer media ropm for

,36 percent, in classrooms for 46 percent, and elsewhere for 28 perdent of

the schools. These percents sum,to more than 100 because schools could indicate

more than one location. Schools with tlassroom locations tended to have higher

average student socioeconomic status.

AppiiCations in education

The results for the question, "Om a typical day, how much tiMe does a .

,sixth grade student spend at the terminal?," are- shown in Figure 34. The

percents
correspondsing,to,each option were as fiollows: less than 15,minutes,

4,8 percent; about 15 minutes, 28 percent; about one half-hour, 22 percent;

and about one hour, 2 percent.. No schools indicated ihat their students

.spent over one hour per day on the computer. S.

Responses to the item, "Indicate in which of the following ways the

computer is used in your school" are shown imiNTable 45. The equipment was

used for computer-assisted
instruFtion by 83 percent of the schools, for

computer-managed instruction by 19 percent of the schools, for adMinistra-

tion by 14 perAnt of the schools, and for computer literacy'education by 51

percent of the schools. Again, perdentsium to over 100 because more than

one use could be marked by a school.

The responses ro tAe questioa, "Which subjects are studied on the

computer?" are shown in Table 46. Those content areas with the highest

Levels of use were math drill, 61 percent; math problem solving 49 percent;

simulation and games, 435percent; vocabulary/spelling, 38 percent; program-

ming, 36 perdtnt; language 34 percent; 4nd reading, 33 pertent. Relatively

higher achievement is associated with programming and with simulation and

amesi contrastipg with roughly average achievement associated with reading,

vocabulamly/spelling, and language applications. Other content areas,were

-1-essociated with high Achievement,' although they were not indicated as frequently

as those already listed. These.other content aras were science, 13 percenti,
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. and creativeAapplications, 22 percent. Generally, higher socioeconomic"status
i.las associated with higher adhievement. i

-,

/

The results for the question, "What:proportion orybur teachers have
I

participated-in any workkhops or staff-aevelopment?," are shown in Figure 35.

i Although 287.s,chools said they had compUter equipment; 331 schoolresponded
.to this 6estton. The percents responding to each-optibn were ds follows:
all, 15 percent; most, 14tpercent; some, 22 percent; 'a few', 40 percent; and
nqne, 8,percent. Acbievethent tended to be higher in those schools with more
staff development. Mathematics aehieArement is higher for those schools

. /
*

respondimg "all" than for those fesp nding "most." Average socloeconomic'
,

status was highest for:those schools that indiclated that most of their
teachers had stgff developMent trai ing and was rowest for those school's
that indicated a few teachers had t ch tra ing. i

Student exposure

,

The results for the question, ,"Do you have a computer at home?," are .

.0,displayed in Table 47. Eighteen/percent.of.the students said yes, which
included a r proportion of boys than girls. Larger percentages of
students of h er socioeconomiF status than lower socioecbnomicrStatus .

repOrted having.i computer at ome. Achievement was.nearly the same ..for
both .groups\of. students.

i.
....

,

41.
,

#
%

The results for the question2 "Do you have an electronic TV. game (like %.-.
4 ,

Atari) at home?,n are shown in Table 48. Fortylive percent af the students
;aid yes. Larger proportions of boy; than girls reporte# having such games-.
Mdre than half the students,in each of the two upper,socioeconomic'status
groups said yes, compared to less than half of the students from the lower
two, socioeconomic status groups. Achievement scores were 'higher for those
who said yes than for those4Who said no: in reading, 70.4 percent correct
compared to65.4 percent correct; in written language, 74.1 percent ,compared
'to 70.7 percent correct; and in'Mathematics, 64.7 perc&it correct compared
to 59.3. dit

.. b (. ,
A plot,of.nchievement results brokem down by sOcioeconomic status .' %..

is,shown in Figure 36. ,Tota percent coriect achievement 's plotted. The
largestTdifference in achiev ent is shown for students in the "unskilled"

T t:
category. Students from the "professional"' category had the smallest'
differe'nce in achievement. It is very unlikely that the presence, of a
home video game is responsible for highet achievement. A plausible alterna I%

tive is that acces8 to such game's is part of a home environment where
4

parents desire to iirovide intellectually stimulating activities for their
chirsdren. Such parental influence; making itself felt in many ways,'
might well be the citus6 of higher achievement.
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The results for the questidn, "How often do you 'use a compAter in

school?," are displayed in Table 49. The,p.trtents of,students r4sponding'to

each option were as follows: never, 78 percent; once a' month, 7 percent;

once a week, 6 percent;.several times a week, 4 percent; and eferyday, 2.

percent. Roughly equivalent.proporiions of boys and girls indicated each'

response. -Slightly smaller yercentages of students in the "professional"

category reArted never using_a computer in school compared to students in

other socioeconomic status groups. ,Higher proportions of students in the

twa upper sociaeconomtc status groups, compared io those in the two lower

groups, report4d psing P 'computer once a Month or once a week. For more

freqUent use, the percentages of students from all socioeconomic groups av

roughly the same. A

The results for tSe quettion, "How often do you play electronic'gamet

,away,from home?," ate tholin in Table.50. The percents of students reponding .

to'each option were as follows: never, 18 percent; once a month, 22 percent;'

on'ce a week, 21.percent; several times a week., 24 percent;' every day, 7

percent; several times a day, 6 percent. .Higher xercentages of boys reported

'playing. morefrequently, and higher proportions of girls reported playing

less frequently. A plot of achieveMent results 'broken down by socioeconomic
A

astatus is shown in Figure 37. ,
Higher frequencies oT playinguelectronic games

away from-home are essociated.with lower achievement for all socioeconomic

status groups. Students who report never playing such games have slightly lower

achievement than those who report playing once a month. No claim is made that

playing video games away from home.is responsible for.lowarechleiement. A

--"-----pi-ausibliternetive is that a lack of posiTive influences in the home environ-

mene could both, discouiage academic success and encourage playing away from

home.
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Table 42

Reet.1144 foi the Ques,tion,

"Do Yeti Have a Compuier Terminal:(or microcomputer
such'as APPLE or' TRS80) in Your School?"

Resy.Onse. Coy4lt Percent
Socioeconomic

Status

Yes 87 29 2.20

No 700
' 71 . 1.99

Table 43

Results for Responses to the Question,
"How Many Computer Terminals or Microcomputers.

are There in.your School?"

Response. Count
,

-Percent
Socioeconomic

Status

1

2,

3...,5 --,,,,, 1,

6-10

. 11720..

Greater tham 20

.

.

116

45

87 ,..,4_

25

12

3 '

,

41

16

f 30

9

4'

.

1

.-....

.

2.18

.2.16

. _

2.21

2.28,1
,

2.21

1.81

-

,

401"I'

4 i

Resu11s for ReSponses'-,to,fhe Question,

ere Are Your Terminals Located?"

Table 44

f

Response Count Percent

_
Socioecónomi&

Stdtus

Computer
media room

Classrooms

Other

'

1114

133

.

1 '"''

36

46.
.

.

.

28 ,,,,, -.

.

1.19

2.23
,

,

g.15 ,

.
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Table 45

,
Results for the Item,

'Indicate in Which of the FollcwingWays the Computef is

Used in Your School?"

Response Count Percent

Socioeconomic
Status

Conputer-

assisted ''

insttucticn

Computer-

managed

instruction

Administration

Conputer .

literacy

239,

55

40

146

83

..19
.

14

51

"

2.19 -

2.06

2.15

2.32

/
lable 46

Results for Resfcnses to tbe.qUestion,

1,fiich Subjects,Are Studied On the Computer?"

Response Count Percent Readiig Writing Itath

Socioeconomic
Status

Reading 97 33 48.71 48.44 48.26 2.011

Vocabulary
,

1

'spelling 108 38 49. 70. 49. 78 49. 56

language ,98 34 51.31 51.38 52.13 2.13

Science 36 IT 55.31 55.25 56.67 2.63
.4 .

Math drill 174
.

61
.

51.52 50.80 51.51 2.16

Math problen

solving 128 49
,
52.61 52.53'

,

52.94 '2.18 ,

, ,

Music . 1 55.40 57.68 58.16 2.38
,

Foieign

linguage 54.12. 54.23 55.91 , 2.00

al,

Health 2 1 , 58.78 . 60.35 56.62 2. 04

Simulation and

games 124 43 '54. 42 53. 52 54. 37 2. 28
. a

Programing 103 36 55.04 53.91 55.42 2.35

4
.

Aeative

avolications 62 22 55.16 53.09 54.71 2.40
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Computers in California Elementary Schools

Table

/
Results for t e Question,

"Do You Have a Computer at.Home?"

''1".
Percent of Sample Percent correct score

Response Overall Boys Girls
Semi-

Professional Professional Skilled Unskilled Reading
Writen
Language Math

Yes 1 21, 15 21 19 18 14 67.5 71.8 0106

./
, No . 77 82. 79 79 84 67.7 72.4 61.8

No response 3 2 3. 3 2 60.3 64.9 '54./1

'"

Table 48

Results for the Question,

"Do lou.Have an Electronic TV Gpme (like.At'ari) at Home?"

,,

Response_

Percent of Sample ..

Percent cOrrect score.

Overall Boys

53

45

2 ,

'Girls

37

' 61

2.

Professional

, 56"

43

/ , 1

Semi-

Professional

52 ,

46,

2

Skilled

46

.52

2

'Un'skilled

29

68

. 1

.

', Read'ing

.70.4

'' 65.4

. .

57.8 '

Written
Languake'

74,1

.

70.7

62:8
\

Math

64,7'

_

59.3

.51.7

Yest.
No

No response
t

45

IC

2tJi,
.7

2,0 -4',
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Computers in California Elemeneary Schools

f"

Rpsults for the Question,
"How Ciften'tio You Use a.Computer in School?"

Table 49
4.

IV

Percen of Sample .
Percent correct score

.
.

' ; ,. f .Semi- ,

. .

,

. Written

Res.onse Overall .Bo s Girls Profess onal Professional SkilD:d Unskilled Readin: Lan:ua:e Math

Never 78 77 80 74 ' 79.' 80 .80 71.5 74.1 62.4

Once a month , -- 2 7 .7 10 6 , 6 74.7' 75.9 65.3

Once a*week 6 6 "IN,6 ,3,' :7 li
, 5

:

.5 72.2 747 64.8

, ,
.

:

Severs/ times
.

. ,

.

. .

a. week ' 4 5
.

3' s4 5- 69.6 72.4 62.2-

Evilry day 2 2- l 1 ', I r' 2 2' ' 64%--7Jr-7. '65.6 '55.4

. . -2 .,

No response 3 3 1- 3 ' 2-' 3 , 2 65.7 . 67:6 59.4

,

Table 50

Results for the Nestion,

"How Often do You Play Eleceronic Gtmes Away From Home?"

Jr'

",

Percent, of Sample Percent correct score

.Semi= -Written

Response Overall Boys Girls Professional Professional Skilled Unskilled Readink ,Language Math
.

NeVei : 18, 11 25 s14 14 : . 18 25 67..7 71.3 58.8

-;,..

Once a month '22 , 19 25 29 , 25 ..21 - 16 77.0 78.9' 68.4
, .

,

Once a week ' 21 27 21, 24, 23 , 21'-.i. 18' 73.3 *., .75.6 . 65.0
.1

,

S nal times .
, "

week 24/4 28 19 25 --.25 23 "*"?r--72.1 74.9 63.1
,,,,, . .

Every siay .., . :7 10 ,41, 6
.

.
8

,

63.0 .68.3 ., 55.0.
,

Several Times . ,
.

, ,
,.

a day 6 8' 4 ' 5- 5 .' 6 , T., 65.7 69.5 56.6'
.

.
.

,, % ,
"

,
,

No response 2 2 2 1 :** . - 2 2 3 61.0 65.4 52:7,.

.." 4
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W whn

ev. than
15 minutes

About 15 About hall
minute, an hour

Minutes at terminal

About one, k

hour
I 101AI

Reading 51 09 $125 SI 11 54 15 4.

Wntten language 50 74' 51 99 50 54 54 25

Math - 49 87 52 92 51 29

SES 2.24 2 21 2 11 2 10

Count 106 61 19 5 221

Percent 48 28 22 2 100

.

Fi,g. 34, Responses to question, "On a tYpical day, how much time does a sixth grade student spend ,at the
' terminal?" by subject area

1

5

55

54

51

52

51

50

49

48

47

46

45
ALL

W

...

M
R-

.
.

,

. M
R
W

-
MOST SOME A FEW

_

Re, =

K Readmit
9.( tanitigairc

ONE " TOTAL
Reading .53 18 53 5'7 51 35 " 50 07 45 55

Written language * 53.73 54,02 50 86 49 85 46 46

Math $4.71 53.49 52 04 50 02 50 10

SES 2 26 2.31 2 20 , 2 11 2.19

Couni SI 47 , 132 331

i Percent 15 14 22 ao 8 100

Fig. 35. Responses to question, "What propor tion of your teachers liave participated in any workshops or staff
development?" by Su bject. area
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75 0

72

70 0

67 5

65 0

62 5

600

54. 0

=MN"

Professional

Semiprofessional

Sk died

es

nskilled

No No respOnw

X

p.

TO1 AI_ fercent

Protessionat

Semiprofessional

2.004

2.168

1.556

1,917

48

79

3.608

4:184

16

19

Skillrd 3 652 4,199 159 8.010 37

etinskilled

l'nknown

1.192

503

2.718

807

114

50

4.044

1.360

18

6

No response 277 374 51 3

Total 45 2

Fig. 36. Studentresponses to question, "Do you have an electronic TV game at home?" by total achieve-
. ment and parents socioeconomic stitus .

81

..
78754ft

2 1

. .
,

A-MI61 111WAINLIR
60 W. ..

,..
54 .

51 ._

Professional

Serniprofe:siqrtal

Skilled

Unskilled

I.

Nmer
e

Once a
month

Once a

week
, eseral times

a week
.sery

day
Sesera times

a day
`so response

TOT A l Percent

Professional 692 1.399 1.124 1.090 198 ' 219 59 4.781 ' 16

Semiprofessional ' 828 1.455 1347 \1.464 135 272 86 ' 5.787 20

Skilled 1.878 2.287 212" .642 793 619 ' P89 10.698 36

Unskilicd 133,1 863 ;981 1.214' 442 358 141 5330 18

Unknown 405 281 '329
i

396 149 116 74 1.751 6

No resOo'nse 183 195 i 204 , 191 tii 58 67
r

964 3

Total 5317 6480 6.275 6.997 1.983 1.642 617 , 29.311

Percent . 18 1 22 21 24 7 . 6 1
. . r

Fig. 37. Student responses to quest on, "How often klo yOu play electronic games away from home?" by

1

i
total achievement and par nts' socioeconomic status0
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Appendik A '

AssetsMent Advisoni Committees .

'Listed below are the members of the RefdineAssessment Advisory Committee,
English lengUage As'sessment AdYisory_ComMittee, and the Mathematics Assessment
Advisory Committee, who were instruiental in the review and analysis of the'
1981-82 findings.

Reading Assebsment Advisory Committee
.

Espy Acuna, Central Union-High.3chool
Càthy Beedle-i-Sen-Agarino Unified SchoolDistrict-

1 Sandy Biren, San Juan Unified School Di:strict

Ashley Bishop, California State University, Fullerton
.Lois Braun, tante Monica7Malibu Unified Schbol'District
Jacq0eline Chaparro, Office of tht,San Diego.Cpunty Superintendent'of
Schools

Pat Endsley, ,Berke_ley Unified School District,
,Harry Ford;.Covina Valley Unified,School Distri:ct
Dorothy Grier, 'chino Unified School District
Ruth Hartley,' California'State University, S4cremento
Cecilia Hill, Los Angeles Unified SchoorDistrict

.

Jacqueline Hodge, West Fresno Elementary..School:.District

Jack Jones, Cyrifornia Polytechnic State Unbiersity, San Luis Obispo
Joyce Krutop,'National Elementary School District
Heath Lowry, University of the Pacific
Robert Lowry, Alum Rock.Elementary School Distridt I

John Malkesian, Sacramento City Unified School Dj.stricti
Beverly. Maple, San Juan Unified'School District.: p !

Donavan Merck, State Department ofEducation
Janice'Meyer, Office of, the Santa Barbara Cdunti Superintendent of Schools
Deborah.0;en Hancock, California State College, Bdkersfield
Alptra Quincy, Mt. Diablo Unified School District ,

,Grayce Ransom, University of Southern California ,

Marie Santos, Denair.Unified,School District '

Marian Schilling, Office of the Los Angeles County Superintendent of
Schools

Pam Shilling, Corona-Norco Unified School Distri'ott
'Alice Scofield, San Jose State University
JOellyn Taylor., Far West RegionalLaboratory

a

Myrna Tsukamoto, San Francisco Unified School District
Barbara Valdez; North Sacramento Elementary School District
John Walters? Office df the.San Diego County Superintendent of Schools
Beth Breneman, State Department of alucation Consultant to.the Committee

%

it
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English Languap Assessment Advisdry Committee ,

Diana Adams, Lakeside Unified School District
Sheila Anchondo, San Bernardino City Unified School District

Robert Beck, John Swett Unified School District 4
Stephen'Black, Oakland Unified School District
Judy Carlton, hacienda La Puente Unified School District

Muriel Dillard, Office of the Kern County SuOrintendent of Schools

Bonnie Garner, El Monte Elementary School-District

Kent Gill, Davis Joint Unified Schooi District

Rithard Giovannoli, Biggs Unified School District

Bernard Goodmanson, Los Angeles Unified School District

Julia Cottesman, Office,of the Los Angeles County Superintendent of School's

Jim Cvay,'University of California, Berkeley
Louise Grindstaff, California State University, Northridge

Wayne Harsh, University of Calfornia, Davis

Evrett I. Jones, University of California, Los,,Angeles

Helen Lodge, CalifOilia,State University, Northridge

Marguerite May, Los Ahgeles Unified School District

Joanna McKenie-,- California Sifte University, Northridge

Pat Moore-Howaid, Sacramento City' Unified School District

-Jim Musante, horaga Elementary School,District

deorge Nemetz, State Department of Education
Rocky Ortega, Oxngrd Union High School District

Dale Oscarson,IPalo Alto City Unified Schdol District

Alice Séofield, San,Jose.State University. .

Linda Short, Los Angeles Unified.School Distrigt

Barbara Tomlinson, University of California, San Diego.

Ross Winterowd, University-of Southern California

Bill Wise, Sanlilan,UnifUtSdhoOl-Distrint,
Joanne Yee, Gold Oak UniZit'Elementary School District.

Beth Breneman, State Department of Education Consultant to the'Committee

Mathemat:;.cs Asseasment Advisory Committee

r

' Charles A eii,--tbdAngeles Vnifie4§chool District

Joan Akers, Santee Elementari-Mool Distrlce
Margueriee Brydagaard, San Diego'State University
Joe Cooney, Office bf the San Mateo County Superintendent of Sehools

Clyde Corcoran; Whittier Union High School District
0

Richard Dean, California Institute of Technology
Sistq Rose Eleanor Ehrpt, Holy NameX, College ..

Lyle isher,'Tamalpais Union High School District
.

-Ruth Hadley, Lompoc Unified School District
Joseph Hoffmann, State Department of Education

.ThomaS"Lester,Saa Juan Unified School Diitrict
Gail Lowe, Conejo Va/ley Unified School District

Sandy Marshall Uhiversity of California, Santa Barbara

ance Mills, an Diego City Unified.School District

Susan A. 0 ergard, University of California, Davis
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Holland Payne, Sacramento City Unified School Distyict
Henry Palmer, Office of the Loe Angeles County Superintendent of Schdols
Ruth Riley,-Fresno Unified School District

Linda-Silveyr Los-Angeles,Unified School District
Jean Stenmark, Oakland Unified School District
Harold Taylor, San Mateo Udion High School District
Shirley,Tiembley, BakerOield.College
Tej Pandey, State Deparement of Education.Consulfant to the Committee
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